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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1957

Are 'Students Being Prepared Will Cite Each For Worthy
For Service In Atomic Era?
Contributions To Community

Negro Newspaper
The second annual Tri-State Defender Merit Awards during National
Weekd and Nthe citations are preTuesrecipients
six
to
presented
be
will
' in race relations
s
nr.
t hi
ringobse
iverrsdaury
'petinjicatlizoinsovaenmnbe
day, Nov. 26, during an a ward propram which will be held '
ance This month marks the sev.
at the Universal I.ife Insurance Co., 480 Linden ave.

A Look AtLocalScene One Of Little Rock Nine
Arouses Deep Concern Victim Of Coward Attach

Jess W. Matthews, principal of
maties and science courses in our
One of the nine students now attending Central High
Central High school stated that
iown schools for Negro children?"
The beep, peep sound made by, What science and mathematics school in Little Rock, Ark, was the victim of a cowardly "it was sinaply a case of one boy
Russia's Satellite„ Sputnik II, has courses are offered? How many of attack Tuesday a week ago.
hitting another without provocacases
turned into a resounding roar in the children take science and mat d that Thomas Jefferson, 15, tion and suspension in such
sourcet
relialsle
A
American educational circles.
thematics courses? On what grade l
is automatic."
A furore of critical analyses of levels do they take these subjects? was assaulted from the rear in the school's locker room 3-DAY SUSPENSION
A inerica's educational system is How many qualified Negro teach- for boys by Hugh Williams, a
It was revealed that Williams
was suspended for only three
4111111111111111111111111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111i 4 ;rs are there for the mathematics' white student.
and sciench classes? What is thei It was reported tkat Williams
days. This drew protest, the DeEDITOR'S NOTE: This is the record of graduates of Memphis; walked up behind Jefferson and
fender learned. It was reported
dealarticles
of
series
a
first in
,Negro schools in mathematics and; hit the Negro lad on the side of
that an investigation of the incl
Mg with the problem of instruc• science in college? What is the 51-1 the jaw. Meanwhile, two National
dent revealed that the Arkansas
tion in mathematics and natur- titude of students in Memphis Ne- Guardsmen lingered in the backMilitary District officials apparal sciences, especially in Mem• gro schools toward taking courses] ground chewing gum. The T r
ently tried to prevent exposure of
phis Negro public schools.
in mathematics and science."
the incident. A report of the atState Defender was told that the
Lt GEORGE W. LEE
tack had not been filed as of mid111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111' These and other penetrating guardsmen made no attempt to
PREs 1101.1.1.5 r. PRICY
questions are being heard with in prevent the attack. Troops of the
night Tuesday.
currently underway. The Ameri- creasing frequency, as Memphis 101st Airborne division had been
conwere
assault
the
on
Facts
can scientists lagged behind Rus- parents interested in educational removed from the locker room.
veyed to Washington and Wednes.
sia in pulling a satellite moon in progress and national security, INJURY NOT SERIOUS
day, the day following the attack,
the skies.
join other Americans in concern
members of the 101st were back
Jefferson was taken to a phyThe first suspicion is that Amer- over the situation and the chat- sician where he was given medion duty inside the school. HowTHOMAS
JEFFERSON
lean schools are not turning out lenge posed by Russia's achieve- cal treatment. His injury was not
ever, at week's end, it was re.
enough scientists. And the scien- ments.
serious, and typical of the courage daily, he later returned to his I ported, the 101st had been withe
h
a
t
ing
gengi\
because
A
partial answer,
tists are lacking
'drawn from Central High.
being shown by the nine students classes at the school.
school system is not placing eral, over-all picture of the local
- —
enough emphasis on mathematics school's policy and practices in regard to mathematics and science
and science courses.
was provided by a published stateWANT TO KNOWN
That is the general point of ment attributed to Memphis City
public interest to date. And the School superintendent, E. C. suminterest extends to all the schools, bert, last week.
public and private, elementary, NOT EXEMPLARY OF ALL
secondary, and college level, re- Mr. Stimbert said, that 77 per.„
gardless of geographical location. cent of the graduates of Mem- "Before Christmas" Nashville is
By EDGAR T. STEWART
In Memphis, with its segregat- phis school for the year 195.5-56 to have a plan for desegregation
d school system, a rising swell of had at least one science course of the remainder of its public
WILLARD if, SCOTT
Prof. A. A. Alexander has been
oncern centers around what is and Mt percent had at least one schools.
enth year of operation for the
AUL TURNER
REV.
Assistof
RBROWNING
position
the
WARNE
to
D.
appointed
REV.
made
was
being taught in mathematics and unit of algebra. He analyzed a re- The announcement
State Defender.
ant Supervisor of Negro Educascience in the Negro schools. Ne- port to show that 4.5 2 percent took last week by the Nashville School
made",
are
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"The
Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, president phis Press-Scimitar.
Jan.
effective
Mississippi,
in
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already
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gro citizens have
plane geometry. 13.5 took solid ge- board. The
of Lane College, of Jackson, The awards are to be pre- Editor Wilson said, "in keeping
de1958.
to
1,
order
court
Federal
a
seek
informaand
with
ask questions
ometry, and 14 percent took trigTerm., will be the principal speak- sented to winners in behalf of the with the spirit of the Negro Preis
tion about the local Negro schools' ometry; that 41.2 percent took gen- segregate the entire school sysProf. Alexander is a graduate er.
'Fri-State Defender by the follow- to honor and encourage citizens
31
Dec.
by
tem
offerings in these fields.
and
B.)
of Jackson college (A.
will be cited ing citizens: Taylor C. Itayes, who make noteworthy and conwho
,and
citizens
Negro
era t science. 61 percentbiology,
The
Americans,
Most
there is but one more
SEEK FACES
42.6 chemistry and =1 percent Although
white, object to inter-racial mar- Northwestern university (M. A.) for their contributions toward bet- mortician; President Levi Wat- structive contributions to human
"What is the situation in mathe- physics. Almost one out of every scheduled meeting of the board riages and "are not passive in in school administration. Ile has
ter race relations include leaders kins, of Owen Junior college; relations in the community."
Tetitt,
deadline Henry
four students took three years of before the
their opposition," Louis E. Lo- also studied at Atlanta university, In the fields of religion, educa- I'rof. Blair. T. Hunt, of Booker T.
spe-indicated
chairman pro-tem,
math, 20.5 percent had three cremax concludes in the November Hampton and Tuskegee. This ex- tion, business, politics and jour- Washington High school; A. Mameetings may be called to
dits in science and 8 5 percent ial
ceo Walker, president of Univerperience includes four years of nalism.
issue of Pageant Magazine.
over
arising
problems
deal with
had four science credits.
sal Life Insurance company; L.
THE COLUMN
He asserts that when sonic 1,137 teaching and coaching football at THE RECIPIENTS
plan.
However. many Negro observ- the
inter-racial couples took their Lanier High school in Jackson. They are: Rev. Paul W. Turn- Alex Wilson, editor of Tri-State
PRO-SEGS
THE
ers point out, that is the big pievows last year, they principal in Brookhaven; visit- er, pastor of First Baptist church, Defender, and Rev. W. L. Varthe regular board ses- marriage
tore but not altogether representa- During
"knowingly moved into a world ing professor at Jackson, the Al- Clinton, Tenn.; Dr. Hollis F. nado, pastor of Jackson Avenue
On Page 6 - This Edition tive for the Negro schools. For sion last week, members of the
in summer session. Price, president of LeMoyne col- Baptist church.
Preference committee, a that is neither black nor white, corn colleges
in which
instance, many who are gradu- Parents
lege, whose award will be receiv- BTW CHORAL GROUP
group, again de- leaving themselves open to end- AWARD WINNER ,
segregationists
ates of local schools, could not
Music for the occasion will be
ed by a college official; Rev. D.
schools be set up to less hostility, flagrant insults and
that
The mystery shrouding the d111.:
manded
geometry
solid
recall courses in
lie organized the "Big 8" High Warner Browning, pastor of Mt. furnished by the Booker T. Wash- appearance of Jesse Bradford, 16,
white, all - Negro and wholesale ostracism."
all
allow
at
attendance
their
offered during
The writer gives the following School Conference and State High Pisgah CME church; Willard W. ington choral group.
from Pontotoc, Miss., wee solved
mixed schools "for those who
,the local Negro schools.
Chaplain L. A. Thigpen, of Kensending their children statistics on inter-racial mar- School Athletic Associttion. He re- Scott, National Bank of Commerce
apparently last week.
as
One of the most frequently don't mind
,
serve
will
This riages in the United States last ceived the Silver Beaver Award vice president; Lt. George W. nedy VA hospital
schools."
Tot Herron, a white farmer ed
to integrated
ceremonies.
of
work.
Lee, manager of Atlanta Life master
Alabama said Saturday that he
See ATOMIC Page ?.
group was active in opposing re- year, but does not explain how in 1954 for Boy scout
race
the
of
winners
of
Selection
is
a Repubhired Bradford about a week ago.
cent integration in Nshhville he obtained his figures, for it
He has served as president Insurance company and
well known that in the majority, and treasurer of the Mississippi lican leader, and Clark Porteus, relations awards are made an- The boy remained in his employ
schools.
Defender
Tri-State
the
by
nually
Memthe
of
in Pickens County, Ala., until ruChester Mason, of the Prefer- if not all, of the northern states Teachers Association and Jackson veteran staff writer
atera of foul play began to einelmo
ence committee told the board race or nationality is not record- College Alumni Association and
that his group plans to require an ed on marriage licenses.
is a member of his local state
•
•
Herron told Sheriff Robert Jern'annual census of parents to see Of the 1,569,000 American coup- and national professional organigan that he picked the boy up
which wanted to send their chil- .vs wed last year, he says, 1137 izations, the Baptist church and
in Pontotoc while driving from Codren to integrated schools. He "ere inter-racial; 90 per cent of Phi Beta Sigma fraternity.
lumbus, Miss., to the former
suggested that zones be adjusted the latter were between Negro
School of
High
men and white women and 5 per • Alexander
accordingly.
Bradford, he said, asked for ft
Observers saw this move as cent involved white and Negro Brookhaven was named in his
job and was given work on a
one desined to pressure whites women; the remainder were be- honor.
farm in Alabama. When Herron
into line and would not serve as twren non-white (Orientals, etc )
The Educational Board of the National Baptist Conand Whites.
learned thru the newspapers that
a true yardstick of sentiment
vention, Inc., U.S.A., will hold a special session in Mem- police were searching for t h•
Mr. Petitt stated that the in- Mr. Lomax records his personlad, he gave the boy four dollars,
into line and would not serve as al conversations held with a numphis, Thursday and Friday, Nov. 21 and 22.
ber of the inter-racial couples
to Columbus and told
a true yardstick of sentiment.
for: A special Inspirational Ses- drove him
provides
The
agenda
him to catch a bus to Pontotoa
Mr. Petitt stated that the in- who cited their problems and diTrigg
Blom Thursday night, Nov. 21, 8 p.m., at the East
struction committee is studying a lemmas: finding decent living
The 89th anniversary of St.
holding
Avenue Baptist church, This meetplan which would comply with the quarters, making and
court's order to end segregation friends, getting and keeping jobs. John Baptist church, Vance and in-g will be held in cooperation Bates is moderator.
in the Nashville school system. The problems of their children Orleans, will be observed, S u n- with the Shelby County District Friday morning, Nov. 22, at 11
were also recounted.
day, Nov. 24, with a special all- association of which Rev. E.
a m., the Board will hold a
Twenty-five states forbid marprogram of music, pageantry
day
cou•
riage between racially mixed
business session at the Columbus
Benton case Is not clod.
pies, the writer states, adding; and speeches.
Baptist church, Rev. A. E. Camp- 'The
ed," Sheriff Ed Reeves said lad
"But even those Negroes who op- Rev. W. L. Varnado, pastor of
pastor.
bell,
week.
pose intermarriage agree with Jackson Avenue Baptist church,
BANQUET SET
"We are staying with the Cale
The YWCA announced last week Dr. W. E. DuBois, distinguished will deliver the anniversary day
statFriday at 6 p. m. a banquet until there is positive proof of
the purchase of a site at 1044 Negro sociologist, that 'these
sermon at 3 p. m. He will be achas happened to the child."
Mississippi to be used for con- utes are repugnant of their vicious
will be held at the Abe Scharff what
the sheriff said.
struction of a new Negro branch demands — that all colored folk companied by his church choir to
YMCA. All memthe
of
Branch
Two-year old Margie Net Ben.
t6 replace the one now located at write themselves off as brutes by provide music for the occasion.
Baptist ConMONTGOMERY, Ala. — (INS) bers of the National
ton disappeared from her grandthe general assertion of their un541 Vance,
invited to this affair.
program
are
the
vention
of
feature
Another
parents' Cordova farm home last
— For the first time in Alabama
Miss Flora Rawls, YWCA pres- fitness to marry other folk — are
Friday the Board
will be brief addresses by W. E. history, women will serve on a At 815 p. m.,
13. A thorough search was
ident, said that the price of the nightmares.'"
final business ses- Oct.
its
hold
will
made of the area surrounding Mr,
new site was $22,000. The prop- "It should not be too much to Johnson, on "The Church of Yes- federal jury, a direct result of sion.
"That
and Mrs. Mordie Fletcher home
erty was the home of Mrs. L. E. ask," Mr. Lomax concludes,
terday," Mrs. Robert Morris on the recent civil rights legislation
According to a statement from by Negro and white volunteers,
Brown, one of the founders of the a democratic people grant the re- "The Church of Today," and
Dr. W. Herbert Brewster, chair- the Civil Air Patrol, Red Cross,
Vance Avenue YWCA branch and quest of one inter-racial couple, young James Estes, jr., on "The passed by Congress.
from Millington sailors. sheriff deputise.
widow of the late well-known edu- and "Please, just leave us alone." Church of Tomorrow."
The Civil Rights Bill, whlat was man of the board members
present to and Safety Council.
"Perhaps," he continued, "the
cator. Prof. L. E. Brown.
directed primarily toward Ne- several states will be
At the time of Margie's asapVork. Miss F.well was awardThe new branch will be named little children who attended the Special features will be pre- groes, waived restrictions that outline plans for the successful
VISIT FAMED HANDY —
ed an all-expense paid trip as , in honor of Mrs. Brown, who birthday party of an eight-year- sented for the Sunday School and federal juries must be drawn un- operation of the educational board pearance, she was staying at the
Miss Merlin Jones Ewell, 1957
specBap- home of her grandparents along
her prize for winning the class- turned down more lucarative of- old Detroiter should lead us. As,mid-morning services with a
WW1 Talent Search Classical
der the same regulations as state which represents five million
tist throughout the United States' with her other five brothers and
ical talent search title. Mr. fern for the property in order to the guests gathered about t h e ial sermon by Rev. A. NIcEwen juries.
Division winner (left) Is shown
The
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Beale Street Elks.
just returned to Memphis
i will let the law take its course.
Tenn., interim treasurer,
with the violations.
ficer.
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imps Will Present
AnnualAwardsNov.24
Lt. George W. Lee, famous
business, political and fraternal
leader, will be presented the
Achievement Trophy at the
Awards Recognition and PresentsHon program, which is an annual

project ofthe ,Omega Psi Phi fraternity.
The awards program for this
year is scheduled to be held on
Sunday, Nov. 24 at the Parkway
church, South Parkway at Rozelle.

The

I)
WOCICI1 I

Mayweather's

*teaon fie Yhtai
at

tattoos also will be 'presented. Although no definite announcements are made in advance con;
cerning recipients, it is understood that among those to be honored this year are: Dr. I. A. Watson, jr., and Frank Kilpatrick,
sr., for their to-chairmanship of
the successful summer boycott
the postal worker who filed sti,'
in the local bus case; the JUG,
club, for their exemplary charity
contributions; and to an outstandin LeMoyne college undergraduate, Willie James Jaruerson. stu
dent council president and home
student.
THE RECEPTION
A reception honoring the award
recepients and the recipients of
the citations will be held following the program, in the church's
dining room. The reception is a
project of the Quette club,
C. C. Sawyer is chairman of the
achievement week committee far
Epsilon Phi chapter, Omega Pal
Phi fraternity. Other members
of the committee are: Lawrence
Westley, Luke .1. Weathers, E.
Frank White, O'Ferrel V. Nelsen
and James S. Byas. John C. Parker is basileus of Epsilon Phi
chapter, while Otis Higgs is ba.
sileut of the LeMoyne chapter.

The program will start at 5:30
in the afternoon, and the public
is cordially invited to attend.
Guest speaker for the occasion
will be Atty. Wiley Branton of
Pine Bluff and Little Rock, Ark.
Mr. Branton is counsel for the
Little Rock "Nine" and has been
instrumental in the legal fight
waged both to enter the Negro
children at Little Rock Central
High and also to keep them admitted. Mr. Branton is a graduate
of the University of Arkansas, one
of the first Negroes to graduate
from that institution.
OTHER CITATIONS
In line with the fraternity's expanded interest in the field of
achievement, this year several ci.

•

Thanksgiving

•
W
rers
past
Bel(
OCCU

a Book Week program at Melrose High school. The project
Is sponsored b library assistants of the cit). The public is invited.

WILL REVIEW BOOK —
Mine. Florence C. T. McCleave
will review "My Lord, What
A Morning," an autobiography
by Marian Anderson, Friday,
Nov. 22, at 9:30 a. m., during

WOI

leans Sts.
It has grown to a membership of
forty-three. The club has a two-fold
purpose in sponsoring these annual musicals: first, to provide an
! afternoon of fine entertainment for
'lovers of good music, and, second,
to furnish a medium of expresThe New Era Club of St. John!sion for talented young artists in
Baptist church, Orleans and Vance; the field of music.
ts., will sponsor the fourth annuThe recital this year will feature
1 musical, Sunday afternoon, Dec.I the Rust College Singers who are
, at 4 o'clock, at the church., ! returning from a tour of the north(Continued From Page 1)
This club, the latest addition to western section of the country
will commemorate the 84th
BLUES BOWL CANDIDATE
birthday of W. C. Handy, The the club roster of St. John, ;e- where they have been enthusiast— Miss Claudine Hester, of
heard observations is that the
classic Is sponsored by the- ceived jts name because it happen- ically received.
810 S. Lauderdale, a graduate
local schools provide too many
Scott,
Marilees
Beale Street Elks. Pre-game ed to be a new group, organized
Mesdames
Of Booker T. Washington High,
elective courses, particularly in
activities will begin at 7 p. m. in this new era of the church's chairman, alaridelle 111. Reed and
Is a candidate for Queen of the
mathematics and science. Since
to
John
moved
St.
when
history
Miss Hester is president of the
Frances Pegues head the general
Blues Bowl. The annual grid
these courses are not required,
OrArtists and Models club and a this new area at Vance and
recital committee. Mrs. Annette
tilt will be held at Melrose
and since there is a general imH. Roberts is president of the club.
junior Daughter Elk.
Stadium Monday, Dec. 2, bepression among students that
to
community
community and the
Rev. A. McEwen Williams is pasginning at 8 p. m. The event
they are difficult to learn, the
tor.
the school.
majority of the pupils fail to
elect courses like chemistry,
Mrs. Hooks then presented the
11
second
trigonometry,
Candy and gum 'add up to big
physics,
guest speaker, E. C. Stimbert,
year algebra, and the like. ...
who spoke briefly and emphatic- business in this country. The food
POOR FOUNDATION
ally on "What The School Should chains alone will sell something
Some teachers have expressed
Mean to The Commupity" and like $400 million worth of these
the opinion that students in local
the role the parents play in help- savories this year.
Negro schools are so inadequately
in the school develop worthwnile
prepared in mathematical foundaTHURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28th
citizens thus making "Little John
successtions until they cannot
Avenue
Elementary I The skit ends with Little John- ny's Dream" become a reality.
Walker
year
second
in
fully take a course
school held its first "open house" ny becoming another link in the
algebra. They observe that most of recently.
"Educational Chain," formed by INSPECT BUILDING
the pupils who elect algebra rareThe guests were served refesshInvocation was offered by Rev, the various organizations.
ly master the fundamentals of- C. J. Mickle after which "My , THE SPE4KERS
ments after which they proceeded
fered in the first year of the cou- Task" was sung by Miss Annie
Miss Lucille Hansborough, su- 1 to insptct the building and class
ise ground resulting from inade- Lee Monger.
pervisor of elementary schools, rooms which contained many proquately taught mathematics found"Little Johnny's Dream" a skit Was presented by Miss Bernice jects done by students under the
associaations in the elementary, or be- depicting the dreams and po- Harris and she in turn presented supervision of their teahers as Banks, members of this
the
,
cause of faulty teashing of second- Itentialities of a pre-school age to the patrons aAd parents, the well as regular classroom work tion, will not be open for
business on this
say mathematics is debatable.
from September until Nofember. transaction of
child was presented by students principal Mrs. Helen Hooks.
date.
An examination of the science I in the Brownies, Girl Scouts, Red
Mrs. ilooko prefaced ser re. The school will hold its first ref
and mathematics offerings in the, Cross, Safety Council, and Studentl marks with the philosophy and oh- ular PTA meeting Thursday
MEMPHIS CLEARING HOUSE
local Negro high schools shows Council and narrated by Miss ijectives of the school including the Nov. 21, at 3:30 p. m. in the
ASSOCIATION
that the Negro schools have the Faye Wade,
I the dual role of the school to the auditorium.
same offerings. as the white
schools in those areas. But the
question is raised as to the comparative number of Negro a n d
white pupils who elect these subjects in their respective schools.
DRIFT AS USUAL??
In his statement, Mr. Stimbert
said, "We began getting enrollment increases in science classes
about three or four years ago. In
some cases the percentage inBEST YOU EVER TASTED
crease was even greater than the
OR YOUR MONEY BACK
percentage increase for the total
school enrollment."
At National we consider no sale complete
Ile pointed out students have
until items- purchased have rendered comfrom
textbooks
science
separate
plete satisfaction. Refund or replacement
the third thru the eighth grades.
National's courtesy way if you are, not fully
He said he does not believe in
adding other required courses such
satisfied ulth thus product.
as science and foreign language,
because that would be "too much
regimentation."
He is quoted as saying, "Just
about everything in American education is controversial. I, person'
'ally have a broad philosophy of
what secondary education should
be. I don't think we should be too
FOOD STORES
specific. The student should be encouraged to take what's best for
him. That, to my mind, is %%here
our problem is."
HOW ABOUT MORE
GUIDANCE?
To observant Negroes this state•sswiswieff.'
ment of Mr. Stimbert could be interpreted to mean that Negro
puplis, like others in the Memphis
schools, will continue to have the
privilege of electing or avoiding
courses in mathematics and science, beyond the minimum requirement on the high school level.
Should an increasing number decide to take such courses this will
mean more emphatic guidance
and motivation on the part of
the teachers. This then, raises the
question of the number and training of teachers of mathematics
and science teachers in the Negro
schools. Also the equipment and
fz.cilities in the Negro schools to .
provide for courses in mathematics and science poses a question.
However, all these questions
point to one definite development
growing out of the current American concern with the nation's
schools in the matter of mathe. and science teaching and
matics
that is: A closer examination of
schools and how it is being taught
is in the offing, even in the Negro schools.

New Era Club
Will Present
Musical Dec. 8

I

Atomic

•

First ripen House
For Walker School

THANKSGIVING DAY
bn
BANK "'HOLIDAY

THANKSGIVING at the Mayweather household is both
a solemn and a festive affair. Above is the whole family
gathered around Mr. and Mrs. Twillard Mayweather.
The family is proud of Mr. Mayweather who is an outstanding member of the Metropolitan Baptist Church.
He is an usher and chairman of the membership committee; secretary of his Sunday School Class and Secretary of the Brotherhood Department. Reading from left
to right the members of his family are Patricia, age 7;
Mrs. Mayweather; Eva Gwendolyn, age 4; seated is Cynthia Kay, age 2; Emma Louise, age 8; and Mr. Mayweather.

You too can

Yeetit ofrit IlteY
Foods At Kroger
Men You Buy All Of Your Holiday

ors

--

ALL - YOURS AT NATIONAL—THE ONE BEST TURKEY

•

1

NATIONAL

Yes the juciest, best tasting turkey in the country — plump, savor and so tender.
Completely cleaned — all ready to pop into your oven. All you do it name your
size — will it be 4 pounds or 30 pounds — 7 81,000,000 turkeys — which
means the biggest selection in history at NATIONAL — the finest quality ever —
and the lowest price in years.
All this waiting at National for you! Moose your turkey now.
Every turkey is government inspected.
Every one is guaranteed

Low-Low Price!

Watch for our Ad Thurs.
Swift's Brookfield

WEEK: What o n e
)
(NEXT
(N
lem
Tennessee Educational institulion is doing about the prob-

Get your

Kroger Oven - Ready
Turkey for Thanksgiving
Magnificent broad-breasted, young turkey—ready to burst with juicy-rich goodness. The best in all the land — specially
fed for tender, more succulent meat ...
completely cleaned, ready to stuff and
pop in the oven. Order yours now at
Kroger. Get the size you want, ready
when you want it.
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Cooperative
Bible Class
1rive To End
The Fall Drive of the Memphis Cooperative Bible Class will
close on Friday evening, Nov. 22
at 8 p. m., at 595 Vance ave.,
A special musical program will
be presented, with Jesse H. Bishop as the guest speaker. T h e!
public is invited.
Mrs. Ida P. Spraggins is chairman; Miss Maggie Johnson, cochairman and Rev. J. S. Spriggins. resinent. Rev. Spraggins
said there will be entertainment
for all.

59c

UTTER

Firm and Ripe

BANANAS
PASCAL CELERY

CRISP &
FRESH

2ibs.25c
2 FOR 29c
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Army Quits 1ManassasAndBertrand TRI-STATE DEFENDER 3
Battle To A 20-20 Tie Club To Hear
Little
Sat

Nov 23, 1957

RockBy ALEXANDER DLLOACH, Jr. Jones went over for the scot,
Ilalfback. Walter Williams' kick
Last week at Melrose stadium went through
the uprights. At
the Manassas Tigers and Father
this point the half ended with the
Bertrand Thunderbolts battled to
lion .s purpose, promotion of, a
Tigers leading, 13-7.
a 20-20 tie. The Manassas Tigers. In
the third frame the Thiander• worthwhile community project,
scored first in the tilt in the firs bolts moved
the Cherry Charms still hear
the pigskin to the
when
Mrs. Marion Johns at their tie*
1 al:
i.fnbear.ii•g. kh,t tDaacskilde Tigers'
period ess%t
!„
•12ie3en.nyi a rod
25, but on the next play
meeting.
WASHINGTON — (INS) — The
!unlisted and a Tiger tackle
Mrs. Johns, who is a competent
Army yesterday
ordered the
felt'
the hall. A few plays later
social worker t the Travelers'
The try for extra point missed the Manassas Tigers found
withdrawal on Nov. 27 of all fedthem - Aid Agency, will speak
to the
eral troops enforcing school in- the uprights. Father Bertrand selves hack on their 15. On
the group on several' community
Thunderbolts put up a substained next play the Thunderbolts'
tegration in Little Rock.
hard I needs. She will also advise the orcharging lineinen blocked the Ti-,
The withdrawal leaves it up to drive but wereforeed to punt.
ganization of the proper channels
In the second frame the Ma-1 ers' punt on the nine The
the National Guard to enforce •`--is
Thon- to use in setting up whatever pronassas Tigers were again knock-, derholts moved the pigskin
to the ject is undertaken.
federal court order for integraingH anunb atchke d
Boo
il lry.
Tigers' five and Fullback Jones' The
tion of Central High School. Army
'Cherry Charms' made at
Phillips. a fast, went over from there. Halback Wil
,Secretary Wilber Brucker directtheir meeting, plans for a comrunner broke through the tine and liams went over for the
extra munity service during the holl•
ed the remaining 225 men of the
blew for a 85-yard touchdown. point.
original I,000-man detachment of
days. The seta ice will be headed
Fullback Mitchell went over for, PEE: WEES PLAY
the 101st Airborne Division to reby arrs. Ossie W. Carter and
the
extra point. But the Thunder-. The Foote and Claeborn Homes
turn to their home station at
bolts didn't give tip. They came defeated the Manassas Tiers, 20- , Mrs. Barbara Y. Haznilton.
Fort Campbell, Ky.
hack late in the period from their 0 last F'riday evenin at Dixie
Brucker said: "Continuing sta- own 25-yard line, after moving
Robinson scored three touchdown,.
bility at Little Rock is-as the the pigskin
down to the Tigers' two of them were on a 15-3'ard
basis for the decision to with- four.
.''N
900
drawo
kaQ
uijarterback, Harry Lee added
JONES SCORES
GUARD
On the next play fullback, John one extra point and halfback
Some 900 members of the ArkJames Hill added conversion, This
NASHVILLE — Tennessee Slate
ansas National Guard will re- if
was a Mg win for the Foote came from behind
Saturday on
main on duty at Central High. In
Homes team. They are now tied a brilliant second-half passing
atwith Porter school for first place, lack to throttle undefeated Preis'.
The federal troops were ordered into Little Rock by President
Roth teams will meet this week ie View Panthers 32-7, This
win
to play for the city champion;gave
Eisenhower on Sept. 24. On Oct.
the
national champion
14, 500 troops were withdrawn
ship.
Tennessee, their 2 straight game
KNOXVILLE — Knoxville Coland on Nov. 6 another 275 were
with out defeat and a 3-0-1 season
lege Bulldogs lost to revengeful
Washington—The big game pop- record.
removed.
Ft. Valley (Ga.) State College ulation of the U. S. national forests
The original order on Sept. 24 Tigers 12-0 Saturday
on a wet and is believed to have increased in .lava is said to be the
molt
federalized 10,500 members of the muddy field at
the past 2.0 years,
2 P• m•
densely populated area.
Arkansas National Guard. Ilow•
The Bulldogs, still full of pep
ever, all but 1,800 were released over
spoiling Hoteroming for
from federal duty Oct. 14 and Storehouse
tiles-Peet ons Saturday,
another 900 were released Nov. 6. made Ft. Valley
bow 13-7 at honie
The
President
ordered the coining last year. In that gam,
(Or The Equivalent!
troops to Little Rock after a mob Pt. Valley had the 7-0 lead at
TO BE GIVEN AWAY AT THE
at the high school failed to com halftime. But Saturday. the ele
ply with a "cease and desist" rnents wept no more after half
proclamation he issued on Sept. time, and although the son now
shone, the Tigers still rained mu
23.
Sponsored by
the Bulldogs.
MOB ACTION
_.
1 The mob gathered In front at
the school to protest a federal , Sept. 21 on the orders of Federal
BENEFIT SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Judge Ronald N. Davies.
court order for immediate
into:
gration of nine Negro students.
Faubus originally directed the
Coy Orval Faubus had ordered' national
guard to surround the
the Arkansas National Guard school
on Sept. 2 and to prevent
VANCE AVENUE YWCA — $1.00 DONATION
withdrawn from the school on
Negroes from entering the school

Mrs. M. Johns

EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER

ip of
o-fold
annu.
e an
nt for
cond,
orests in

We have seen many many er., to know what had
happened. What
rOre in newspapers during the did this and
that mean. That addpast 20 years we have been in our ed more fuel
to the smouldering
fleld. We understand how they fire. However,
time, as with welloccur — at !east many of Diem nigh everything else
tempered the
aod we try to be tole-ant. There temper.
can be many a slip between a
Probably the most serious er•
linotype operator a proofreader ror in this column was one about
and a bank man one who usually . technically trained personnel in
inserts corrections).
Sometime Russia in comparison with the
the corrections are worse than. United States over a decade.
the copy which was corrected for
The paragraph should have read
hnotype errors in the first place. as follows: •'Our country today
Any way, lrst week after plough- laces a severe shortage of er.gin
ing through a iness of misspelled eers and technically trained perwords, transposition Of lines and sonnel. it was reported recently.
bnotype set inaccuracies in this "In the decade from 1050 to 1960
column, we felt like taking the the Soviet Union will graduate
gremlins to the woodshed tor a 1.200,000 (one million two hundred
skin-busting scalloping,
thousand) scientists and engineers
As expected, the telephone be- compared to 900,000 (nine hundred
gan to ring . . readers wanting thousand) in the United States.''

A&I Turns Back
prairie View

It seems that the overall pic- that while the school district was
ture of school integration in Plea- the first to vote on desegregation
santon, Texas recently, isn't very under the laws of Texas, it is
DELTA SCHOLARSHIP REpleasant after all — at least also the first school to our
CIPIENTS The young ladies
where Negro teachers in the area knowledge to segregate races withshown are striking examples
are concerned.
of the results of Delta Sigma
in the integrated school. It is reC. W. Rice editor and publish- ported that 15 Negro children are
Theta scholarhhip projects.
er of the "Negro Labor News" assigned to special rooms NA here
They, with many others, were
of Houston, Texas, sees the situ- they are taught ly Negro teachgiven scholarships and encour.
ation as segregation within an in- ers, until the teachers' cottracts
agement bs the sorority as
tegrated school. The Negro stir expire.
they left high school and endents are integrated, to a degree, "While the integrationiste are
tered college. Alpha Gamma
hut not the teachers.
hailing this as an achievement. ii
Sigma chapter of Delta sigma
Here is his viewpoints on the is in reality a grave set-hack tc
Theta is proud of thena They
problem: '"The results of the the economic welfare of the Ne
are: (Seated) Miss Dorothy
volunteer desegregation of t Is e gro since it is obvious that the
Johnson, (Miss LeSloyne of
school in Pleasantown . . is cer- Negro teachers will not he ein• 19571 a 1151 graduate of Le.
tainly humiliatine to the Nogro ployed in the integrated schools
Moyne, in Memphis School
teachers and the race in general as they were in their own
system and Mrs. Ilattie House,
at this time.
schools.
also a LeMoyne graduote, who
"The vote on desegregation ilav
"The school desegregation proteaches at Walker avenue
the town) was a mandate to do gress will not be completed until
school. Standing: Miss ('baraway with the colored schools and a provision is made to employ
move the 35 Negro children to the Negro teachers in all schools acall-white school . . .
cording to their qualifications."
"A humiliating report revealed
That makes sense!

lotte Brooks, 1957 Fisk university music graduate, w ho
teaches music at Carver High
school, and Mrs. Annie M. Al.
den Green, a IR Moyne grad,
now teaching in the !Magnolia
elementary school. The latter
is also a supervisor of recreation tor the Memphis Park
commission. The schoolarship
project this Fall is one wherein a 1500 wardrobe (clothes,
if you please) shall be given
to—the holder of a lucky ticket
in the Delta Coffee Hour,
Thursday evening, Dee, s, at
the YWCA. The program opens
at 8 p, m. Miss Rosa A. Robinson is chairman of the 1957
scholarship project.

Now, This 'Peyton Place' Book

Without a doubt "Peyton Place."( the town is typical of many other
a novel by Grace AD-tattoos, about; U. S. A. towns and villages.
life in a little New England town! The yelp now for banning the
packs a low earthy wallop. 1 dicielI book stems in part from the fact
like some of the raw pictures pre-, that the truth is hurting. Why not
By ROBER'f E. CLARK
, ''l don't think there is a great
sented in it and certainly wouldn't ban all such hooks as "Grapes
deal of ill feeling toward the
like for a daughter or son of of Wrath." "Native Son," "ToAUGUSTA. (4 — (INS) — l'resident for his decision
in send
mine to read it before getting a bacco Road". Incidentally the President Eisenhower made his
ing the troops into Little Rock.
firm foundation in good literature town is named after a Negro, first trip to the deep south since
"1 may not agree with the PresAuthor Metalious rips the Rim- Samuel Peyton. According to Au-i ordering troops into Little Rockl
ident on some occasions but he
sy blanket of hypocrisy and ?re- thor Metalious he wouldn't fit in . last Friday and found no visible
is President of the United States
tensions from the town whiCh has the current picture of the New ill will as he arrived in Augusta
and I certainly respect the office
a rigid moral code.
Negro. Brother Peyton is a sell for a brief golfing vacation.
. he holds"
Some of the loon's residents seeking, shrewd fellow who sold
There was, in fact, a determinThe usual secret service pre
have the morals of alley cats, guns to the Confederacy during edly friendly official welcome cautions
were tightened somehowever, you wouldn't know it un- the Civil War, Ile built himself from city leaders as the Presi- what,
but only the normal num•
.111kless you were one of the clan, a fine castle on a hill with the • dent and First Lady stepped from her of agents traveled
with the
WfWhat is true of the pretensions in filthy lucre. Amen!
their plane at Bush field.
Chief Executive.
The crowd of some 250 seas• Feeling still is running high
in
about the same size as on the ; the South over the President's use
15 other visits the Eisenhowers of Army troops in the Little
have made to Augusta in the Rock school integration crisis,
past five years. There were no and there!was some concern that
boas or demonstrations of any therc might be an organized demSorry we missed deadline with all were here and Misses Ruth kind. but a burst of applause as onstration on his arrival in Aug.
the
President debarked from the gusts.
our news last week, but we are and Bernadine Mitchell , Miss
hack in stride again.
Martha Jane West visited her mo- Columbine Ill.
It was the I.ittle Rock crisis
Speaking to I1CW,ITICII at the air- which cut short Mr. EisenhowThere are so nany people sick ther, Mrs. Clara West, Mrs. Lucy
with flu that only a few are left Overall is very sick with flu. Other port, Augusta Mayor Hugh L. er's September vacation in Newvictims include Eddie Ball, Mrs.' Hamilton said:
up to make the news.
port, R. 1.
Rev. J. H. Overall is still inn- Jennie Brown, John Etta Jamifined to his room alter being son and yoer seri*.
Walter Pfieffer is critically ill.
stricken at the conference in Memphis some time ago. Visiting him Little Derrek Julian is doing fine
and other relatives in Dyer this after his operation last week. Mrs.
past weekend from St. Louis Wilma Ewell is ill with flu. Sirs.
were Mr. and Mrs. Laymon Over- Lydia Ewell is improving slowly
all and children, Norine, Jackie. as are most of the others.
Donald and the baby.
We promise you a nice column
Mr. and Mrs. Azzie Lee Over, next week if you will forgive this
CHICAGO. Illinois —
iron pipe during a quarrel in their
Gospel Singer Willie Webb is' home
short one and let your scribe get
hack to, bed and normal again. still recuperating from injuries he
A preliminary hearing in the
suffered last week when he claims case was continued in Felony
Until next week. ADIOS.
his brother-in-law hit him with an court yesterday until Webb is able
to appear and testify against his
relative.
Prof Blair T. hunt principal
Webb accuses Obie B. Ludlow,
of Booker T. Washington High
50, of hitting him with the bar in
school, will deliver the Pre
their home at 4724 Champlain
Thanksgiving message at the
ave. last Thursday'. Ludlow was
The Memphis Bahama will pre•
Weaver Elementary school Sun- sent the third of their series of
arrested Sunday on a warrant
day. Nov. 24. at 4 p. ii. The 'Arinind The World" forums in
charging him with assault to kill
school is located at 3543 Weaver their center, 1352 Madison ave., of
Atty. Jean Willianis, representDr. R. Q. Venson, chairman of ing the singer,
rd. Prof, T. J. Toney is principal. Thursday Nov. 21. at 8,15 p. m.
said Webb had to
the
executive
board of the NaThis is the school's Annual PreThe guest speaker will ne Isaac
have more than 20 stitches taken
tional
Dental
association
of MemThanksgiving program.open house Menache of Istanbul. Turkey. His
to close the head wound.
and drive Sunday. Other featured I topic will he "Turkey Day — phis met in Pittsburgh Pa., along
Judge George B. Wgiss set Dec.
with
Dr.
Harry
T.
Penn,
president
numbers will be the Men's Choir World Crossroad."
cf Mt. Olive Cathedra! church,
Mr. Menaehe is a native of Is- and Dr. E. N. Jackson, secretary 4 as the day when the case is
, , treasurer, to plan the mid winter scheduled
Robert Taylor. soloist, the crown. tanbul and is presently
to be heard.
ass a`.' executive hoard meeting and the
in of 'Miss Weaver" and the Ii• ed with Hoehnburg Brothers '
co.,
national
convention,
recently.
nancial reports of the classes.
of Memphis who is in the cotton
The board meeting will be held
The school will be open to wel- business. The public is cordially
Feb. 8,9, 1958, and the convention
come its parents and friends.
invited,
will be August 4 thru 7, 1958. All
of the meetings will be held at
the Penn Sheraton hotel.
The president of the Laklies'
auxiliary, Mrs. Lula Haller, was,
also present to help prepare a
WASHINGTON — (INS) — The
program for the wives and chill- president of the B'nai B'rith Worndren who will be attending the ren has called for uniform state
convention,
laws to plug escape routes of runaway pappies.
I Mrs. ily Kornbleet of Kansas
'City, Hans., a grandmother of seven children, also called for uni•
. form marriage and divorce laws
I in all states for "putting a stop
'to competitive divorce bargains."
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia — EthThe B'nai B'rith women's presilopia's economy was hard hit,
dent expressed her views in a rethis year by the lower price which
port on youth problems to the orits coffee brought on the world ganization's
national executive
market, reports the November is-,
board which opened a two - day
sue of Foreign Agriculture, a pub- meeting
yesterday, preceding the
lication of the U. S. Department 114th
annual meeting of B'nai
of Agriculture.
' B'rith. The parent organization
The price of its coffee dropped convenes Thursday,
three cents a pound because of the
Mrs. Kornbieet said there is
coffee's somewhat lower quality need for
a "comprehensive
resulting from inadequate storage statute" to "plug
up the escape
facilities during the Suer crisis. route" for family
deserters by
Ethiopia usually counts on coffee making it a
punishable offense
In bring 50 percent or more of for a parent to
cross a state line
its export earnings.
I after abandoning a minor child.

nox Tigers
ake Licking

$500.00 WARDROBE

DELTA COFFEE HOUR

DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY

Prof. Hunt To
OSpeak At Weaver New Speaker For
Dental Group
Baha'i Forum
Set Board Meet
For Next Year

•NURSERY

BOWL

GRID

CLASSIC

Thursday, December 5, 1957
KICK - OFF At 8:00 p.m.

At Melrose Stadium
DON'T MISS IT

Law To Curb
R un Away
Dads Sought

Bright spot in the week for the students In your family arid
you — a get-together by Long Distance! For ease
in calling, why not set aside a regular calling time each
week. Examples of low Long Distance rates are
below. And remember, It coWes even less to call
station-to-station, and after 6 P.M. and on Sundays.

See How You Save On Station-To-Station Calls
NIGHTS

STATION-TO-STATION
SUNDAYS
DAYTIM1

Ga. Tech - Atlanta, Ga.
U. of Tenn. - Knoxville, Tenn.
Vanderbilt - Nashville, Tenn.
U. of Miss.. Oxford, Miss.
Miss. State - Starkville, Miss.
ars rah,* ler M. Ars/ thr•• .3.41,0•• Pe.Fe aeldNlorest ntlfraN, or*" lowlir Wore,with* lea ore4
ededed.I '1

:

It will be celebrated at the sane.
tuary Sunday. The main feature
will be held at 3:30 p. m.
The pastor. Rev. W. E. Ragsdale, extends a cordial welcome
to everyone.

4 TRI - STATE
Sot., Nov. 23, 1937

I Over and above everything else the common crowd and
make a
the prodigal sop was a dreamer.'real contribution to his day is
of the fact that hisdreams rather tragic. Dreams have stood
In s
were misdirected, nevertheless, he as stimuli to men in all walks
was a dreamer.
of life to soar above those things
j He dreamed that he could build that would ordinarily hold them
I world on money, good times, back. I like to see people who are
and new friends. But one of the born in the midst of all of the
wholesome things about handicaps of life thinking of one
in o
the boy he dreamed.
day when greatness will be achievlie schools was the guest
' The world is deeply Indebted to ed. Yet through constant dream- AT OPEN HOUSE—The first
speacker. Mrs. Helen Hooks
the dreamers of every age. Some- ing and appliance to those things open house was held recently
at
Walker
Avenue
Elementary
(center) is principal of the
times these well-meaning men that we hold dearest to us
one school.
Parents
friends
and
school, which opened for Neand women have not done too day we will wake up to learn
who visited were impressed
Much for the cause of humanity that we have achieved.
groes this term. At right is
with
the
program
and
exhibon
Miss Lucille Hansborough, suother occasions they have One of the most tragic things
but
its. E. C. stimbert (MR) subeen the originators of means of our day is wrapped
pervisor
of elementary schools
up in the
perintendent of Memphis pub.
whereby men have been able to fact that many people
who appeared on program.
feel that
und stand and benefit by their because of certain
circumstances
dream.. Here and there we find things are
insurmountable. Nothing
men of unwholesome dreams but has been further
from the truth.
the number which had wholesome Paupers have
risen to men of
dreams greatly outnumbers those' great
moral and spiritual strength,
who got off on the wrong foot.
men and women born of ignorant
MANY' DREAMERS
and indifferent parents have risen
' History reveals to us many to become
itellectual gaints, peodreamers who have made notable; ple who
have been physically
Pastor's Appreciation Day was church will officiate. Rev. W. M.
eontributions to the cause of huhandicapped have been trail-blaz- observed at the First Baptist Brown is the host pastor.
man advancement. To these men ers for
those who are physically Broad Avenue church Sunday. An CASTALIA BAPTIST
and women the world is greatly fit because
they have dared to overflowing congregation witness- Sunday is Men's Day at the
Indebted They and they alone dream.
The dream of the prodi- ed the celebration which corn Castalia Baptist church. Speaking
are basically responsible for the gal son
was highly unwholesome memorated three years of unself- in honor of the annual day will
world being in its present state. but
the experiences brought about ish service to mankind. Rev. C. be Rev. It. S. Ruckett, Rev. RuckOne of the most unfortunate states by the
pursuit of those dreams M. Lee of Pilgrim Rest Baptist ett is the pastor of the Union
of human activity today is wrapdid much to make him a wiser, church delivered the principal ad- Valley Baptist church. Edna
ped up in the fact that there are
man. It was through the series dress. The master of ceremony Holmes is the chairman.
too many people who do n o t
of events that followed his pursuit was Rev. James Netters of Mt. Rev. C. Mims, pastor of CaN
dream.
of his dreams that he was rudely Vernon Baptist church.
talia Baptist church, will delis t,]
' When I hear a young man or
awaken to himself and as he ap- Gifts expressing
the deep af- the special message at 11 a. m
woman talking about finishing
proached his father's home he fection of the
membership were EASTERN STAR BAPTIST
school and going out into the
cries out, "FATHER, I HAVE literally showered
Celebrating Men's Day Sunday
on the minisworld to teach, or preach, or beSINNED AGAINST HEAVEN AND ter, Rev. H.
C. Cherry and his also, is the Eastern Star Baptis,
coming a world leader I hold
THEE AND AM NO LONGER wife. Mrs. Glady
Morgan was church. The morning worship hour
high hopes for this world of ours.
WORTHY TO BE CALLED THY chairman of the
day. The co-chair- one of its own products, RooseI fully realize however, that it
SON." Whatever our drea ms man was Quince
velt Allen. Mr. Allen is a trustee,
Phillips.
Is going to take more than dreams
might lead us to do in the final, Services at
the church Sunday la clerk, the secretory of the Layto bring about the realizations
analysis we come out a far wiser' will be
, men and is an active member
regular.
but at least the dreams are a
individual. The world needs peo- FRIENDSHIP
! serving the church for the 20th
BAPTIST
step in the right direction. For the ple
today who have gone through! After the
•
quarterly group re- year.
young mind never to think in the
experiences of dreams whether!port at Friendship
Baptist church, The main address will be determs of making a great contri- wholesome
or unwholesome to Sunday, the congregation
bution to his day and time is realwill mo- livered by Rev. A. L. McCargo
bring out the beat in them and tor to
Benjestown, Tenn. There, of Salem Gilfield Baptist churc,
ly tragic.
to place them in a position to rem.
they will participate in Pastor's The serinon will be heard at 3:3u
RATHER TRAGIC
der a worthwhile contribution to, Chapel
Baptist church. Rev. F. R. g. m.'
• For a person ne%er to rise above'
their day and time.
The drive for Eternal Life
Nelson fFi d • B
Policy will terminate at 6:30 p. m.
Stewart Sartin is heading it.
The Men's Day chairman and
co.chairman are Thomas Pegues
and William Young.
EMMANUEL BAPTIST
It is time, once again, for one
of the most anticipated days on
the church's calendar at EmmanBy ERNESTLNII COFIELD
uel. That day is Woman's Day.

Businessman-Cleric Tells
Why He Stays In South

NEW ALBANY, Miss. — "This
Is my home; I was born here
and will not leave."
' That is the statement made
Tuesday by a successful minister and businessman who resides
in Mississippi, a state dreaded by
many.
Although Rev. J. L. Tolbert, an
official in the CME church, has
been called a communist, intimidated and his home fired on a
number of times, the most recent time last Halloween, he still
finds the courage to remain in
the state.
The Tolbert case of Mississippi closely parallels that of the
L. C. Bates, of Little Rock, Ark.
Several years ago intimidation
started against the Bateses. Their
borne was fired on, picture window broken, crosses burned on
their front lawn and economic
pressure exerted on them. Yet,
they have vowed to remain in Little Rock and fight for the rights
guaranteed them by the Consti•
tution.
Soberly dressed Rev. Tolbert,
(he wore a black suit, black tie,
black shoes and white shirt) said,
"Once a white maa asked what
did I think of integration, I said
I don't know what the word
means and I on't think any of
first class citizenship, I want
that. I want a good home, good
clothes, a good car, good schools
and everything else you want.
Yes, I want first class citizen- REV. J. L. TOLBERT, mortiNew Albany, Miss. But like
ship."
cian and minister, has been
the Bateses of Little Rock, he
Rev. Tolbert and his wife of intimidated, had his home fired
said, "This Is home,!was born
25 years, Mrs. Ossie Adlaeigh, at and felt the economic press.
here and I will not leave".
live as quietly as possible in ire of his white neighbors in
New Albany, Miss. He is the
founder and owner of Tolbert Funeral home and Tolbert Supreme in Ripley, Miss., in 1052.
trustee of the Mississippi SndustBurial association, which has A religious leader, Rev. Tolbert
rial sollege, general secretary of
more than 10,000 active policy was ordained a minister in Rain
holders in all parts of the state. es, Term., in 1929. He has served the Board of Evangelism of the
Some activities credited to the as par of Anerson chapel C. C. AL E. church, U. S. A. and a
minister, who has been a fu-3 31. E. church in Holly Springs; member of the joint department
neral director since 1934, are the ] Sanders chapel, Columbus an d of the Evangelism of the National
Council of Churches of Christ in
establishment of the first Negro, Lane chapel, Tupelo.
funeral and burial association in
The mortician has served as America. He aspires to the bishopOxford, Miss.; the first church. presiding elder of the Tupelo dis- ric.
More in Columbus, Miss., in 1933; trict; dean of the Mississippi's! Civically, he
has served with a
the Tolbert-Robe funeral home in Leadership Training school, vice number
of organizations in the
Tupelo, Miss., in 1951 and the president of the National Youth community,
white and Negro.
Tolbert-Foster-Webb funeral home conference of the CME church;
He was advisor to the regis•

trent for selective service during World War II.
Rev. Talbert was the first Negro notary public in Mississippi.
This year. his application was
turned down by Governor Coleman. In the corner of the application, Rev. Tolbert said the
Initials of a white attorney, who is
a member of the Watchdog committee and one of his bitter foes,
was penciled in.
The minister's troubles began
In 1954 when Mercury magazine
carried an article naming him
and 600 other church leaders as
signers of a peace petition &wing World War II, which was submitted to the President. The article was entitled "Churches vs
Reds".
Whites in the community spread
the rumor that he was a communist. Gradual pressure was,
brought to bear on him.
Jokingly and with a twinkle in
his eye, Rev. Tolbert said, "On
I think I have the goodwill
the q. t., I have a cold war on
of the better thinking whites. I
can still go to banks in the neighboring towns and borrow money."
Asked about voting, the mortician said he and the few that,
voted had no trouble, but "someone goes around the Negro community and scares them and
keeps them from paying their poll
tax."
A graduate of Mississippi In.
dustrial college and a bolder of
an honorary doctor of divinity
from the same school, Rev. Tolbert's philosophy is:
"I believe that even though justice is not meted out fairly by ,
all people in the South that there:
are many of the better thinking
people of both races who can
gradually work out a solution for
our problems by education, religion and business relationships.
"This I have pledged myself to
do M to remain in the South with
my, brothers and sisters to help
them find a new way of life".
This is the creed of not only ,
Rev. Tolbert and the Bateses but
many "new Negroes" in the old
South.

Gospel Temple
To Observe
Women's Day

Olivet Bo tist Holds
•
Week
th For Christ

MAGNOLIA FIRST BAPTIST
A capacity crowd witnessed the Co .pel Temple Missionary BapPastor's Anniversary at Magnolia tist church will observe its anwas ob- Chairman of the week's acuvit
Baptist church Sunday. It marked nual Women's Day Sunday, Nov. Youth for Christ Week
,ies is Mrs. Barbara Burgess.
Christian 24. Mrs. Bernice Abron will be the served at the Olivet Baptist church
t'
two years f
work. Acknowlegernent to this ef-I speaker in honor of the day. Mrs. Nov. 17-22 with Dr, E. T. King,
Albuquerque—The northwest tor.
Abron, an active member of
Sect was Is de known to the beof Louisville, Ky., as guest speak' ner of New Mexico, joining Ariloved minister, Rev, Calvin '1'. Nel- Metropolitan Baptist church and a
•
teacher at the Manassas High
zona, Utah and Colorado, is the
son.
A consecrated leader and dyThe message for the occasion school, will address the congregation at 3 p.m. Some of the namic speaker, Dr. King is financ- only point in the United States
was delivered by Rev. Van J.
where four states meet.
participants in the full day cele- ial secretary of the National BapMalone of First Baptist Chelsea
bration
are
Mrs.
Bernice
Leathertist convention and pastor of the
church.
wood of St. Stephens Baptist Zion Baptist church of Louisville.
Services at the sanctuary Sunchurch,
Mrs.
Burny
Delta
Hayes
day, will be regular.
At the close of the meeting a
of St. James AME church, the
MT. MORIAH BAPTIST
Manassas Glee Club, and St. Luke youth fellowship reception will If
A day of regular service will
Baptist choir. The day will be held at the church. These activibe held at the Mt. Moriah Baptist
ties will climix the annual Home-,
climaxed
with a musical at 7:30
church Sunday. Rev, R. W. Nora.
coming Sunday, Nov. 24. The an
p.
m.,
by
the
Columbus
and
GosIts tun to play
worthy, the pastor, will speak to
nual sermon will be delivered by
pel Temple Baptist choirs.
congregation
musicl its more
the
during the mornMrs. Gissie Lester is chairman Rev. Roy Love, pastor of Mt. Nebo
ing and evening services. The
fun tor
Baptist church.
combined choirs will render mu- of the affair; Mrs. Callie Young,
Saxophonists who
co-chairman; Miss Juanita Young
sic.
enjoy the lightning
secretary; and Rev. C. T. Epps,
action and flawless
ST. AUGUSTINE CATHOLIC
pastor.
intonation of a
Sunday at 7:30 p. m., The Most
KING. Why not
Rev, William L. Adrian, D. D. A study made in Minnesota
stop in. Try the
Bishop of Nashville will confer shows that only about two percent
new King
the Sacrament of Confirmation at of the state's 55,000-plus automoSuper-20 and we.
RECORDS IPOR IVERYONI
St. Augustine. The church is ask- bile accidents last year could be
ing all the people who are not to attributed to causes bevod the
306 POOH Of Looderflek
be confirmed or who are not , control of drivers — which simPhew* IA 14344
Sponsors of those to be confirmed ply means that the human factor
not to attend the Confirmation' was responsible for 98 percent.
ceremonies. The size of the church
necessitates this request. This
"Our Store is as Close as Your Mailman is to Your Door"
will also be the largest class to be
confirmed in the history of the
parish. Father Capistran J. Hass
MUSIC CO.
is the pastor.
/...dqwertera
107 WEST 135th STREET — NEW YORK 30, N. Y.
KING • CUR VINLAND
Honolulu — The Hawaiian lanCHURCH AND SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES
guage contains only 12 letters, fewAPAIRICAN-STANDAND
Badges, Caps, Gowns, Banners, Hymnal Books, Gospel Sono Books
er letters in a complete alphabet,
Church Supplies
than any other known language in
MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY.WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
the world.
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SAXOPHONE

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

COLIE STOLTZ

WILCO RELIGIOUS SERVICE
& SUPPLY, Inc.

111 Madison Ave.

)0

Yes Madame,
The holidays will soon be
here! It's time to start brushing up on your skill in cake
making. As usual Jack Sprat
enriched soft s(rheat flour will
help you escape being emberrased. Cakes, pies ambrosia
galore is the way they did it
a long time ago; happy wad
all the family and friends. Jack
Sprat waats them that way
again.

a. C. Shortening or butter
utes. Frost and fill with seven
1 tsp. lemon rind
minute frosting. Sprinkle coconut or soft white frosting.
1 tsp. vanilla
1 C. moist shredded cocoFROSTING
nut
Mix in top of double boiler,
24 C. Milk
2 egg whites, '1/
1
2 C. Sugar,
3 eggs, unbeaten
1-4 C. water, 1 Tlhe. lemon
Sift flour, sugar, baking pow- juice, 141 tsp. salt, 3 Tlba.
der and salt into mixing bowl. light corn sirup. Beat constantAdd shortening or butter, le- ly over boiling water until mixmon rind, SS C. milk, vanilla ture holds a peak, remove from
and 1 egg — beat for 3 min- heat, add Ss tsp. each grated
utes in mixer on low speed. lemon rind and vanilla. Beat
Scrape bowl and beater. Add until spreadable. Pretty isn't
rest of milk and remaining it? And its just as good.

COCONUT LAYER CAKE
(makes two 9 inch layers)
2 1-4 C. sifted Jack Sprat flour
more.. Bake in 2 flour and
12 C. sugar
shortening coated pans at 375
2 1-4 tsp. baking powder
degrees F. for 25 to 30 min1 tsp. salt

Bye for now,
Jana Porter
JANA C. PORTER

HEY KIDS

SEE THE MOVIES FREE
WONDRFUL NEWS — FOR CHILDREN UNDER 12!
Get a FREE "JR. MOVIE PAMPHLET" and fill its two pages with
Quality Stamps. Then, present it to the Box Office of your favorite
Neighborhood Theater displaying the sign. "We Accept Jr. Movie
Pamphlets." It's GOOD FOR FULL admission price at ANY performance. (Even includes federal tax.)
NEARLY EVERY NEIGHBORHOOD THEATER IN MEMPHIS (and
many theatres in other Mid-South cities) will redeem "Jr. Movie Pamphfeta" as full admission price at any performance for children under 12.
Get your FREE "Jr. Movie Pamphlet" at ANY Big Star or at ANY
theater displaying the sign: "We Accept Jr. Movie Pamphlets". You
need fill only TWO pages (50 stamps each page) with Quality Stamps!
ANOTHER EXCITING, EXCLUSIVE PROMOTION FEATURE OF
QUALITY STAMPS
THE MID-SOUTH'S FAVORITE GIFT STAMPS!

* ACE
997 Mississippi Blvd.
* PALACE
324 Beale Ave.
* GEORGIA
663 Mississippi Blvd.
* W. C. HANDY
2353 Park Ave.
* NEW DAISY
330 Beale Ave.
* SAVOY
1268 Thomas

MORE TOP NOTCH TALENT ON BIG STAR FOOD STORES' RADIO SHOW
••••••••1011.00.......•

LISTENERS THROUGHOUT the tremendous area served by
50,00i Watt WDIA make It a habit to tune in at 11:30 each Saturday morning for the fine parade of talent presented by the genial
A. C. Williams on the Big Star Food Stores' weekly talent show.
1.Iterally hundreds and hundreds of talented boys and Min are
thus being given the opportunity to demonstrate their fine
achielemnnta in the field of entertainment .. . young stars today.

big stars tomorrow. If %ou would like an audition
trymut for a
future Big Star Talent Show you are cordially invited
to contact
station WDIA. rictured above from left to right:
1st row — Ca
rolyn Williams, Dorothy Bonner, Mayolene
Williams, Charlesetta
Cottonham, Bernice Smith. 2nd row — Marilyn
Williams, Nancy
Wilburn. Barbara Jean Hall, leas Lockett.
Markhum Stansbury.
William Wilk% and Percy Wiggins.

NOW OPEN ....
The Fabulous "Lovely Lady Beauty Salon"
150 West Trigg Avenue

•

CALL FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT...WH. 6-6755i)

°5
•-• .
le

PREVENTED FROM making recent public appearances
due to a severe attack of flu, Celeste McGee is encouraged by fact that her campaign committee (prominent among them are members of the Trailblazers
Club) is carrying on. Defender caught this picture of
Celeste at work as bookkeeper at South Side Bank and
Trust Company ameral days before old man lle caught
up with her.

REHEARSING one of her comedy routines with musical accompaniment, "Miss Wonderful" contestant Eleanor Williamson is shown here at piano at her home, as
friend, Margaret Bond, looks on. Contest ends November 30. Eleanor is backed by several outstanding social
clubs.

GETTING THE STORY of her "Miss Wonderful" candidacy over to the public, contestant Ernestine Terry
visits the broadcasting booth of McKie Fitzhugh in his
popular Disk Jockey Show Lounge. From now to end of
this month, Ernestine is visiting spots, doing everything site can to become the Jacky Hollywood - bound
wiaaar.

EVEN THOUGH almost every waking moment is spent
in working to win the Pabst Brewing Company-Chicago
Defender "Miss Wonderful 1958" contest, Barbara
Brunious still finds time to help her attractive mother,
Esther Brunious, with chores around the house. Contest
ends November 30.

•

4111

YOUNGSTERS in her seighborhood volunteered to help when they
found out their "sweetheart," Myrna Waller was contestant in big "Miss
Wonderful 1958" contest, The youngsters have been contacting grownups and asking them to save Pabst Beer and Old Tankard Ale bottle.
tops for Myrua. Contest tads the end of this month — November 30.

WITH ONLY as many days left to go as there are days in this month,
"Miss Wonderful 1958" contestant Norma Jean Hayes makes plans with
her brother, (he's one of her contest managers) Jackie Hayes, about how
to improve her chances. Norma's committee has had several quarter
parties and other events planned to help her win.

Two Weeks To Go-Having Wonderful Time

r-

s

4 Is it r5::
•1 1, 2. '•

*

THOUGH SHE'S carrying an axe, you may be sure that
Gertha Clopton isn't taking any short cuts. Gertha is
striving to become a topflight modern dancer and she's
tly a dance student with the Vernon Duncan
school of dance. A high school senior, Gertha measures
34-22-34. Photo by Elroy

Not Cutting Corners

MRS. MAMIE EISENHOWER receive. Sandra Stags.
11, the Greater Washington Muscular Dystrophy child,
at the White House, to launch the 1957 March on Maw
collar Dystrophy. Mrs. Lou Gehrig, national campaign
ehalrauut, accompanied Sandra. INP Seilbubse•

Start Campaign Fast

Lady And Lass

4

-as

successfully removed by a team of surgeons in Milwaukee. Timothy called Johnny from his hospital bed. IN?
Soundphoto

Cheering Each Other
JOHNNY ANDERSON (left) 10-year-old playmate of
Timothy Kearns, 10, (rght) who fired the metal-tipped
arrow which hit Tim between his nose and his left eye,
is reassured of his chum's progress after the arrow was

•

SPARKS,
4OUR WIFE TELLS ME YOU
REFU5ED1b LEI NER LEARN
TO FLY!

\
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Dar Mme. etiolate: I have read I have a good job with the city.
in your paper where you have 1 am 35 years old, have a car
helped many people find lasting and do not drink or smoke, alfriendship. I am desirous of meet- though I do like good clean fun.
ing a good and helpful man. 1 1 ant looking for a wife who can
am in my late 40's and would cook and keep a home. I'd like
like a man around the same age. very much to correspond with
I am 5 feet, 3 inches tall with some nice lady between the ages
light brown skin. Will give more of 25 and 40. P. M. Jones, 4948
information about myself in reply- Indiana ave., 'Chicago, Ill.
/WALK IliEWV4111% 1kUtT M1MKMEAP 400 hukve
ing. He must be tall and neat.
•• *
.1 AFFORD lb 6ET
04,,suRE rqw you cro4
Please send photo. R. Turner
Dear Mme. Chante: I am very PM0114ER C4R...MOV4 MINE V4041l,D ccoulta 400 PP4 FoSt AR
t.rt
601,4'10
Ne
w
klou'R*
at..
Oa.
Lyres, 460 W. 147th
much interested and would like to
ACCADE.Kt If el PO HAPPEN 7YES Ivo/ SNOW)PE1i1ION
SIeVY AIR CRAFT
York 31, N. Y.
be the proud associate of a beautiJUt4K6 LAKE YOUR.S...OFF *ME SIREEIS AND I'LL BEy
ENGINES,EN?
• ••
ful young lady in the States. My lot FIRST 10546111-f r
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a lone- height is 5 feet, 5 inches tall,
ly girl who is interested in corre- weight 132 lbs., light complexion,
sponding with new friends in your age 30. Anyone interested please
country. I am a dressmaker and write. W. H. Simmonds, 43 Walmachine embroiderer. I plan to tham Pd. Rd., Hagley Pk. P. 0.
further my studies in the near fu- Jamaica, BWI
ture. I am 5 feet 7 inches tall,
* *•
weigh 147 lbs., with brown skin.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
I will answer all mail, so you
for some nice girl in her late
can see that Jamaica is very lovtwenties to write me as a pen
ing, making new friends outside
pal. I am thinking of getting martheir country. Auntisue Phipps, 85
ried in the near future. She can
Church St., Kingston, Jamaica.
have one or two kids. I am 30,
BWI.
no bad habits, very sincere. If not
.0 • *
looking forward to the future.
Dear Mme, Chante: Please help don't write. Send photo in first letme as you have so many others. ter — will do likewise. I am
I am a very lonely working man. 30 years of age, nice disposition,
160 lbs. Spent two years in the
Air Force. Robert Johnson, General Delivery, Chicago Heights, ENDICOTT, N. Y. — Here are will be vastly, even terrifyingly,
excerpts from an address made increased.'
Ill.
at Harpur college, State UniverAnother fact which makes the
•••
sity of New York recently by Dr. issue of integration so crucial is
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a widGeorge Edmund Haynes, noted that three-fourths of the world's
ower, age 43, 5 feet, 4 inches tall sociologist and co-founder of the
population is colored. Our chilwith a light complexion. Have s
National Urban League.
dren in school today must have
fairly good education, arn a ChrisIle has also been a prime my- the opportunity to learn to nve
commenting on the installation tian and I don't drink or gamble. er in the National Association of in harmony alongside each other
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
ceremony said. "She ought to I would like to hear from lad- Christians and Jews. A founder irrespective of race or color.
It was a sort or vindication for
be fitted with boxing gloves. ies between 38 and 40 who are of Millard university in New OrTransportation by air and transsincere and who would like a good leans, he has taught at Fisk uniEugene Davidson and the local
She'll need them."
* ••
husband. One who will do right versity and is a special lecturer at mission of knowledge over tele' NAACP when two Negro detecphone, telegraph, radio and TV
tives were assigned to the homiSociety Scribe Gerri Major was and not afraid to live in the City College of New York. He is
are no swift today that peoples
cide squad 'of the District Police
a casualty of the NCNW banquet. South. Only those who are sincere a former member of the State Uniand ideas from all parts of the
Department. One of the charges
The heavy aluminum cover from are wanted — others need not versity Board of Trustees and serwo
hreIrde.are coming to our commumade by the association in tin'
a hot dinner plate on a loaded write. Will exchange photos. Dav- ved on the Young Commission
nities and we are going everyrecent hearings before the Distray carried by a waitress flew id L. Hunter, P. 0. Box 3112, which recommended establishment
trict Commissioners was the failoff and struck her a glancing South Station, Macon, Ga.
of a State University of N e w
The white women at Dover, Del.,
• ••
ure of Police Chief Robert Murblow on the side of the head.
York, in 1948.
who refused a glass of orange juice
to
and
Negroes
atMme.
Chante:
I
am
Dr. Dorothy Ferebee who was Dear
ray to upgrade
.The question we have to Mr. Gbedemah, Minister of Fi".
.
assign them to some categories
presiding was called from t h e tending Northwestern university about integration today is: "What
nance of the Ghana Republic of
exonerated
The Commission
platform to give her first aid and here. I am an electronics engi- if we do not integrate? What if
West Africa, shook the sensibilithen ordered her to bed T h e neer in my third and last year. I we go on tolerating the inequaliMurray of all charges and said
tics
of millions of Africans on
hotel physician %TO examined her have many books but they are not ties?
the NAACP had failed to prove
that
Continent, to say, nothing of
later
l
either discrimination or police
said she was not seriously like reading pen pal mail. I love
Perhaps this nation, conceived Indians and Chinese in Asia.
brutality. Nevertheless. less than
hurt, but poor Gerri not only to write and be written to. I am in liberty and dedicated to the
It was so crucial that the Pres&
missed her dinner but the pro- a young man 21 years of age, proposition that all men are eretwo weeks later, the first homiweight 195 lbs.. 6 feet, 2 inches ated equal, never had such a chal- dent of the United States, as you
gram as well.
cide squad assignments were
•••
tall and very handsome. I am a lenge as it has now. Our basic can recall, invited Mr. Gbedemah
made in more than 10 years. Murto breakfast at the White House
Conversation at the press la- guy who is nice to know and very view of democracy and all that
ray was quick to say the appointble was in part on nomina- smart. Jerome Johnson, 2138 Wa- we hold more precious than life is the next day to show our national
ments had been in the making for
attitude.
months. The men promoted were
tions for the best dressed worn. bash, Chicago, Ill.
challenged by the communist sys- But what if Mr. Gbedemah had
•*•
an at the convention and a sizeDetectives Herman A. Payne and
tem. We are the leaders of the been an African student, who
able mention went to Cleveland
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a sin- Free World.
, Kenneth Cones.
would not have been known? The
—
Councilwoman Jean Capers for gle girl who would like to Perhaps this issue of integratreatment might have embittered
was
Nixon
President
with a young man
correspond
the lavish wardrobe she brought
Vice
tion
has
been
no
better
stated
along including a white leather between the ages of than in President Eisenhower's him and ten years from now he
struck by the flu bug for the
second time this year. When he
coat trimmed in mink and an 25-35 who is interested in the letter to the Episcopal Bishop might be a prime minister or preswent to Ghana in March, he was
ermine Cossack hat with a better things of life with a view Robert R. Brown of Little Rock, ident in one of the growing AfriMRS. MAMIE EISENHOWER
the photo are Herbert Beyers,
Springfield, Ill., president of
black coat trimmed in the same towards marriage. I am a Ja- Ark., who led in organizing the can nations. Prime Minister Nkruill when he left and carried a
pound
white
torn
receives
a
40
Salt Lake City, Utah, president
mah of Ghana was a poor student
the National Turkey Founda•
temperature for most of the trip.
maican, 24 years of age, 5 feet prayer meetings
fur.
held in that city, in America ten years ago.
EisenhoWer
turkey
for
the
of
the
Poultry
and
Egg
Naton. True D. Morse. undersec••
3" tall, weigh 136 lbs., dark
A physician accompanied him
Saturday,
October
12.
Thanksgiving
dinner
family
tional
Board;
Trevor
L.
Jones,
retary
Today we are in a race for surof agriculture. (LNP)
John Blue has resigned as exec- complexion and considered go o d
all the way. In contrast, Pat
The President said: 'Today the
from the turkey industry. In
utive director of the American looking. Will exchange photos and very concepts of freedom are un- vival in a world three-fourths colNixon who looks as fragile as
Council on Human Rights to work answer all letters. Rafeleta Grey ), der relentless attack by an atheis- ored and a communist bloc of naa flower never even had t h e
sniffles and last week as hearty government for business purposes union offices, several scientific goes to the Russians.
on his doctorate in sociology and Ramble, P. 0, Hanover, Jamaica. tic ideology that denies any right tions controlling hundred of millions of people and denying the
ss s
foundations, and a number of rePat Roberts Harris is studying
as ever she was nursing her as well as otherwise.
S o'
or any dignity to the individual very meaning of the democratic
Among the brand new shining ligious bodies.
After the NNW Awards din- law at night at George 1Vashinghusband through another round
40
and
accorded
him
by
the
state.
The
not
Dear Mm, Chant: I am
way of life discovered and striven
modern architecture
pieces of
ner was over last week, all eyes ton university, so she can look
of the flu.
bosoms and would like to hear liberties we so much love, that for in our country through blood
Most notable both in price and
•
still with that freshly dusted of
were centered on the new pres- forward to the day when the shinand
between
25
we
can
practice
among
ourselves
nice
girl
oesign are the B'Nai Brith: the
from a
and tears and tons of treasure.
ident. Dorothy Height and Dr. gle outside her husband's law firm
When White House Aide E lack are a score of imposing labor
40. I like all sports and I drink because of the basic belief that
National Academy of Science,
To 3Um up: Integration is underHelen Edmonds who met in the will read "Harris and Harris,"
Frederick Morrow came hack to
extreme.
we
constitute
one
an
brothernood
unbut
not
to
which
a
little
features
slotted
windows
stood to involve contact and comcenter of the ballroom of the attorneys.
his office, he found to his surder
the
fatherhood
God,
Will
write
to
of
demand
I
home.
own
my
opening
out
like Venetian blind
munication between groups with
Willard Hotel, As t h e North
prise that he had been promoted
all. D. Payne. 78 Weirfield St., that we stand together steadfast- varying differences and social dispanels: the AFL-CIO building, the
Carolina history professor profand moved across the street from
ly
against
the
relentless
assaults
N.
Y.
Brooklyn,
International
Machinists:
the
Natance. It has become an integral
fered her congratulations, the
the Old State Department build•••
of international communism.
tional Housing Center: and the
part of our basic law. It stems
ex-Delta head said she hoped
ing to the East Executive Wing
If
we
ourselves
defy
the
instruS5.000,000
Indiana
white
limestone
interDear
Mine,
Chante:
I
am
from our democratic equality.
Dr. Edmonds would work with
directly in the White House where
ments
by
which
our
liberties
have
Teamsters
Union
with
a
pent,
I
am
nice
men.
in
meeting
It is threatened by the cultural
ested
her, a pertnent wish since only
he will serve as Assistare to Ar
house on the roof.
1
2 been and are being preserved. our lag of folkways and mores of in.
a young lady of 34, 5 feet, 6/
that afternoon tile latter had
thur Larson the President's new
PITTslIt'lliiii.
- Plan, for
- .
inches tall, 130 lbs., brown corn. vulnerability to the outside threat equality built up from a slave
resigned from the executive
Special Assistant on International
the mid-winter executive hoard
plexion, black hair and eyes. I
type of society. The survival of
Imitations went out for a
Affairs. Morrms cow becomes one
board in protest over the tactics
nieetiniz. Fel) 8-9. and the nation• housewarming at the home of
The 78th annual session of the like clean fun. I would like to
Dear Mme. Chants: I am a the Free World is involved because
of the nominating committee
of the corps ol speech writers for
•-• aI
convention. Men Q. Smart-Abbey. Execu•
which had brought back only National Baptist Convention, U. S. correspond with men ages 38-45. Christian lady, age 23, 5 feet, $ the overwhelming majority of the
the President. His first assign-A. Inc., will be held at the Coli- I will answer all letters and ex- inches tall, weigh 165 lbs., meas- world is colored and because
Aug. 4 - 7. of the the Officer of the Ghana EmMiss Height's name for t h •
'tient was helping in the -Sput•
seum here Sept. 9-14, 1958, it was change photos. Miss J. A. McGee, urements 311-28-45. I am looking Godless communist regime is bidNational Dental bassy last week. T h e dapper
nik" speech Ike made at
presidency and made a recomdisclosed last week by Dr. J. H. 882 Bell st., Akron. Ohio.
for a man who is free to marry ding against us for their loyalty*
Sssociation. were diplomat h a s taken an eightCity last week.
OklaItm
mendation that no person hold•••
and is looking for a wife. Race, What do these issues mean te
made at the r oo m place on fashionable ing a public elective office Jackson, convention
president,
Meanwhile. Catherine Morro,
and
pastor of Olivet Ba p t is t Dear Mme. Chante: I'd like color or nationality do not mat- all of us. Integration is a princiPenn • Sheraton Buchanan Street Northwest in
was busy getting their new house
should he eligible for the preschurch,
Chicago.
'mtel here last preparation for the coming of
to become a member of your club. ter. I have no bad habits. My ple upon which there can be no
assembled. The furniture is still
idency of the council.
The decision to meet in Chi- I am 30, single, with black eyes, hobbies are sports and all music. neutral ground for those who Noweek he Dr. R
his family early next year.
In the middle of the floor while
The two women in the middle
cago
was
made
after a poll of dark complexion, 5 feet, 4 inches I have three children. If not in- lieve in the American democratic
Q . Venson. of
the painters finish up.
of the floor have had a longthe board of directors made by tall. Hoping for an early reply. terested. please do not upset me. way of life. All who so believe
Memphis. Tenn..
Among the guests at the Soviet standing disagreement from
President
chairman
of
Jackson.
The vote Was Ruby McCarthy, 8 Central Ave., Send photo in first letter. Will must act in no uncertain way to
the
Kudoes from the Alumni As.
Embassy observance of the 40th Delta days of which both are
heavily in favor of the Windy Rest Pen, Half Way Tree, PO Ja- answer all tellers. Josephine change the practices and beliefs
-•tectitive board.
sedation were picked up last
anniversary of the October Revo- still members, so speculation
City.
ven„n rir Harry T.
Wheatley, 3615 S. Wentworth, Chi- of those North or South who are
maica, BWI.
week by former Fiskites, Con- Dr. R. Q.
lution were Dr. and Mrs. W. E. was on whether or not those dif•••
Dr. Jackson also discussed
Penn. president
cago, Ill.
still controlled by the inequality
gressman William L. Dawson.
B. Dubois, t h e Paul Robesons ferences could be resolved. A
•• •
that at the January, 1956 mid- Dear Mme, Chante: I am desideology inherited from the past.
Werner Lawson, director of of Roanoke. Va and Or. E. N. senior and junior. ex-newsman high Republican spokesman
winter meeting of the board of irous of meeting a brown skin
Charlottesville. Va., secDear Mme. Chants: I would like Integration is a must in publie
music, Howard U.; Dr. John Jackson.
eorge Murphy. and Mr a. n d said. "This Administration Is posal
retary-treasurer.
that anyone wishing to ad- man who would like to have a to correspond with someone hero schools and other areas of civil
Hope Franklin, head of the hisvery
Mrs.
R.
G.
Steptoe.
proud
of
Steptoe
idenDr.
Edmonds
and
Watson.
president
of
Dr. W. P.
dress the convention bcdy will wife. I am 49, brown skin. weigh in New York and in other states. and political rights, liberties, and
tory department of Brooklyn
the Western tified himself as a member of the she has been of tremendous write his request and subject and 180 lbs. I am a very good cook I'm six feet tall, brown skin, privileges. This is not a denial of
the host society
College; Dr. Sadie Daniel St.
embassy staff, working on t h e service to the party." This was and hand it to
Pennsylsania
Dental
Association.
the presiding of- and housekeeper. Will exchange black hair and weigh 182 lbs. I private choice and personal libepClair, and former Judge James had his committee chairman in the magazine, "USSR" the exchange significant since the Council
ficer. Thin, he hopes, will avoid photos. I hope to hear from some- like all sports, movis and music ty but a guarantee of them.
A. Cobb. The Citations vier e conference consisting of Dr. U. W periodical for Atnericans. while needs hi-partisan support in its the
difficulties
which
occurred at one soon. Mary Brown, 538 E. Robert Vaughn, 67 E. 60th st., Especially in education is action'
made as part of the tvie day Williams. convent ion chairman, the U. S. Counterpart. "America" program. And for Miss Height the
Louisville meeting.
38th at., Apt. 727 Chicago 15, Ill. N. Y. New York.
imperative. In every social Beimeeting of the Fisk association Dr. W. c Wallet . i•liairman of the
ence department including psychmid the ceremonies took place Scientific Section: Dr J. K. Lew.
logy there should be courses of
1 KNovs4... err Ste
801 vmette If Amts.
)
....WHEN YOU
at the National Housing Center is. chairman of !lir Exhibits; Dr.
`NMI RIGIIT
VOU le5,41 A Los or
muc
study and research on race preiu•
*vow( SIARI146 PAvf
mower consmanimo svotere ss
MictEit GREEN
KNOW ANy/Noto Mort
55(5 MERE 1451
I. the Capital.
It C. Roland. cliairiniin of the En14ARDER.•••
II!
dice and scientific principles and
Ne4out.0 YOU
•AXI'VE NEVE
WOAKED
awe NO
1Ou
tertainment committee: Dr. B. 0.
irs AN ^Wit RIIsm*
,
methods of interracial and other
EXPERIENCE
Speaking of buildings. Wash. Holland. chairman of the souvenir
osricE.
intergroup relations.
ington probably boasts more program: Dr. W. McK. Cothbert.
The study and research of tho
"stately new mansions" than any chairman of Sport, committee:
biological and social inheritances,
other city in the world. Since it and Dr. R. T. Anderson. chairman
and the light they can throw on
is the capital of the country. this of public relations.
this world problem of racial and
le a Mecca for organizations who The convention activities will be
cultural contacts is a MUST for
"want to be close to the seat of confined to the hotel for the scienstir colleges and universitee.
tific clinics. the Dental Manufac.
Our leadership In the Free World
'Hopper Appointed
turers exhibits, the business seaIII
--.
SPRINGFIELD.
Governor sions and special gatherings, in.
depends upon men and women
Stratton
announced
William G.
who possess understanding an
the chiding the President's banquet.
appointment of Bert C Hopper. The President of the Ladies' Auxknow-how. The call is for Amerimember
cans
of the iliary. Mrs. Lula Haller. was also
to settle in the South who
Taylorville. as a
Commission on Human Relations, present in the interest of the afwill join egtheusutforycesatheaurre working
ii7
for thedi
Hopper is residtrit of the Hop- fairs of the wives and children attending the convention.
per Paper Co., of Taylorville.
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ur pinions
More Evasion In Education?
The Tennessee Board of Education's
plan to end segregation in the state's six
colleges under its control was announced
last week.
The plan, unanimously adopted by the
ard, said in part: "The State Board of
lucation shall authorize the admission of
all qualified applicants who meet the entrance requirements of the respective colleges and universities effective at the beginning of the fall term, 1958."
Emphasis in the plan is placed on qualification to do college level work. This implies the right of individual school to raise
their requirements with the approval of the
Board.
Since A&I'State University at Nashville,
the state's only tax-supported Negro
institution of higher learning, is one of the
six

O

colleges involved, it may be assumed that
entrance requiFements may be raised there
also. Nobody has a quarrel with such a development from the standpoint of educational standards. The educational realitiea
of the times demand high and effective
standards.
However, it is to be remembered that in
order to meet these heightened requirements it will be necessary that high schools
in Tennessee, Negro and white, also raise
their standards. And this suggests that
whether or not the Board's announced plan
is a device to stymie integration of Tennessee colleges and universities, the fact remains that the issue will have to be met
squarely and equitably, if the Tennessee
Board of Education is to remain on the side
of respect for law and support of the U. S.
Constitution,

MOST NEWSPAPER REPORT- amount of labor.''
ERS—tnen and women who reThen declaring that the Scheme
cord the passing scene — have lures Africans through the promsome pet peeves they want to get ise of higher wages, he pointed
'off their chest' while doing their out that men from villages in the
reportorial chores. and A. J. Sig- hinterland would have to travel
gins of Great Britain, is no excep- hundreds of miles to reach
the
tion to the rule.
vast acreage under Groundnut culSiggins is a trained, prolific tivation, and would be absent
writer, a world traveler, an auth- from their families for months—
ority on conditions in Africa and perhaps for two or three years.
for years has been foreign correAs a result, Writer Siggins statspondent for the Associated Negro ed: "Gamblers, racketeers a
is d
Press.
prostitutes will flock to the operaHis travels, the past 15 years, tional centres and take a heavy
have taken him to South Africa, toll of the natives' earnings. Their
Northern and Southern Rhodesia, families Al suffer, as their garPortuguese East Africa: Sierra dens will be smaller, owing to
Leone and Liberia and Tangan- the absence of able-bodied males,
yika, East Africa, which he says and very likely their wives
and
is not a British Colony, but a sisters will be forced into prostiTrust Territory.
tution in order to exist and pay
Some to years ago, British capi- their taxes."
talists conceived the idea of the
Thus, in 1948, Siggins predicted
mass production of Groundnuts, that
the East African Groundnut
called 'goober peas 'in Dixie USA. Scheme
would fail, and that is
and peanuts, above the Mason- just
what happened. It also gives
Dixon Line.
Siggins a chance to 'get his pet
The plan was called the East peeve
off his chest,' and that he
African Groundnut Scheme, a n d is trying
to do. At present he is
Newsman Siggins was one of the visiting
friends in Ottawa, Canafew British writers to oppose it. da,
capital of the Dominion, and
In June, 1048, writing in the he
reportedly had the rare exCrown Colonist, he stated: "The
perience of attending the recent
scheme exploits the Africans. upsession of the Canadian Pasha,
roots them from their communal fluent
which was officially opened
and family life, and demoralizes by HRH Elizabeth
II, the Queen of
them; it also wastes an enormous England.

CI A IR IC

A Wrong Nominatio n
The Civil Rights Commission just appointed by President Eisenhower has a
number of distinguished men on its panel
and
we hope that their counsel will prevail
over
the negativism of the Southern
represenAigives.

YOU 6011A
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LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week

many happier choices that might have been
Concerning J ea n Baptiste father's blessing, young Jean, took her to wife.
made without compromising or endangerTogether they
Pointe DuSable, the brownskin then about twenty, sailed away settled down near
ing the future of civil rights.
Fort Peoria
pioneer who founded the Windy toward the Gulf of Mexico in the where he purchased land, a n d
Though the Commission is an investigaCity, the Indians used to 34', little ship, Suzanne.
soon
son
a
was
born.
tive body with subpoena power, it can make
"The first white man in Chicago But he never reached
Louisi- But the young man
recommendations which may eerily enough MARCH RIGHT, , .OR DON't
did n o t
ciation for their music, general ap- was a Negro."
under
ana
his
own sail. Off the
IP The presence of former Gov. John S. weight to cause their
adoption. But beyond If the sounds from the "shad- pearance, and the marching pre- About thirty years before the western coast of Florida, a hur. linger long at home. About a year
Battle of Virginia on the Commission raises legislative approval of
its findings, the body ows" are correct, the last Veter- cision of the boys and girls with Declaration of Independence was ricane came up and the Suzanne later, in 1772, at a point of portgrave doubts in the minds of many who re- may well change the
age between the southern end of
climate of segregative ans Day Parade left a lot of rum- the horns and drums. But there signed, DuSable was born in St. was blown to pieces. Only with Lake
Michigan and t h e river
gard him as an uncompromising racist. opinion currently
rampant in the Southland. blings and mutterings in Memphis was some criticism of some of the Marc, Haiti, of mixed French and difficulty did he save his life. For- where many travellers
passed on
What is distressing is the fact that, Mr.
hands' majorettes. It was pointed Negro parentage. His father was tunately a Danish
However, it would have a slim chance of Negro circles.
vessel picked their way to Canada. DuSable deBattle, a lawyer, is engaged in defending a changing the views
out
some of the little march- a pirate, the mate of a sailing hint up and carried him into the
of Southerners who be- A lot of local colored folk don't ing that
cided to build a trading p o s t.
misses, evidently forgot
Charlottesville, Va., school board decision lieve in racial separatio
!vessel
n if the Commission quite appreciate the "showing" march, and proceeded to s tr uto raiding called the Black Sea Gull port of New Orleans.
Then an unsettled wilderness, the
t
to obstruct integration.
ships
throughout
the
Camade
by
the
Negro
Being
a
Negro
who
had
contingents
never
presents a divided front in its accounting
in
area was called the Indians
This fact was known before the nomi- to the President
the
And the interesting an- down the line of march. . .and ribbean.
known slavery, Jean Baptiste sud- ESCIIIKAGOU, or sometime aimand subsequently to the gle parade.
is: They are not blaming the "strutting" is out of order in a
In those days all the waters of denly found himself in a city ply CHIKAGOU.
nation was made. Moreover, Mr. Battle was public. Such
a contingency is greatly en- white folk in this
Veterans Day Parade.- This panic" the tVest Indies were plagued by where
instance. There's
to be colored was to be
selected to argue the case in court because hanced by the
presence of former Gover- a 'sncl-ncy to indulge in a little ular parade is a memorial to the pirates who often sacked a n d suspected of being a slarve.
This new trading post prosperof his pronounced views on segregation. He nor Battle on
ed, and two years later in 1774
the Commission. The Admin- a tendency to nidluge in a little war deaa, in an over-all sense. burned coastal towns, sailing Without
identificati
on of
himself said that he was named to the Com- istration would
have shown greater wisdom self-examination. And that's rare There's not supposed to be any- away with what riches they could sort, since all his papers had any DoSable moved his family and all
been
mission because he is irrevocably opposed had his name
been left out of consideration. . .and even refreshing. . .among thing festive about it...other than find and sometinies carrying off lost in the wreck of the Suzanne. the Indians of his wife's el an
to integration. The question now is what There is
Possibly some restrained applause beautiful women as well.
there from Peoria. He built for
considerable meat in the saying colored folk in these times,
Jean
might
any
at
time
be falsely his wife a house of five rooms
consideration led the Administration to put that one rotten
Up and down Main Street dur- for the flag, the symbol of na- Jean Baptiste's father had stolen claimed by someone
apple
spoil
can
a
whole
as an with a large fireplace.
bar- ing the
tional unity, and for the marchhim on the Commission? We can think of rel.
Veterans Day Parade, Nehis wife, from slavery on a Dan- escaped slave.
gro spectators couldn't find much ers, as defenders of national se- ish plantation on St. Croix, and
Soon he built a little boat of his This house became the first
room to applaud the Negro con- curity andwpresentatives of na- had carried her off to Haiti as a
own and headed up the Missis- permanent home, and the begintingents. Folk could be heard mut- Ilona' strelsgth. But there's no prize of piracy,• and In Haiti she
sippi. With Choctaw, an Indian nings of the first settlement, on
kicks and strutting.
tering about the shabby appear- room for
was free.
who knew several languages, he the site of what Is now the city
was
It
no(
A victory march.
An event of considerable import to the Australia South
anoe
of
the
Negro
marchers repof Chicago. The (trot child whose
,
Africa and other free
A lot of Memphis Negroes are When Jean Baptiste was about set out paddling his way up birth was recorded In this new
Caribbean occurred last week when the is- states
to the British Crown. This is what resenting the American Legion
ten years old. his mother was stream. intending to hunt a n d
land of Jamaica attained a measure of po- the
post.
convinced thit the school band di- killed
in a Spanish raid on St. trap fur-bearing animals, and settlement was DuSable's daughWest Indies are Striving for; and the
litical autonomy. This historic step re- federatio
n is an initial stage of that future They said the fellows weren't rectors need to place more stress Marc. Perhaps for the Bake of bargain for goods with the Indians ter, Suzanne.
dressed with the spit and polish on the eternal fitness of things his son, the elder Pointe DuSable along the
:moves one of the impediments to the estab- developme
Traders called DuSable's t Is •
river banks.
nt.
befitting men who had had mili- among their
tlishment of a Caribbean feieration.
Eventually they got as far as best trading post between St.
youthful charges. decided to quit being a pirate.
It must be observed that the people of tary service. They
didn't walk with
The general gist of comment is In Haiti where he bought land St. Louis, and for a time DuSable Louis and Montreal. Soon the
Today Jamaica is no longer subject to the West Indies are not agitating too precision and snap. Their ranks
set up a shop, he became a deal- lived with the Illinois Indians, community became a busy center
the political whims of John Bull. It is
that
there are enough Negro vetstrimgly
for
full
Commonwe
in
the
line
alth
sovereign
of
march
were not
now
er in coffee, hard woods, and learned to speak their tongue, to and the trading post a place to
governed by a Council of Ministers appoint- ty at this time. Because their economic even and precise. Some of the erans in Memphis and Shelby other
products of the island, soon use the bow and arrow, and to house passing travellers and suped by the Prime Minister, Norman
men were too old to be marching. County to provide a more repre- he acquired
a schooner, the Sus- hunt buffalo on the great plains ply the needs of pioneer hunters,
Manley situation is such that they must lean on They
should have been riding or sentative showing in Veterans Day anne, named after
who is a member of the majority People's London for subsidies, at least for awhile.
his deceased Later he went on to the shores of trappers and explorers.
standing
on
the
sidelines
taking
National party. Though Britain will
other
and
activities involving vet- wife.
the Great Lakes and as far as
These developments are intriguing beretain
Thus it was that this unsettled
salutes.
Their
uniforms
were
erans.
People
not
are saying that
control of foreign relations and defense,
When Jean became a young Detroit where he worked for the tract
of land known to the Indians
not cause they offer such vast possibilities Of pressed and shoes were not shin- who carry on for the Negrothose min
British
governor.
worked
he
oronly Of Jamaica, hut of all the
a
few
years
in
Cultural
and
commercia
l
as
relationsh
Eschikagou gradually grew
ip be- ed. Some individuals looked pret- ganizations are to be commended
islands, it
his father's business. Then it was Jean Baptiste Pointe DuSable into
is a concession which in no way
tween
America
and
the
the
city of Chicago — its first
West Indies.
ty sharp. . .but as a group they for their patriotism, persistence, thought wise that he seek
impinges
his was about twenty - five when citizen having been Jean
Upon the status of self-government.
By virtue of geography and historical made folks want to apologize for and willingness.
Bap, .but that they fortune in the New France of the a beautiful Indian girl, Kittihawa
tiste Pointe DuSable, in a n of
antecedents, a
The federation of the West
should receive greater public sup- mainland, Louisiana, a virgin —Fleet-ofIndies will Indies would Commonwealth of the West them.
Foot—of
the
Potawatorn
i
color,
after
whom
DuSable High
form during 1958. Interim provision
induce greater prospects of Other folks said something could port and support by other veter- field for exploitation. With his tribe captured
s of the business
Its fancy and he school was named.
undertakings and intellectual iden- have been done to make the unit ans. Otherwise, it would do the
federal Constitution will then become
operatification with the United States than with of Negro Cub Scouts look more race a greater service not to
tive. Elections will take place
in
on April 22, the first meeting March, and Great Britain. That these aspirations may like a troop of little boys in the march! Selah!
of the federal
--sful training, rather
blossom forth into fruitful reality seem p-legislature will begin in Trinidad,
the chosen assured by
Atiat of the government.
the sterling character and un- than a horde of little street gam- - So-Sion—Although some marine
engines weigh hundreds of tons,
flagging determination of the West Indian in on the loose together.
Mr However, Jamaica. the largest
And as for the school units, many of their parts are made
and most leadership.
acpopulated of the British
represented by their bands and curate to a thickness
Caribbean dependof about oneIn Mr. Manley, the islands have a bril- majorettes, folk expressed
encies (1,600,000 inhabitants)
apprethirtieth
of
a
human
hair.
along* with liant and dynamic crusader for
the other islands must
political and
attain
nomy before the federatio internal auto- economic independence as well as a warm Ille11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111t1111111i111111I111111111111111111111111111111111111I1
n can take legal advocate of closer
1111111111
cooperation with Ameriform. But the ultimate
Flying down to Washington last Incidentally, there was so m e to the Russians than the stories in
objective is an in- ca. It is our fervent
wish that the West
week to attend a board meeting talk about the Negro vote in the the papers would have
dependent Commonwealth with
us believe.
such
tradi- Indies will harvest their fortunes
of the National Newspaper Pub- recent elections, particularly in The neaessity for bolstering
tional ties as those that bind
in not
conCanada, Ghana, too distant a future.
lishers Association, I had great New, Jersey and New York. Ap- fidence in
our own prowess and rehopes of learning something about parently some Republicans h a d assuring the American people
the government's reaction to Sput- been led to believe that the Lit- about the future cannot,
of course,
nik. Muttnik and 1Nhatnik.
tle Rock Issue would reflee 8self be challenged. The President had
Although our chief mission lay in these local contests.
to do that.
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by NAT D. WILLIAMS

deration Of The West Indies

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data

SO WHAT . . . ?

The People Speak

licity that Nashville and Clinton, instead of
abiding by the law that
Tennessee had. Who is it that they take oath
to follow. Only
wants lawlessness by anybody or where there is
no law directing,
any group of people? It can be should an official
to use
avoided by those in authority his own ideas, and attempt
if they always
abiding by the law of the land stick to the law, they
Dear Sir:
and thus create a desire to have shut out some hard will always
questions
Permit me to congratulate you the people to obey the
law in- when asked their opinion. It is
on the very fine editorial in the stead of unconsciously (maybe
not what you think about it but
November 9th edition of the Tri- setting an example
of destruction what the law says about it, what
'e Defender, under the caption and degradation. In the city
prop- counts. If they will keep these
"For The Record."
er the law says that 30 miles an things in mind they will be
in a
In your editorial you mentioned hour for driving on
the streets position to discuss any problem
the impending bus segregation should be adhered
to when driv- regardless to who puts it out.
case that is to come up on Jan. ing, and if I disobey that
law I I have nothing but commenda6, 1958, and that no clear think- must pay the price, regardless of tion for the governor,
Mr. Frank
ing citizen here who is interested how I feel that you should not im• Clement when he, addressing
a
in the overall progress of this pose a fine on me. The same group here, said that
he has sworn
a city wants to see the community thing or rule is true, when the to uphold the constitution and
the
further besmirched by the stupid law of the United States as y s laws of the land, although he
is
action of the diehard reaction- Desegregation is the law of the against integration. He demonaries in defying the law of the land, it does not matter how strated it at Clinton, Tenn. We
land. I, too, think that several much you dislike it, it is still the don't want anybody or anything
responsible citizens should exert law of the land and you should bombed here so why not let us get
their influence on the powers that abide by it. When the officials together for the best interest of
be, and persuade the city fathers took the oath of office they said Z. L. Bonner, 779 Saxton ave.
and the Memphis Street Rail- the oath that they will uphold the our fair city?
way officials to call a meeting law of the city and the law of the
of Negroes to amiably settle the land without reservation. What Columnist Robert S Allen writes
Desegregation problem without penalty should be imposed when that it is now feasible to profanfare of undue publicity a n d you fail to obey the law? Think duce a weapon capable of destroyinflammable results to the world. it over.
ing missiles flying through outer
Nobody wants the publicity that Public officials make the mis- space at speeds of 15,000 miles an
Little Rock displayed to the take when they undertake to run hour and more The cost of a
Alwrld, when it could have .heen the city, state or the United missile-destroyer program
would
1111Pided, Nobody wants the pub- States on their individual feelings run into the billions

in the area of race relations, I
The feeling was that Negroes Neeersheies., 7 came away
was anxious to discover what might switch to the
Republicans from Washington with the convicmight be the repercussions from in these local iights
out of disgust tion that the old habit of regardouter space.
with Governor Faubus. Such ex- ing everything American as supOften there is, as you well know, pectations, of course, were down- erior to all
else is still very much
an official propaganda line which right silly. Local issues and local alive.
all administration people echo and candidates are bound to exercise
The same white - supremacy
at the same time there may exist decisive influence in local contests.. mush and world-bossism
which
an "inside" line which does not
Coming back to Sputnik and the swells the heads of so many brass
get into the newspapers.
fellow-traveler, Muttnik, I made it hats seem to prevail still despite
The double-talk that goes on in my business
to bring the satellite all the evidence that those soWashington has enabled such re- issue
up in an effort to find out called stupid Russians are wakporters as the Alsop brothers and how
seriously the Russian t r I- ing up.
Drew Pearson to wax rich and fa- umphs were
regarded. Everytime I may he completely wrong in
mous. Everybody asks: What can
I mentioned the subject, I was my impressions, but I have a long
you really believe? These pundits
surprised at the calm, cool, and memory. I can remember how,
purport to tell them.
knuckleheads at the top in WashConferences were scheduled by rather casual manner in which it ington
guessed wrong about JanNNPA with several important of- was treated. It was apparently a an, about Korea
and about other
ficials of cabinet rank and we side issue with most of top boys important matters even
though
were given an opportunity to talk with whom we talked.
they had access to plenty of bewith many of the annonymous Considering all the headlines in tual information.
confidential aides and key men in the nation's press and the public No one la so blind as those
who
noise about Russian supremacy in
all the major departments.
will not see. Also nothing is so
Since most of these talks were outer space. I got the feeling that blinding as racial
and
national
preoff-the-record, I shall confine my- the Washington brass was not ex- judices.
self to impressions I received on cited at all.
For whatever it Is worth,

Congratulations
On Editorial

I DON'T KNOW HOW TO DANCE . . .
BUT I'LL HOLD YOU WHILE YOU DO...

the state of the government. We, Perhaps this Is the official line would suggest that it is time for
of course, gave them our impres- and perhaps it is based on knowl• somebody to get excited In
sions on the state of the nation. edge which they could not share ington. The top boys there Washmay
Since included among us were with us. Anyway, the public at have something up their
sleeves,
such stalwarts as Emory Jackson large may be a lot more worried but if they are not careful the
of Birmingham, Ala., you can be than the gentlemen who are run- time may come when the Russian
sure that when it came our turn to ning things in Washington.
boot will land on the back of their
talk, there were no punches pull- I listener) to the President's pants. Some of them need a swift
ed. As a matter of fact, you would speech on the subject and he too kick, but the privilege of giving
have been delighted to hear some seemed to be far less excited it should
be reserved for us and
of the boys call the shots.
about where we stand in relation not for foreigners.
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Pokier Nixes $756 Porgy And Bess' Role.
Script Degrading To
Negroes, Actor Says

Louis Wires
Manager For
Bodyguards

Music arid
Musicians
THEODORE C. STONE

NEW YORK , — Actor Sidney three-day old Ni w lurk Times last
Pottier last week rushed back week, lie had been signed by his
agent, Marty Baum, in New York.
from the West Indies where he is
Upon learning of his having been
making a movie to turn down a
signed, he and his wife, Juanita,
co-starring $75,000 role in the film
LOUIS ARMSTRONG;
and rushed to New
version of "Porgy and Bess" and hopped a plane
NEW YORK — Lou4 Armstrong
script.
the
thereby flabbergasted S a mu e I York to get a look at
who needs several %dy guards
Goldwyn, the producer. his agent, When he saw it and both Reuben
during his present South American
the director and the writer doing Mamoulian, the director, and N.
tour to protect him from overthe screen adaption of the George Richard Nash told him they planzealous fans, has wired his manGershwin opera.
ned no changes in it, he turned
ager, Joe Glaser, head of Astime,
Peter's
same
adaAt the
thumbs down.
sociated Booking Corp., for some
talked
mant stand drew accolades from
had
Goldwyn
after
Even
added protective measures while
many of the new and young mili- to him long distance from Hollygoing to and from the theatre
tant group of Negro actors who wood, Poitier remained adamant—
in Buenos Aires.
are demanding that Negro actors to their astonishment.
Glaser, known as the unofficial
not be forced to degrade their, Both Stamoulian and Nash
manager of the N. Y. Yankees,
race.
said they had no changes in mind
was asked by Armstrong to send
Poitier turned down the role of as far as the film version was
one of Yogi Berra's catcher's
"Porgy" for which he would have concerned because they felt the
masks "to protect his chops."
received $75,000, because he felt Gershwin was a classic just as
Armstrong is one of the biggest
that the script would remain un- it stands.
hits of any of the American jazz
SIDNEY POITIER
changed from the stage version HITS CRAP GAMES
performers
to play that country
and the show which was recently Poitier's stand wa- that althe Virgin Islands Tour has already been extendsent abroad by the State Depart- though he was not demanding ma- will remain in
weeki.
more
ed
an
additional
week, and there
two and a half
ment,
jor changes in the script, he did for
Meanwhile,'back in New York, will probably be more extensions
' feel that it should be updated with
HAS RESPONSIBILITIES
if some U. S. dates can be jugg"As a Negro I have certain sen- some minor changes and made it was learned that Poitier, al- led.
sitiveness and as an artist I have more acceptable to Negro audienc- though having made up his mind
certain responsibilities," Pottier es.
to refuse to the "Porgy" role on Buenos Aires — Argentina's two
said.
As one of his friends with whom his own, had discussed the mat- oldest cities, San Juan and Men"Certain things I will play, but be talked put it:
ter with several persons who back. doze, were founded in 1561 and
they must be constructive to my "Porgy and Bess is always ed up his actions. These included 15132 by the
colonists who came
life as a Negro."
played within a restricted range playwright Loften Mitchell, and n from Chile.
It was learned the young actor for the actor. There is simply actors Ozzie Davis, Ivan Dixon
turned down the role principally one crap game too many in it."
and Harry Belafonte.
because he felt the script restricts
Poitier flew back to the West
His refusal to take the role may
the actors in it to play certain Indies to resume shooting on his %Mean more to Poitier than the
traditional roles that could stand , film there. His co-star includes loss of a $75,000 pay check since
changes nowadays.
John Cassavates and Ruby Dee his star has been rising lately and
Peltier, who is in the West In-; both of whom appeared in "Edge. he has been in steady demand
, I
dies making the British film, "Ouri of the City" with him. Miss Dee as an actor.
Virgin Islands" did not even know flew down Monday from Holly- It has been said that the final'
he had been signed for the $75,000 wood where she has been making script of "Porgy and Bess" will
role until he read the news in a "The St. Louis Blues." The cast be checked by Langston Hughes.

Roland Hayes, the veteran concert artist and tenor extra-ordim
are sings a concert in New York's'
:town Hall, Sunday, Nov. 24, at 3
p.m., and will offer a, program
includes
which
what he prefers
to call them
"Afra - Amerisongs
can”
"Spirituals." and
art songs.
th ztm eamaa
in
It g isto not

Hayes is s t i II
to sing nor Roland Hayes
able
harve the desire
artistic inclito communicate his
Musinations to an ever grateful
man,
cianly public. He's a great
scholar
and inure he is a great
and musical artist.
Attending the 17th Annual Convention of the Illinois State Music
Teachers Association last week at
Navy Pier, at the University of
Illinois' branch in Chicago, wen,
en sFsosiicuhneiee,r Miss
Dr
Gentry,ieh
ss
e p. nuethcAllen
d rec tiorNIPSY RUSSELL, star cornthe Windy City with Rus ell.
applauded to the rafters. ApNepearing with the ace show.
median just closed a highly
Also sharing the spotlight . of the National Association of
came the debonaire 4 Step
man and clever star w a s
sensational two weeks' engagegro Musicians, Inc.; and Leroy'
concert pianist, and teachment at Roberts Show Club,
Candy Reid, vocalist who was
h
pBrraoitsehe.rs who won gr ea t
lgChicagewherehewas
making her first appearance in
er at the Sherwood School of
Music. Out of the more than 500
members of the music teachers association, the three Chicagoans.
who are nationally known were
able representatives there.
GEORGE WILLIAMS, oiganilt,
•
will appear in a recital at
First Methodist church. at Es
ston, Sunday, Nov. 24, at 4:30 p.m.
His appearance there is under
auspices of the American
Guild of Organists, and the Minst v of music of the particular
LONDON — Life in "merrie olde
cert tour in 21 days of key cities! Toping the Basic tour will be church.
England" hasn't been very merry
the provinces. His fantastic click .a command performance stint on
Williams, is the organist direrfor a long time. They got over
among these devotees a few. Monday before the Queen at the I
tor of music at the Sixth United
a war and into all sorts of other
months ago prompted the re-booS- Palladium Theatre. Basle and his
Presbyterian church in Chicago.
deprivations, but once again, since
ing of his outfit. Britishers, en- band are among six American
He playedd at the Music Convenin the British metropoli and in the
tranced by the great jazzship of stars selected for the annual hontion held at the University of Ildarkness, the limeys are having
the Count's crew, are paying or which was canceled last year
linois last summer.
a ball. This time, it's Count Basic
double the price to eye and ear because of the Suez Canal situSALIBURY, N. C. — Adele AdHANDEL's Messiah, will be preand a crew of musicians who have
them.
I ation.
dison, g,ifted young soprano who
sented Sunday, Dec. 1, at 5 p rn.„
made the Britishers forget about
will sing at Livingstone college,
at Grace Presbyterian church, by
, outer space.
Friday, Nov. 22, has earned her
the Chicago Music Association,
band,
secmaking
Baste's
its
stardom with the New York City
with Calvin B. Williams, conductond tour of the Isles, is keeping
Opera and New England Opera
or in charge.
beyond
natives
their
up
long
the
not only through superlative artisSoloists for the annual presentaconservative sleeping schedules
try, but also by hard work, courtion will be Zolla McCullough,
by presenting concerts from micl•
age, and dependability in emerprano;
Roberta Bowers, contra
night on, attracting well over
gency.
Albert Logan, Basso; and Jose
3,000 patrons for each such ocShortly after she joined t h e asion and establishing a beachCole, tenor. Organist will be FlorNEW YORK — Last Friday eve. inc Clutts, Hazel Harris, Dorothy ence Stith, and the pianist will
New England Opera Company in head the Germans were never
the fall of 1949 Rossini's Turk in able to achieve.
ning "The Uptown Musicians" pre.1 Dalton, Arlene Duane, Eva Jacks be Eleanor Paschal.
COUNT .BASIE
, This is an annual presentation
Italy was scheduled for perfor- tiaSie is on a whirlwind 40-con.
sented the "71st" birthday anniver-i son'
mance at Philadelphia Academy cie _
Mesdames Rose Blanchard, Etta by the music club, and the chairsary concert in honor of Carl Ros.
Music. Through the sudden illS. Greene, and her cos
sini Diton, composer, pianist and ' Bankston, Louise Bundy, Hattie Irian is Ruth
.
ness of the soprano who was to
•cnairman uS u. H. Jayior. lace.
teacher at Carl ,:
Brooks,
Alice
D.
Crawford,
Alice:
sing the leading role of Fiorilla,
A. E. Bennett, is pastor of Grace
Fischer Hall heDuane, W. C Handy, Cornelia G.1 church.
Director Bois Goldovsky was facfore an enthusiDe
Holland,
Arlein
Straw,
M--a
e•
•
ed
with
the possibility of having
Another recital of interest will
TUNE WEAVERS. one of the
album of hit tunes. The tune
astic audience.
'Samuels, Flora T. Sampson, Mit- 1 be the
to cancel the performance.
appearance of Theresa
newest groups to appear on
I Diton, a resi•'ff a p p y, Happy Birthday,
I ty Stewart, Antonia Vesely, M- r----':
ini Joiner, soprano
who sings at LinHe explained his predicament
the scene have already audiBaby" has won a place in
dent of New York
fred S.. Watson, Emma Jane
member
(Special)
of
the
CITY,
Mo.
KANSAS
Devereaux,
—
a
lene
coln
Center, Sunday, Nov. 24, at
tioned for Frank Paul, Presat a rehearsal in Boston, and Miss
record collections of fans and
City for many
'Wilson, Edna S. Waller, Fred 7:30
univerLincoln
music
faculty
at
gatheredl
audience
capacity
A
Addison volunteered to learn *the —
ident of Casa Grand Records
to date more than a half milyears is a native
White, Daisy Jervis.'
Miss Joiner, a choir director and
role, one of the most exacting in in the auditorium at the West sity, Jefferson City, Slo., aCCOM- Phila delphiar.
and is making some headway
lion sides have been sold.
I Also Fred Crawford. Richard soloist for some time
in the area of puttim; out an
operatic literature. Mr. Goldovsky Paseo Christian church in Kansas panied Mrs. Savage.
here will be
and
has
given
a
The church choir under the diGrant, W. C. Handy, Hall John. accompanied by John Marti who
decided to let her try, and began
substantially out
Carl Diton
son, Dr. William Herbert King.: will also be heard in a group of
rehearsing her on the midnight City and enthusiastically applaud- retion of Dr. M. M.'Turner pre- standing leadertrain to Philadelphia. Within four ed Rowena .Savage. well-known. sented anthems and the artist' ship to music culture not only Charles Lewis, Harold Susino, An-, piano solos.
days she had learned three arias,: concert soloist who appeared in!joined them in "Omnipotence" : in New York City, but throughout drew Watson, Edward H. Waller,: Her program will include among
I Fred 'White, Dock C. Snellingsj her selections Oh, Had I A Jufive duets, six ensembles, a guar- a concert with the church choir. by Schubert.
he nation
Joseph A. McBride and Henry L. bars Lyre, from "Joshua" by Han•
The concert was followed by t
tet, and all the accompanyins. This coned marked the first
lie is a. founder-past president Toppins.
professional appearance of the
'
stage action,
a reception in the recreation
.singer in Kansas City in several
of the National Association of Ne. Artists who participated were: (
rieeni:ceS°Bn.gsPrbicye Ma.innrtI tetrheWB
.aalltIsa,teFIllo
a,
Philadelphia critics rate her per- years at which time she made , room of the church. Attending,
Inc., and is its Carnetta D. Piton and choral ' from 'I Pagliacci' by
Musicians,
gro
formance as "one of the finest of. numerous
Leoncovielle,
concert appearances at the concert from Jefferson CI t Y , present director of Public rela- group (Caldwell Church Choir-.
the evening."
the Grand Avenue Temple and was Mrs. Walter Talbot, Ars. tions, and advisor.
By THEODORE 4_. STONE
areas of music. His -Jutia Dance"
;new Carl Diton "NANM" mem- IN MEMORY of Jan Sibeh
Miss Addison repeated her suc- the Missouri Power and Light: Christina Ockleberry, Miss Ru
CHICAGO — The first Lady of is one of t heraciest
An accompanist, composer of a! bars; Barbara and ohn Scott, baritone, Theodore Charles Stone,
bits of (elk- cess in two weeks later
at the Building. On hand to greet her: bye Walker and Mr Silas P. Gar- n umber of art songs and organ' Hattie Brooks,
radio, Merry Merryfield. will have type music ever
Amy Goodwin, will include "Black Roses" on- his
published, yet it Boston Opera House, and won
ov- were friends and followers of past rett. While in Kansas City, Mrs.; works, Diton, is also music critic Dorothy Dalton, Hazel
as her subject on her radio pro- is not too
exotic for conservative erwhelming praise
MeCallls•' program for Sunday, Nov. 24, at
from Boston's performances.
gram this week. ' Great Names in ears
Savage was the guest of Mr., a nd a lecturer of real importance.! ter, George DeCosts. C. Taylor
5:30 p.m., when Ise sings a benecritics. Since then she has starNegro Music," with the life and
Mrs. Percy Williams of 29251 Patrons and well wishers were: Perkinson. Diane Straughm. VinIn
the
and
choice
and
of
rendering
Dett's larger works 'include red in Carmen and Rigioetto, has
fit performance for the Maude E.
storks of the late R. Nathaniel
selections, Mrs. Savage showed Bales ave.
Misses Margaret Avery, Joseph- cent Shields and Arlene Duane. Smith Nursery school, at Dunbar
is one of the raciest bits of folk- "Chariot Jubilee," for orchestra, become used to ovations here and• complete mastery of het profes. High school. Also to be heard on
placed in charge of music at and '"rhe Ordering ef Sloss's" for abroad, has become known for her sion as she sang a variety of
the program will be songs by Bach.
Bach recordings with the Robert
Den, being reviewed.
numbers which showed a dramatsoloists, chorus and orchestra.
Pergolesi, Five Brahins' eider,
Shaw Chorale, appearances with
4 The noted composer, Robert Naic and technical contrtil of her
After appearing as a concert pi- the Boston,
Spanish songs by de Falla, the
Chicago and NBC Sym- voice as well as its power richthaniel Deit distinguished himself
Credo from "Othello" by Verdi,
through skillful emphasis dn the anist and holding a numb•r of phonies, and in radio and concert ness and beauty.
some songs by Rachmanioft, and
native character of Negro mu- positions as director of music in progra ms,
She interpreted two songs of
Spirituals arranged by Margaret
sic, lie was particularly success- , various institutions, Den WaS
modern sacred literature, "Lord I
Bonds, and John W. Work. Donald
lul in his settings of spirituals Hampton
of The Years," by Ernest Charles(
Instpute.
Words Of the Wise
Virginia.
Miller, will be the, accompanist.
for horns, of which his arrange- where he
and "De Massa of de Sheepfol"
remained 18 sears.
New Orleans' B. Sharp Music
A humble man can do great
ment of "Listen to the Lambs- is F'rorn 1921 to
by
Theodore
1937 he taught pis
Parfson,
and
an aria
things with an uncommon perClub. Lillian Dunn Perry, Presic
perhaps the best known.
vately in Rochester. N. V. Al the
of
the
"Ave
Maria.
Konigen,"
fection because he Is no longer
dent is preparing for the annual
Born at. Drummendsville Que- time of his
concerned about accidentals, • from the cantata "The Fiery
death. in 1943. he was
Christmas program "Living Madbec, in 1882, Dett went to OberIke his own interests and his
Cross" by Max Bruch, Mrs. CharBattlecreek. Mich.. where he
onnas" to be presented Sunday,
lin, Ohio to study music when 21. had
own reputation, and thereorganized a Wornen's Army
Dec. 8.
During his life time the com- Corps Chorus
fore he no longer needs to
and was directing
The Board of Directors of t h e
poser made contributions in many music
waste his efforts in defending
acttvties at - a USO ClubNational Association of Negro Muthem.. —(Thomas Merton)
areai of musi Hs.cJ"ibu aan'c'ell house.
sicians, Inc., Dr. Roscoe R. Polin,
National President, will hold
Slid-Winter meeting in Pinta
phis, l'a., Dec. 27-28.
Kre—cei‘%•cd
corh
dernrg
e to an
Mrs. !.essie Spurlock, Vice PresnoN EcW
e mYe(
nitR
)(lent and General Chairman of the
Glasgow, Shirley Basses,. who was:
1958 Convention will be hostess
unknown in Ebropean theatrical,
for the meeting.
circles just three years ago,
one of the biggest name delinea-;
tors to develop abroad in several!
NEW YORK -- ANP) - the (iroup 51
hest IDg Band. ei Best: that you
write, print or type your years. After completing a sensetime has rolled around again for Small
our second annual •• Top l'en Most Instrumental Group, 7) entry as legibly as possible.
tional run as a vaudeville head-'
Promising New Male Vocal. Pick
only one individual or liner in Glasgow, Miss Bassey'
Rhythm & Blues" poll. So all of lot, 8) Most
Promising New Fe,, group for each of the
-categories departed or Sidney, Australia
YOU R w II lane who have been male Vocalist, 0)
Best Rhythm &
where she will top the new revue
itching to register your prefer('n. Blues
Song, and 10) Best Disc and you are allowed to name only
7
NEW YORK — (INS) -2 'Feteces for artists of your choices had JockeY
one tune for the Best Rhythm & opening at the 'rivoli.
• tes,l''
'in your home town.)
vision actress Jayne Meadows,
The Sidney show is scheduled
better get busy and make. your
Rules for this poll are very Blues Song category.
• I wife of TV's Steve Allen, gave
selections. Like the big success- simple and
Deadline for all entries is De-, to run five or six weeks, the time
short Everybody is
. birth Sunday to an eight-pound,
ful one we conducted last year.
cember 2 1957, and the %%innersl hinging on a planne tour of this
eligible to enter the voting.
eight-ounce boy, their first child.
country. A click when she toured
this year's "Top Ten Rhythm &
The only requirements are that will appear in your local nevilt-I
1 "All three are doing fine", Ill.
this country several seasons ago, aleti
Blues" poll will include only ten
you I) give your full name and paper during the week ending !
spokesman
for Allen reported,
the popular songstress has helm
categories. And here they are: 11 address: 25 the name of your local December 14. Address all
adding that the infant will be
votes set for a turn at El P,ancho in
1,0NIDnN — Lade %Mier had
Boat Male Vocalist: 25 Best Fe- newspaper in which you learned
personalities during his engage
Diana Dors. who ,tarred with
named either William or Christo Masco Young. co "The Low. Las Vegas, the Mocombo in
a highly successful sea.mn at
mils Vocalist. 3) Best Male Vocal of this second annual "Top Ten
men( where he wa, the center
Rod steiget in -The Unholy
lopher.
down." 703 Bernley bldg., Phila. Hollywood. and the Cons here: London's famous
"S tork
of interest. Little Abner, surGroup, 4) Best Female Vocal Rhythm & Blues" poll,
Wife," the American film.
' Alien has three children by.
and 3) 7, Pa.
I among other spots.
Room," and met many famous
rounded by admirers inchulhig
I previous marriage.
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Livingstone
College To Hear
Adele Addison

Carl Diton Honored
On list Birthday
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oprano owena savage
Acclaimed In Recital
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Dett's Life Story On
Merryfield's Program

'Top Ten Rhythm & Blues'Poll Set
For Second Annual Find
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Shirley Bassey
To Tour States
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High School Day At A & T
Enjoyable And Ed ucational Al
• THEY HAD FUN and at the same time received an education when
high school youngsters visited A and T College in Greensboro to attend
the annual Senior Day celebration. Photo left: One of the official guides,
('arl Bullock, Fayettesville, N. C., an Air Forcee ROTC cadet, points

nd

NE

out an interesting scene to visiting seniors. They are Bettie Ridley,
Mamie ltiddick and Jocelyn Cooke from Ligon Junior-Senior high in

ran conra-ordinw ork 1
24, at .1
program

Raleigh.

Hayes

;tic Wilful Mugeat man,
t scholar

nail Con;le Music
L week at
!malty of
igc, were
Miss Jodirector
on of Nerid Leroy'
Ind teachichool of
than 500
achers asnicagoant.
own were
re.
organist,
sl at ra
at EvN.Jv
, 4:30 P.m.
is under
-American
' the Minparticular

nist direcrth United
Chicago.
ic Convensity of B-

rill be Pre.
at 5 p m.,
torch, by
ssociation,
conduct.

• HAVING THE TIME of their lives as guests at luncheon and dinner,
the more than 6,000 visitors consumed 2,500 pounds of turkey, more

; presents;lough,
contra
rid Jose
11 be Floe.
lanist will

than 200 gallons of ice cream and 1,500 pounds of string' beans among
other items on the menu. The record throng was completely saved
during the 2% hour period. Enjoying the tasty meal are (from left)

•esentation
the chairind her coylor. Rev.
of Grace

Pearl Bryant, Janet Conley, Mary Ann Lytle, Louise Reid and Catherine
Rink, all of Morganton, N. C. (Photo Center left) The item being demonstrated is not a "sputnik," but the latest in flying helmets being used
by the U. S. Air Force. Demonstrating' it to the delight of visiting
seniors, Evalena Walker, Hardy Bannerman, Delores Walker and Lizetta

terest will
' Theresa
gs at Linov. 24. at

rector and
rre will be
arti 1, who
group of

-

Aiken of Burgaw, N. C., is James Slade, Rocky Mount, N. C., Air Force
ROTC cadet at A & T College.

ide among
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•HIGH SCHOOL YOUTH at A & T's Senior Day were
interested in Army combat weapons. Demonstrating an
M-1 rifle and a "grease gun" are respectively) Army
ROTC cadets Ernest Beasley, Fort Lauderdale, Fla„ and
•

John F. Brown, Pittsboro, N. C. Interested spectittors
are Sarah Nixon, Wanda Tann and Myrtle Scott, all of
Ahoskie, N. C.
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Tougaloo Beats'
Miss. Ind. 7-0
In Final Game

—

The Tougaloo Southern Christian college Bulldogs closed out
its 1957 football slate here with
a hard earned 7 to 0 victory over
Mississippi Industrial college, Holly Springs. The win was the fourth
of the season for Tougaloo against
two losses and a tie. One game
was canceled.
The thin ranked Tougaloo squad
of 26 players, reduced to 23 beceuse of injuries, scored the
winning touchdown in the opening
minutes of the second quarter,
then held off every MI threat
thereafter. The winning touchdown was set up on a driving,
twisting run of 46 lines, from this
point, quarterback Fred Alan
swung around left end for the
tally. Ed Dawson converted and
that was all the scoring.

Ame
eeleebirti
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nie Scales and Lillian Whitford and Miss Hazel Pyles.
presiding. Other sorors taknew sorors are Frieda Mart,
FIVE NEW ZETAS - The
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were
service
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ing
Zernia
Oates,
Mattie
of
chapter
Zeta
knashAlpha Eta
social activi- MENT . . Your scribe is
ing members of the Archonian
pledges presented an original
' About our town
Mrs. Mildred P. Horne, dean
Mrs. Ezra Thompson, and
Zeta Phi Beta sorority, inc.,
over those inadvertencclub of Alpha Eta Zeta chappledgee, FrieUes have swung into high gear ing teeth
by
written
skit
HudMable
Mrs.
impressive
pledges;
of
An
Ward.
on
Mattie
members
new
five
initiated
In
occur in printing.
ter. The evening was climaxed
. .and Sputniks and Muttniks ies which
Miss
da Mart. During the evening
Quarles,
Utoka
the
with
son,
held
Miss
was
ceremony
Club
Walker
Lelia
at
9,
Nov.
SKC
concerning
news
may come and go...but our bridge last week's
with a buffet supper.
Misses Vera Cummings ,VenHelen WaterCallian
Miss
Smith,
Jean
Gloria
Mrs.
basileus,
the
right,
to
left
Shown
house.
was
name
club Alma Booth's
club go on forever.
DaHarriet
was
jumbled . . . as
BRIDGE CLUB PANORAMA
.en- vis, and Juanita Arnold was cornTHE DEBONAIR SET.
pletely left out of the list of orig'eyed turkey cuisine and cocktails inal members of the club. In the
Le
.when
.
Hawk.
Gay
the
at
prize winning department, one of
Maria Robinson entertained re- the gifts went to Bernice Walker
cently. Martha Galloway, Vivian
Williams. Another snafu was the
Willis and Cecelia Willis captur- deletion of hostess Helen Shelby
ed club prizes ... with guest prize from the hostess group who engoing to Fannie Davis West.
tertained at the bridal shower for
' COTERIE CLUB. . .en jo y e
Mary.Cotton Pruitt, at the Wilbrunch served a la manor style hams . home on Melrose Cove.
By ERNESTINE COFIELD
and asked for a package of cigar- er, who lived on the Jones' farm filling station was released shortly
. . .to a gay group at the loveplease.
after noon Tuesday.
Apologiesles all'
ettes shortly before noon Tues- a few blocks out of town.
ly Mitchell Road estate of Ruby corroN-riturrr
NUPTIALS
Mrs. Walker's reply 'when askPONTOTOC, Miss. - Jesse day morning, thus giving the com- No one was sure whether the
Spight. . .when Ruby and Ada Announcement of the Cotton Bradford, 16-year-old cotton pick- munity of Pontotoc, Miss., a FBI and the sheriff had taken ed about "Biggums" story was
Ateman were co-hostesses on VetPruitt wedding was issued by
walked into a grocery store chance to breath again for the Jesse to Clarksdale or to Colum- "He's a big ole story teller".
erans Day. Amid prolusions of fall William A. Cotton of Michigan er,
first time in almost two weeks. bus. Reportedly, the youth had His story couldn't be checked
flowers, guests mingled throughCity, Indiana, of the marriage of
Speculation still continues in gotten off a bus coming from because none of the persons quesout the lovely home with the din- his sister Mary to Mr. Samson ication services of the new Parkthis farm town of 4,000 as to Columbus. The general belief was tioned knew where he lived.
ing room and pine panelled den
Gardens
church
way
Presbyterian
Pruitt on Sunday, Nov. 10, at
why Jesse disappeared on Hal- that they had taken him to CoAnother mystery surrounding
as the favorite haunts. The TaSt. John Baptist church. The cere- at 4 p.m.
lowe'en day. The most persistent lumbus to show them where his Jesse is where did he get money
ble featured a handsome arrange.
Next
Dr.
year,
school
Marjorie
A.
Rev.
by
mony was performed
rumor is that he found a cache kidnappers had held him.
for husfare from Columbus, which
inent of white and yellow chryWilliams. Mrs. Jo s i e Lee Browne will be on a year's of whiskey and was kidnapped by
bowl,cEwen
M
santhemums in a crystal
Still in jail at the time of Jesse's is approximately 85 miles from
organist. Mary was leave of absence from her post bootleggers.
the
was
Cobb
flanked by silver candleholders
return was his brother-in-law, his home and costs $2.55 one
lovely in a frock of Heaven Blue as head of the Mathematics DeBefore the youth could answer David Walker. The only reason way, and for cigarettes. When
bearing green tapers. Mulled cider
with rhine- partment of North Carolina State
sprinkled
wool
jersey
any questions or even see h i s
whetted November appetites. .
could give for police hold- he left his sister's home, he only
stones, with which she wore a university, on a Fellowship to mother, Mrs. Margaret Herron, anyone
and tossing calorie worries to the !
was for "his own had the 25 cents she had given
inch rant white satin hat, and navy pumps, Stanford university. at Palo Alto, he was whisked off to an un- ing Mr. Walker
him for soft drinks. According to
winds. . the
protection."
the. Calif.
Attending
orchid.
white
a
and
known destination by the FBI and
the gamut from chilled melon !
Charlie "Biggums" W. McAl- witnesses he bought the drinks.
sister,
her
was
also
Mrs.
ceremony
.
And.
.Dorothy
Williams
HelloSheriff M. C. Hembree.
These questions can only be
balls to sausage, ham, scrambled
lister, whose story of seeing white
Mamie Davis, who flew in for the way, former Therapist at Keel
On hearing of Jesse's safe re- men force the fourth grade stu- answered by Jesse and the men
eggs, waffles, hot rolls and other
Michigan City.
Avenue
from
occasion
school
for
Crippled
Chilturn, his 49-year-old mother, Mrs. dent into a car in front of a who abducted him.
savory fare. . .was pure delight
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Sims en- dren, has left for Stuttgart, Ger. Herron, could only repeat over
dominately white community.
FAMILY HOME - It was
to the well • known group.
to
Many,
her
join
Dr.
husband,
aftbridal
a
with
tertained
dinner
Pontotoc, Miss. A Negro recall
from this two room shack that
and
ever again, "If they'd bring
• THREE C's. . .beckoned the
ge Holloway, who is on duty him back so I could see him, I'd
ported seeing several white
Jesse Bradford went to buy
of Meryl Glover to Tony's I n e er the ceremony at their home at
with the Armed Forces. The Hol- be so happy."
men force the youth into a car.
three bottles of soft drink and
last Wednesday night. Miniature,611 Edith. Another lovely party
loways are heir-expecting an adstarted a manhunt in the preWhen the youth disappeared
gold turkeys bearing exquisite: given before the wedding was the
dition
to their family, to be born last Oct. 31, between two and
dinner party hosted by the George
smelling sachet bags, and forming d
in Germany.
three p. m., it was believed the
place cards, set the tone for the: Gossetts, Carrie and John Allen
same fate had befallen him that
Turkey dinner, and the conversa-i Scott. Miss Marie Brooks and the
14-year-old Emmett Till suffered
tion - pieces of gifts. Helen Tar- Matthew Grays at the Goset'
in that cotton country a little
pley has been added to the ros. home on West Fay Avenue. There
• s,
more than two years ago.
ter. . .and she won the bright red, a candle-lighted, turkey dinner
Typical reaction of the whites
wool stole. . .and Martha Ander-' added to the gay pre-nuptial afwhen the announcement w a s
Finds Healing Substance That Does Bothson was recipient of a black peau- - fairs in honor of the popular coumade that Jesse had returned
de sole evening hag. . s while Lai pie. Guests at the dinner includRelieves Pain-Shrinks Hemorrhoids
ed
safely
Ernest
was
and
Bernice
expressed
Abron
aged
by
vcria Watkins received a jewelled
problem!" And among these eal.
N. Y. (Specie!)York,
New
Mrs.
Jones,
Brooks'
Lena
Miss
a
Vannie
such
"It's
fiance.
Scott,
remusical bracelet:. .and the novferers were a very wide variety
For the first time science has
lief he's found. I was so afraid
elty prize given the latest corner and Mrs. Lottye Spencer.
of hemorrhoid conditions,some of
substance
healing
new
a
found
they'd hurt him. I'm so relievto the party a rain cap. . .so The Van Dettes, those charming
10 to 20 years' standing.
with the astonishing ability to
ed."
All this, without the use if
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
fitting for the rainy night out- teen-agers, who are really makAt
the
narcotics, anesthetics or astrintime
of
disapsurgery.
Jesse's
pain-without
themselves
in
felt
commuing
the
. doors. Pauline Bowden came in
gents of any kind. The secret is
In one hemorrhoid case after
pearance, he was visiting his
for her share of the loot by ar- city, were the guest of Evelyn
a new healing substance (Hi
another,"very striking improvesister, Mrs. Fannie Clyde Walk-iving first, resulting in a gold Vavasseur, who is a LeMoyne
Dyne')-the discovery of a worl
ment" was reported and verified
famous research institution. Albracelet and matching earrings. college freshman. Mrs. Martha
by doctors' observations.
ready, Bio-Dyne is in wide use
Pain was relieved promptly.
The NONCHALANTS . . . Anoth- I Jean Steinberg was the first of
for healing injured tissue on all
And, while gently relieving pain,
er set that has stuck together fora series of speakers for the group,
parts of the body.
actual reduction or retraction
Snore years that sometimes care and disussed the "Techniques of
This new healing substance is
(shrinking) took place.
to remember - having banded!MODELLING." Other speakers
in suppository or ointment
offered
And most amazing of all-this
form called Preparation H.' Ask
themselves together in a group!scheduled to appear are: Mrs. W.
improvement was maintained in
Speight,
they!O.
jr., "Social Grace and
for individually sealed convenient
eases where doctors' observations
'called the Rosebuds when
Preparation H suppositories or
were continued over a period of
Were in the Ninth Grade. . .and Etiquette:" Reginald 51 or r is,
Preparation H ointment with spemany months!
in
"Art
Life:"
Today's
Clara
Dr.
later reogranizing in 1930 as the
applicator. Preparation H is
cial
In fact, results were so thorNonchalants.. .met with Elmyra Brawner, "Personal Hygiene:"
sold at all drugstores.Satisfaction
ough that sufferers were able to
Mrs.
"Public
Venson,
Q.
R.
Reguaranteed or money refunded.
makesuchastonishingstatementa
Williams. at her home at 889 Mkmu c.a. est. M.
as "Piles have ceased to be a
tissippi Blvd. Loretta Kate, the lations:' Mrs. R. B. Sugarmon,
Public
and
Dance
Jr.,"Modern
group's president presided over
„
BradJesse
SPOT
THIS
ON
the business which had to do with Speaking:" Mrs. W. P. Porte.'
ford purchased three bottles
their Holiday Formal slated for "Culinary Art:" Mrs. Vasco A.
of soft drink at this filling staChristmas week at Curries Club Smith, Jr, ''The Value of Seholastion between two and three p.
Tropicana. Illness prevented the tic Achievement," Mrs. Harold
a Vocation;"
attendance of Mesdames Taylor Whalum, "Choosing
rn. Thursday, Oct. 31, and disHayes, Richard Green and John Mrs. A. Maceo Walker. "Personappeared until two weeks
ality:" Mrs. Phillip S. Booth,
McKinney. Club prizes went to
later, when he got off a boa
Fashion Coordination," and Mrs.
Mrs. E. McDavis, Mrs. Thomas from Columbus, Miss.
Frederick A. Rivers, "Travel." .
McClellan and Mrs. Floyd NewI
Mrs. Frankie Finner of 1879! WHEN TOLD that Jesse Brad
man, with a prize also for guest Freemont, a nurse at Kennedy!
ford had returned to Pontotoc
Mrs. Ivory Flagg.
General hospital, left last Thurs- ;
J-U-G's INC.. met last Saturday . day on a 5-day cruise to the West safely, Mrs. Fannie
Clyde
night with Gloria Weaver at Ton- Indies.
Walker, his sister (left) and
ny'e. . .Chicken Fricasee was foFOR JOY or SORROW
cal point of menu fare. Martha CHIT CHAT
City Wide Delivery
Mrs. Hasolee Green left for an Mrs. Margaret Herron, his moJean Steinberg is again a meinextended visit with son and dau- ther (right)
talked happily of
her of the well - known socialPaul and Hertisene
charity group. . .and Delores ghter-in•law.
Greene in San Diego, California, his return. It was while visitG
Lewis Is another new addition
is here they now reside. She left
ing Mrs. Walker that the ISGuests of the evening were Walvia "the wild blue yonder". . and
ter P. Guy and Mrs. Lillie Pearl
year-old youth disappeared
declares she just loves flying. . .
Plunkett. Gifts were won by Joa
and
wouldn't think of traveling last Oct. 31. It was feared he
sephine Bridges. Sarah Chandler any
other way.
had suffered the same fate as
and Mrs. Plunkett.
257 SO. MAIN AT LINDEN
SEQUINS...met with "Bootsie" Willia Monroe and prize winning, Emmett Till.
(Beverly) Ford, at her lovely soprano 5Iyrtis Ewell are back
South Parkway home of her par- after their whirlwind trip to New
ents, the Theodore Jacksons . . . York. Perhaps the most exciting
receiving her guests in a chic hos- part of their intitwary was their
tess outfit featuring a pink ruffled 'isit with the W. C. Handys at their
blouse and red velveteen pants. palatial estate in Yonkers. N. Y.
they also accompanied the Hand
Gift bright colored individual haltto New York at the Ed Sullivan
day bells helped ring out the galeShow. Speaking of our own "Faty of the (unfilled evening.. .while
ther of the Blues" . . this week is
hi-fi music and a wonderful tornational W. C. Handy Week. .
key dinner provided wonderfel
a
and
the grand old man was toast-'
conviviality. Bootsie entertained
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink'
ed at the Waldorf Astoria. to
on the lovely TN' room of her
hich were invited dignitaries
Gilbey's is the one gin that's great, either
home. . .and the planning included
and top-star performers from all
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
plans for Bootsie's mother, Willa
over the c ountry.
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
Dean Jackson, to entertain her
the taste is great stroight. That's why
club at the same time, sa e Friends of Mrs. J. E. Herndon
place. And therein lies the news are happy to hear of her wonder
it's the great favorite, all around the world.
ful reco% cry following an opera
for our next feature.
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
John
at
Gaston hospital.
were the tion
THE D'ACCORDS .
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
other group to enjoy the hospital- Albert Harris is hack after a
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
ity of the Jackson - Ford manse trip to Minneapolis, Minn.. to us
. . .and their fun held forth in it his mother . . .It's another boy
A. W. Willis.' oho
the sunken den of the home, with for the ftit
its distinctive elevated fireplace. made hi:, appearance at E.
Crump
hospital
last Wednesday
Prizes for Sequins went to
Grace Collins, Ida Mae Walker night. Annie' Laura is beaming
.as is the rest of
and recent bride. Mary Cotton with pride.
the family. Roselyn, age 7 and
Pruitt. . .Glittered bath set.
bamboo place mats and Hattie! Michael, aged 2.
Carnigie's Pink Cologne. like- . . .And as we go to press . .
cord winners were Warren Haw: Circle next Sunday evening for the
kins. Elizabeth Shaw, Ann Simp• Annual Omega Achiement Award
hire, Elizabeth Shaw, Ann Simp- Program . . .slated for Parkway
Gardens l'resbyterian
Church,
son and Hiawatha Harris.
•••
THE VIKTTES . . . met at the.South Parkway at Rozelle, at 5:30
home of Miss Flossie Birden at p.m. There this year's award will
1370 Dixie. This charming yeeine be given to Lt. George W. Lee,
group are making plans for the and special citation to Dr. I. A.
DIMS'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN 90 PROOF. 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS W. & A.
Yuletide Season - alsout which Watson Jr.. Frank Kilpatrick. Sr.,
GUM, LTD., CINCINNATI, OHIO. DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO.
will no doubt hear in detail later and several others.
IN THE GREMLIN DEPART., This program will follow the ded-
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Organize Telephone Club
At L. Hawkins Residence

,SCENE
By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

Whit!coun•
onian
chaplazed

The CW4 Telephone "tub was, Ray Williams, president; M r s.
organized recently at the home tin Cleo lee, vice-president; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. 1. A Hawkins, of' 'lima Shaw, secretary, M r
734 Tillman, and officers we r is Thelma Gonads.. assistant secreelected.
tary; Miss Lea Dora Merriweaths.
Van,
After the meeting, the new of- cr. treasurer. Mrs. 1.ula
ficers and members were served chaptin and Mrs. Ladye Stokely,
refreshments in the dining room reporter.
of the Hawkins' hone. A rose lace, Captains are Mrs. Christine
Hawkins, Mrs. Rosie Lee New- .;
tablecloth covered the table and
had a centerpiece of red and white. born, Eddie Bryant, L. V. Mattison and T. J. Walthrop.
chrysanthemums.
Other club members are Willie
Officers elected at the wants',
were Jessie Jones. chairman; Wesley. Miss Catherine Torrence
Warren Garner. co • chairman; and Edward Turner.

American Education Week was tn. Sorer Hay, president, precelebrated by all the schools in sided. The Willi hour concluding
the city of Jackson with parents, the meeting was a Thanksgiving
and friends cooling out in large! delight at its best. Turkey and all
numbers which proves we are be-1 the trimmings made up the menu
coming more education minded. , that was served to the many soThe Jackson citv Teachers' as-! rors present.
sociation sponsored a public pro-! Sunday at 5 p.m., Alpha Gam gram at South Jackson school ma and Nu Singma chapters of Sig- ,
on Monday night. The Lane Col- ma Gamma Rho sorority, Inc. oblege N. E. A. students presented served the 35th Founder's day of
ski*.
"Salute to Our School." All public the sorority' in the Lane College
schools were represented with chapel. The principal speaker hr
musical selections. The educational the occasion was Mrs. Cleo Mc.
• -trophy went to Lincoln school for :Crea of Daytona Beach. Fla., who
having the largest number of par- is the Southeastern regional direcHONOR NEW MEMBER —
member.) Mrs. Martha Jean
loses Lewis. Hostess for the
LIM S. Mrs, Weaver, Miss Maeats and patrons present.
tress. Special music was rendered
The .1-1.!-G's honored a new
Steinberg, who was re-instatparty was Mrs. Gloria Weavrie Bradford, Mrs. Modean
Tuesday night the Merry High by the very talented "Ensemble,"
member last Saturday evened recently, was unable to be
er. Shown left to right, are:
Thompson, Miss Velma L.
School Pairent - Teacher associa-' under the direction of Miss Horing at an affair held at Tony's
Miss Gwen Nash, president' Jones, Mrs. Sarah Chandler.
present.
lion has their regular inonthly flora Harday.
Inn. The honoree was Mrs.
of the club, Miss Erma L.
and Mrs. Lewis (the new
meeting with over 60 parents preThe annual Woman's Day was
—
sent. A very beautiful exhibit of observed at Salem Baptist church
The bride is an honor graduMACON. Ga. --- Dose Mattella
student's work in all areas of study, with Mrs. Oha Mae Johnson sem.
Savage of Macon. Ga., became , ate of Talladega college, a Delta
.
ad been piaced in the library ing as general chairman of the
the bride of Samuel Stephen Pink. Sigma Theta sorer and registered
ere the meeting was held. Aft- day. The morning worship was
ney, Jr . on Saturday. October a... medical technologist.
the business session parenti and given by the pastor, Rev. R. L.
She did graduate study at West.
The marriage ceremony w a s
teachers enjoyed a social hoUr in Drain. The afternoon program was
conducted by the Rev. Charles W. ern Reserve school of Medical
the cafeteria where refreshments highlighted by a guest speaker
Ward at the home of the bride's Technology and the University of
were served. Prizes of delicious who was Mrs. Eva Broome, memparents Mr. and Mrs, Ed W. Sav- Colorado
cakes went to Mesdames Munroe, ber of St. Paul CMEI church.
age, sr., with only the family :Ind' Mr. Pinkney is a veteran of the
and
Johnson
for
Smith
having Speaking on behalf of the womimmediate friends present.
tl. S. Army, attended Virginia State
the largest number of homeroom en of other churches were MesA lovely reception followed which, college and is at present enrolled
parents present. The membership dames Eloise Cole, Walnut Grove:
was attended by many friends and at Western Reserve University.
drive was a grand success with Mrs. Paul Rigby. Lane Tabernawell-wishers.
The couple resides at 943 Parkover 200 membership cards sold. cle; Lillian M. Parker, MacedonMiss Glovia Jeanne Hutchings' way Road. Cleveland, Ohio.
LINCOLN STUDENT HONORED ia. Lona Mae Carpenter, Cerro;
of Macon, Ga., was maid of houor
Jacqueline Whitfield, seventh L. R. Swinney, New Hope; James
grade student at Lincoln school Anna Braggs, Home Baptist;
and Donald L. Buckner of Chive'
was honored with a program giv- Bernice I.ucas, Mt. Zion; Lillie
land, Ohio was hest man.
en by her classmates at which Bell Cole. Wesley Methodist, and
time she received the $25 bond F. D. Coleman, Sr., Greater Bethwon by her during Fire Preven- el. The women of St. Luke Baption Week. She received the 'bond tist church were in charge et the
for her slogan "Don't Let Flames deveotianal services and music
Take the Blames." The Lord's for the day was furnished by The
Prayer was sung by Bobby Pyles. Women's Chorus under the direcTHREE C'S FETE — Memden and Mrs. Watkins. A full
place cards were part of the
Prize winners who chose their
A tribute "Star of Oer School" tion of Mrs. Cisco McCorry.
ST. PAUL, Minn. — Rozmond
annrse isirkev dinner was
bers of the Three C's were
unique decoratieIns carrying
own gifts were: Mrs. TarpCHURCH
DAY OBSERVANCE
written by Wilma Wright was givH. Kennon. Birmingham. a 1956
served. %moue other mementertained at Tony's Inn last
out the Thanksgiving motif.
ley. Mrs. Martha Anderson
First
Baptist
church will oben by Florita Neilson. The Boys's
Wednesday with Mrs. Meryl
bers present were Mrs. Ann
Among those stunningly attirgraduate of Talladega college, has
and Miss I :Acme ttnikia
choir presented music and the ma- serve its annual Church Day on
B. Glover serving as the hostL. Hall and Mrs. Laverne
ed for the occasion were Mrs.
The hostess crest-sc.,'
been appointed staff physical 111,,
-ettes stepped. Castle Curry Nov. 24 which is the fourth Sunfeted
group
The
ess. Miniature gold turkeys
Airy.
Helen Sawyer, and Mrs. Helto the first and last members
rapist at St. John's hospital, St.
ved as mistress of ceremones. day. The morning worship will be
eating candy corn serving as
en Tarpley. a new member.
to arrive, Mrs. Pauline BowJacqueline is the daughter of Mrs. given by the pastor, Rev. W. G.
Paul, Minn. Kennon, who comTerrv. A 3 p.m., program is beLillian Coleman.
pleted his interneship in the field
ing planned at which time a speWASHINGTON•DOUGLAS
of physical therapy at The UniCrowned Miss Washington-Dou- cial speaker will bring the mes.
versity of Colorado, has been ad
las last week was Little Miss sage. The Batist Training Union
milted to the American AssociaCammille Day. Cammille. a fill) mill resent "A Chat with Our
tion of Physical Therapist. He
grade student who rates high seh- Neighbors from Abroad" at the
- also .rated first in the state of
olastically is the youngest daugh-1 6:30 Training Union hour. At this
Al FIN, Texas — A total ofi Colorado and third in the nation
ter of Mrs. Ernestine Day a n d, time the ieligious, social and cutmigrated,
1,241 000 persons have
in The National Competitive Ex-.
James Day. She was also the l tural aspects of the countries rep•
from Texas farms since 1940, says amination for Physical Thera
school winner for her Fire Pre- resented will be given. The public
a publication issued recently by pists.
vention sloan 'Practice Precau- is invited to attend all programs.
the Texas Agricultural Experilion for Prevention." Other conies. IN AND OUT OF TOWN
LIBERIA, West Africa — Presi- to mine in tributaries and streams.,ping to train secretaries; the
1
tints were Sandra Delois Smith, Service men home on leave are dent William V. S. 'cabman asked The sale of diamonds is to be cen- establishment of child welfare ment station.
This migration figures cover two.
grade six. Mason Savage, grade Willittn C Gray, Bobby Rodgers in his annual message to the Leg- tralized, he said.
foundations and mental instituperiods: 1940 to 95(1 and from
seven and Chaline Chat ma n, and Frank Ballard.I know we all islalure that laws he enacted to
Other highlights of his message tions; and pensions for civil serv1956. During the first per.
ded 1Hay wee hostesses to Beta remember Frank and miss h i s deal with companies operating in
ants with long service and pen- 1650 to
were
requests
for:
from Tex.
seven, and Chaline , Ch alma n, singing with the Philip Reynolds Liberia whose white employees
injured in line iod, net out-migration
sions
for
policemen
The
establishment
of
a
Nationorchestra. Ile is scheduled to leave are dismissed for marrying Liberas farms totaled 910.1,00. Of this
grade eight.
of duty.
al
Zoo
and
a
real
estate
tax
comnumber, 737.000 were white and
The Federated Women's Clubs for Germany when he reports ian women.
National revenues, the President 173.000 were colored.
mission.
Jackson held their regular back on his post of duty.
He also asked for laws pre.
expected
to
reach!
announced,
are
Football season ended for Jack. :teiVing fore,v,meis from enteeiag
The appointment of an assistant
otithly meeting last Sunday in
But the rate of migration of colsecretary of national defense in $18 million by next month: This
the library of Lane college at 3:00 son last weekend with both Lane real estate business in Liberia.
ored farm people was 53.5 perrise
is
fortseen
because
of
an
and
Merry
High
charge
of
the
coast guard.
winning their Tubman also announced conp.m. Mrs. M. B. Monroe presidincrease in the price of gold tol cent. compared with 45.6 percent
ed and plans completed for the In- games. Lane beat Philander Smith templation of a new Executise
The appointment of counsellors
34 dollars an ounce.
score
a
of
34
by
to
14. coming Mansion and a Law Courts Build-. to be attached to the Departternational tea set for Dec. 1 at
The President ilso proposed that forDrithe
Tatter period, 1950Duringtes.
the Lane college Health building. from behind at Rothrock Stadium ing; and the availability of con- ment of Public Works and UtiliLiberia's Bureau of Information 1956, net out-migration totaled
Sorors Bertha Collins and Mil- on a lovely cold football night. It cessions for diamond - mining In ties and to the Legislature.
become
an
autonomous
burean
341.000. No racial breakdown is
dred Hay were hostesses to Beta made the Dragons end the sea- the counry's river basins with. A national census in 1958; the
known as the Liberian Informa- provided for this period.
Omega Sigma Chapter of Delta son with four wins and four loss- Liberians having exclusive rights erection of a school of stenotyption
and
Broadcasting
Service
Sigma Theta sorority at the home, es and finishing in sixth place in
and that Providence Island have' Port Said — The Suez canal
of Mrs. Mildred Hay in Bdowns; the Southern Conference.
a monument commemorating the'.about 100 mles in length. It was
vine, Tenn. Here plans were corn-, Merry beat Paducah 18 to 0 in
landing of the founders of Liberia.'opened in 1869.
pleted for the annual Charity Ball Paducah Friday night making
on December 13 in the Lane col- their season end with three wins,
lege gym. Proceeds go for the na-I three losses and one tie
Basketball season begins at Lane
nual children's party and Christmas baskets for the needy. You college Dec. 2 with Lane playing
Woodgrain room paneling, for , cial wallboard adhesive. All nailOwens
college from Memphis. many years the hallmark of the ing is hidden, leaving neat oints. I
are asked to donate to this worthy
The
next
home
game
will
be
Dec. gentry, now has come within the
cause as well as enjoy the music
For individual wall and ceiling
of Philip Reynoids and his orches- 5 against LeMoyne college.
reach of today's budgeted family. treatments, ptanks and blocks
ness, head colds, poison Ivy,
Health and happiness are your
Handsome svoodgrain reproduc- may be combined' or wood grain
sunburn and windburr.
best companions on the road. Miss
tions, so real that even experts directions changed.
Carol Lane, Women's Travel di5. An eye solution and an eye
can't detect thciTI. are as near
Melillo panels have a smooth,
cup.
rector says the best way to care
as the lumber yard.
durable plastic finish which is fusfor little upsets that may occur
You may also wish to pack
These realistic replicas of gen- ed to a Masonite tempered hard- and. to make
your touring more special
prescriptions,
vitamin
uine woodgrain patterns are of- board base by means of a high- carefree, is to carry
basic inedi- pills, remedies for allergy confered in wide panels, 16 -wide heat taking process at the lac- eine chest
supplies
like
these:
ditions, liniment and a thermoplanks or blocks of that dimen- tory. The surface defies moist1. A first-aid kit consisting of
meter.
Members of Plymouth colony spill thing'.
sion. They have a protective sur- ore. grease, heat, acids, stains,
cotton,
gauze
pads,
adhesive
had good reason in December, What can homemakers do to free of baked melamine plastic I wear and other causes of detriorMost of the above items can be
tape.,
adhesive
bandages,
an.
1621. for looking forward to the make Thanksgiving a day of leis- with a soft luster finish that nev- ation. Painting or refinishing is
tisceptie and scissors.
purchased in small quantities and
forthcoming festival of Thanks- ure — one to spend with friends er needs refinishing. It is kept never necessary.
2. Aromatic spirits of ammonia. in unbreakable containers. Miss
giving — a difficult year had end- and relatives — rather than a day clean by occasional damp-wiping.
Woodgrain patterns arc availa.
3. A pain reliver such as as- 'Lane also advises packing everyed and a successful harvest was of danger?
Unlike the originals. Marlite He in natural and silver walnut,
pirin.
thing in a small box and keeping
Miss Kohl advises that they:
completed.
plastic-finished hardboards are striped and golden mahogany,
4. Remedies for such troubles it in your car's glove compart,
1. Get ready for the meal weeks factory-finished and are ready limed combed oak, birch and
Now, 336 years later, homemakas indigestion, motion sick. ment for easy access.
ers have equally good reason for ahead of time by buying and pre- immediately folloWing installs, cherry,
tion without laborious finishing on i
looking forward to Thanksgiving. paring much of the food.
2. Get a good night's sleep (that the job.
They know that with a little
Words of the Woo
caution in the kitchen — and some goes for the whole family), then
Both in size and fastening leaday
off
good
humble man can do great
start
the
right
with
a
•
chances
preparation
—
dvance
tunes. Marlite planks and blocks
things with an uncommon perare pretty good that they and their breakfast to keep fatigue at a are designed for speedy applicafection because he is no longer
families will survive the national minimum.
tion. Just 3-16-inch thick, they
concerned about accidentals,
holiday unscathed.
have tongue-and-rove edges and
like his own Interests and his
Of course, there still are hazspecial metal clips that simplify
own reputation, and therefore he no longer needs to
ards connected with the event,'
installation. Since the only tools
waste his efforts in defending
even though they're not quite the
needed are a saw, hammer and
—(Triornas )otion)
them.
same as those the settlers faced.
level, the home craftsman can
Today, fixing the feast is as
install them readily, using a spe- 1
easy as — well, as opening a'
The I. C. Railroad Ladies Sopackage (make that several packaves) of frozen food, according to cial club met at the home of Mrs.
• Leola Shelby, of 31 W. Burdock
Ails Martha Kohl, home et
ilerist of the National Safety
with devotionals led by Mrs. DelCouncil.
The 20th century homemaker la Sanders, recently.
The president, Mrs. Irma Varcan, by planning ahead, keep lastinfinite preparations to a mini- nado, held a briet business sesmum. With the help of a freezer sion at which time committee re.
she can prepare the fruit cock- ports were made and a membertail. cranberries, turkey and pies ship drive was launched.
The hostess served refreshments
days ahead of time, Miss Kohl
said.
which carried out the Halloween
Or, if she wants, she can buy motive. Decorations appropriate
earAmoss
sao.la
most of the Thanksgiving in.-al in for the day were also used.
The'next meeting of the club will
prepared mixes that Tequilas little
be held at the home- of Mrs,. Letwork or time.
Well, just what hazards does tie Porter, of 37 Edsel, on FriMns Homemaker of 1957 face, day, Nov. 15 at 11 a.m. Plans
will be made for the Christmas
then'
a
"As usual, everyone will want activities At that time.
1•10t5174C/t7)2141
kitclien,"
Mrs. Velma Williams is mereIn get into the act in the
tary and Mrs. Ida Martin reporter.
Miss Kohl said.
"Not only do too many cooks
many
too
but
Niagara Falls—Water flows over
spoil t Ii e broth,
DIE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO , RANKIORT, KY. D1STR RY NAT.
enoks clutter up the kitchen, and Niagara Falls at an average raft
DIST. PROD.CO. KENTUCAY STRAIGHT 110u8808 wlilSitEv 90 PROOf
cause the homemaker to get of 212,000 cubit feet per second,
tarn perhaps trip or slip, GC varying slightly,
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Asks Law To Bar Firing
Of Whites Wed To Liberians

Texas Population
Down By Million

THIS IS THE MAN TO SEE FOR

QUICK CASH

Wood Panel Reproductions
Available Within Budget

Medical Kit For Road
Aids Upset Motorist

Thanksgiving Meaning
ar-las Changed Siiice 1621

A. T. "Zannie" Jones

$5000 to $500°°

Quickly - Conveniently - Confidentially
on
Signature - Furniture - Automobile
Come In Or Call

HARLEM FINANCE CO.
JA 6-5088 - 317 BEALE

COVERING THE ENTIRE CITY OF MEMPHIS
With

Ladies Club
Has Meeting

Courteous And Reliable Services
RADIO DISPATCHED
45c For 1 Mile
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10c Each Additional Passenger
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Giving Old Crow
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Tennessee

DEFENDER
Set., Nov. 23, 1957

000 Scholarships To 51

ELBERT BOULDIN
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil ones of

p(idhsn
l Nirftaj
st St.JJones of ,Graanicid
re
HenryHanr
Joe Jones and
Mich., visited Mr. friends..
other relatives and
Mrs. Ida Wells, Mr. and Mrs.''''
Gaston Andrews. jr.; Rubye E.
A. Jeffry spent their vacation id
Akron, Ohio.
Mr. Arthur Harris, George Patrick and Bobby Crisp recently
returned from Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerom Boyd have
WATER
COLD
moved to their new home at 513
Butler.
By EUNICE CALDWELL
Mr. and Mrs. Neely Lake have
A pastor's rally was held re- moved to 306 N. Union to live
Rev,
with his mother, Mrs. W Allen
cently honoring their pastor,
Some 50 winners of Elk scholar-, has been given the m for selfish
C. Jones at Bates Chapel C. M. E. Lake.
•••
ships were announced last week' ends, but for the good of their
gifts.
by George W. Lee. grand coin. people and their country."
Day and Men's Day WAVERLY
W
By MR. ALVIN GHOLSTON
missioner of education. One white The 1957 scholarship recipients
were oserved at the Second BapSunday school opened at 10:00
student was among those award- and their schools are:
tist M. B. church the third Suned.
day. Amount raised 9166.00. Rev. a. m. at Salters Chapel A. M. E.
Jean Anderson, Temple univerChecks representing partial pay- sity; Frank Berry, jr., Lincoln
with devotional in the usual way,
S. Gatson is pastor.
ment on $1,000 scholarships were university; William A. Brown,
Miss Nettle Pearl Rodgers of after which each class took its
sent the recipients.
Memphis spent the week with her respective place with each teachKentucky State college; Margaret
The Elk program pro v i d e 1 L. Bowes, Howard university;
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. er at his post of duty. Service
scholarships for students of all Harold Davis Fuller, Arkansas
began immediately after Sunday
Carr.
lack
.
races who suffer from the
Funeral services a Mrs. Jennie school with the pastor, Rev. Go
AM&N college; Shirley R aye
of opportunity or the plight of Guice, University of Wichita;
Shine were held at St. Paul Bap- II. Bowen in charge. This w a
poverty. Lee stated.
tist church, Ecru, Miss. She leav- his last message until he returns
Sharon Rose Hayes, Briar Cliff:
In announcing the grants, Lee Carter L. Marshall, Harvard unies three daughters, Mary Flemm, from the annual conference. It
said:
Evia Fusdy and Ludie Goldren: was interesting and inspiring. The
versity; Idella W. Miller, Florida
"We ought to watch for our gen- A&M university; Edward A. Robeight grandchildren; five great- Lord's Supper Was given. About
ius children and at the expense irson, Howard university; Richgrand-children and a host of other 40 persons bowed around the Holy
of all of us, if by no other way, ard Rogers. Franklin & Marshall;
relatives. Rev. C. Jone officiated. Altar while the choir sang softwe ought to develop those chil- Charles R. Sherrell, Mexico City
Mrs. Mary H. Buford has re- ly. Sunday night members and
dren and make them feel respon- college; William S. Lisenmeyer,
turned home from the hospital friends presented Rev. Bowen
sible to their own people so that Georgetown university; Ray V. THESE LIVINGSTON College
Bonner,
Green, S a m iii y
cote, Daisy Burwell, Esther
to meet St. Paul's Polytechnic
where she underwent an opera- with a sum of $103.00 and a supthey *11 not senselessly use what , Spriggs, Howard university; JohnplY of food for his family while
Carrington, Cynthmia Martin,
Institute in the home-coming
Gladys Torrence, second row,
cheerleaders are shown sparktion and is now doing fine.
•••
he is away.
game at Salisbury. Left to
Denese Perry, Frances Petering a pep rally as the LivingRobbie Williamson, and Scotny Roe, Memphis State univer•
•
right, first r o w , Frances
Miss Kathryn Russel was setie Wylie.
son, Rose Rizer, Martha Ba•
stone "Blue Bears" prepared
sity; Gwendolyn Stinson. Wilber•
ABERDEEN
lected as delegate to attend the
force university; Lafayette Wilannual conference in Nashville.
liams, Morehouse college: Venet
citizen of Brewton Sunday, Nov
By HENRY CHUMP
Porch Heed school was closed
ia L. Mazeke,. Tuskegee Institute;
.
•
.
10, at Shiloh Methodist church.
Ralph Whims. Sir George WitShe leaves three brothers, Si r. The WSCS of St. Paul Metho- for a short period due to the illLAUREL
liams college; Don Lazaro Clark,.
John Cheatham of Brewton; Mr. dist church met in the home of ness of the children.
Storehouse college; Raleigh DaMr. and Mrs. James Horton of
By W. L E. SII'dES
'
Harry Cheatham of Tuskegee and Mrs. Elizabeth Cooperwood, Sunvenport, Yale university; Helaine HOLLY SPRINGS
Paducah. Ky., are the guests of
day Nov. 10.
Mobile;
Sonell
Cheatham
of
Mr.
The Laurel, Miss., branch of the Hodges. Cheyney State college;
her mother, Sirs. Eddie Mae Lake, one sister, Mrs. Bertha Nobles of
WEST BLOCTON
Mrs, Bettie Daniel is getting Mr. Hugh Lomax and Mr. and
NAACP met at the Providence Barbara Jean Loachart, Spelman
The scout executive, Mr. Palm591 with a birthday party, Oct. Brewton; one daughter, Sadie along fine after having escaped Mrs. Ed Goodrich,
L.
Si.
Rev.
By PERCY BLACK
Baptist church where
college; Ardelia Purnell, Cheyney er Foster of Tulelo met with
Green Young Post 67, ladies
31. Several guests were in attend- Murphy of East and one grand- injury in an automobile accident.
Grey is pastor. A large and en- State college; Alexander Perkins, the new organization of the Scout
ance and a delicious menu was'son, Mr. Leon Niurphy of MaryAberdeen Bearcats defeat- auxiliary is sponsoring a turkey
The
Mt.
Anniversary
Olive
of
the
members
of
audience
thusiastic
East School of Music; Gayle Hues- Troop 58, Wednesday night.
Baptist church vt as in session served by the hostess.
land: one niece, Mrs. Mozelle ed Armory 18-6 Friday, Nov. S. dinner, Nov. 11 in honor of post
and friends were present. A cap- ton, American university; Sandra
-r
members and Porch Reed faculi
George Jackson was called to
Rust College homecoming was
nephew, Mr. Dorzier
Annias Ware of Chicago visited
tam team drve was completed. Ann White, Howard university; held Saturday, Nov. 9. Booker Nov. 3, which was a great sue- Detroit on account of the serious Harvey;
ty at Legion Hall.
Rev. W. S. Lewis, pastor.
Crosby of Ft. Benning Ga., and here with relatives.
A very successful financial re- Nancy Monroe, Wayne university; T. Washington High school band cess.
Mr. Durie Brigham left I a
Many churches t,00k an active illness of his brother.
many other relatives including
turn was realized. The nominat•• •
Rev. J. H. Washington's proreport.1 Jane T. Norman, Iowa State i furnished the music. Prof. Mc- part in the program.
Mr. Ray Carter of Tuskegee, Mr. gram was very successful at his Sunday for Danville, Ill., to pay
ing committee made a
Teachers college; Wilmette West,i Daniel, band director. The parade Women's
Day was in session at ' EMPIRE
Earl Cheatham of Tuscaloosa. church, St. Paul, West Point, Miss last respects to his nephew.
The following names were. sent. Princess Anne College; Lavonne• started at 1 o'clock.
Troop 58
Mr. Mack Cheatham, Mrs. Sonell Program was sponsored by Mrs. Those on the sick list are Mrs.
in: Dr. B. E. Murph, president, Ingraham. University of Colorado; led the parade. Many beautiful the Hope Hill Baptist church,I
East Blockton, Nov. 3, which was'
By EFFIE PENDLETON
Cheatham and Mr. S. C. Cheat- Lizzie Ashford, Rev. W. K. Wil- Mary L. Burns; Mrs. Virginia
Mr. Fred Hopkins, vice president;.i Barbara Baylor, Ohio State uni-! floats were in the parade. The
Goodrich; Mr. T. B. Box, Mr.
a great success. Rev. G. W. God.
ham of Brewton.
Mrs. T. D. Brown, secretary; Mrs. versity; Henry R. Williams. lini- game was called at. 2 p. m. The bola
Hams was the speaker.
1 Mr. and Mrs. James Blare have
Efau Goodrich: Mr. Jim Spicer;
is pastor.
The funeral of Mrs. Glissie
Willie Mae Esterling, assistant versity of Cincinnati; Rea Car- Bearcats challenged Dillard unigirl. Mother and
fine
baby
a
Sallie
Washington
is
Mrs
on
the
Virgit Lee Johnson and Mr J
A platter party was in session
Jones of Lincoln Park was held sick list Also wiiiism wsikes. B. Boger,
eharman of the executive hoard: son. Howard university: Catherine:
The score was 47-12 in at the Masonic Hall. Nov. 1, bene- bab doing fine.
yersity.
En•
chaplain.
Rev. T. 0. Brown,
• ••
Peter- at Boykin church Sunday, Nov. We prey for their speedy recov•
Repass, Temple university; GwIn-' favor of Dillard,
fit of the Masonic Lodge. T h e Bryothers Ed Harris and
couraging remarks were made by; dell Delano Bradley, Tuskegee In10 with Rev. Williams, pastor ofson attended the Association.
Earnest
Smith
the
Dr.
new
Rock
and
Roll
Radio
Boys
of
BirP.1
J.
.
Inge
Rev
and
husband
0.
'
leaves
her
Rev. C.
1 stitute; Robert E. Cain, TennesFreddie Johnson has returned ficiating. She
By ARCM WOODS
Aberdeen Reercats will play
president of Rust college is mak, minghant. Ala., furnished the
Blackmore. They are to meet . see A & I State university;
Roy her children; one sister Mrs. The
home from the service.
_.Leona4
at Columbus, Miss., Friday. They
Mr and Mrs. Wilbert Rowls of
of
brothers
Roe-key
King;
four
again the first Sunday in Decent- Jackson, Fresno State college. ing much progress on the building music. The boys will be back
Jessie J. Perry is leaving soon
accompanied their
Thanksgiving, Nov. 28.
her at the Queens Chapel Bap- Margaret Anne Patterson, Univer- program.
Wisconsin and many other rela- will try for their seventh vie- Decatur,
daughter Ethel home from DecatEveryone is cordially invited to for Detroit. •
M. I. College homecoming will
tist church. Rev. L. E. Pierce, sity of North Carolina; Stephen
fives and friends. Cheatham Bros. tory against two defeats. Kick••
hear
ur
where
o'cloek.
she
this
underwent
off
time
two
surgery.
wonderful band.
pastor.
funeral directors in charge.
B. Cohen, Howard University; be held Thanksgiving Day. The
•••
She was also accompanied by her
Mrs. Louise Hill of Detroit, BREWTON
•• •
Geraldine Caesar, Savannah State M. I. Tigers will challenge Rust visited
Mrs. Silla Jackson's funeral was
relatives
Parham,
aunt,
and
Mrs.
Hazel
friends
here.
By ALEX AUTREY
College; Jules Farmer, Creighton Bearcats. Friends are invited —
held at Boykin, Nov. 10. She CANTON
-TAR,KVILLE
Miss Doris Maxwell of CleveMr. Roscoe Wyatt and Mr.
university; Maxine Baker, Briar tickets $1.00. The game will be land
Harris of Ft. Benning, leaves many relatives and friends.
Sgt.
Norman Gaulden from St. Louis
Joe
was
guest
of
her
parents.
Cliff College: Jerome Crooms, called at 2 p. m, President E. E.
nO Sunday, Nov. 3, about twentyBy FANNIE MOORE
recently. Dedication of the West Georgia is here visiting his moth- Rev. Williams is the pastor
six Baptist churches of Madison Mo., visited with relatives in N.
Creighton
University; Spencer Ranking, jr , expects to see many
Blocton new junior high school er, Mrs. Pearlie Ilarris while his
Mr. Henry Winston died S u n- Jourdain, Harvard University: friends and graduates present.
Alfred Gregory Mosley was county sent representatives to bern over the week end.
Mrs. Susie Bailey front Freiday, Nov. 10, in Meridian where Lynn Thompson, Tennessee A&I The funeral of Mr. A. W. Wall- was in session Nov. 3, with Prof. wife is visitng her mother Mrs. strangled to death at Shadely Liberty Street Baptist church to
Magge Goshton and friends.
he had been in the hospital for a State university; Gordon E. Mc- er was held at Pleasant Grove L. W. Kindricks in charge.
Groves. He leaves his parents, honor Rev. W. L. Jones who has mont, Ohio, is home this week
Mrs. William of Dothan is visit- Mr. and Mrs. Mosley.
week. He leaves a wife, Mrs. Al- Carley, University of Buffalo: Sunday. Rev. P. P. Stockard de- The Rising Star B a ptist
served as hteir moderator for with his mother. Mrs. Mary A.
Jordon.
lie Lee Winston, ten children, Leo Gwendolyn Lamar, Fisk univer- livered the eulogy. He leaves a church of Smith Hill is making ing her daughter and son-in-law,
Mrs. Willie McCaren passed (30) years. A very unique proprogress on its new church Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnson of
Those attending the funeral of
and R. D. Winston, Detroit, Mich., sity; Ernest McEwen, jr., Wayne wife, two daughters, two sons,a 29
away a few days ago at her gram was carried out. The Rev.
Jackson at.
James Winston, Joliet, Ill., Mrs. State university; Charline Con. grand children and 18 great-gr d building.
daughter's home here. She had N. B. Jackson was the principal Mrs. Mary Surratt in Marion,
•
•
•
Ky., were Mrs. Mary Scott and
Pearl Burks and Mrs. Martha yers, New York university.
Southern Normal school played been ill for some time. She leaves speaker.
children. Brittenum and Son had
Outlaw, Detroit, Mich., Earl and
its last football game Saturday one daughter, Mrs. Willie McCar- Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Franklin of family: Mrs. Sarah Benson and
charge of funeral arrangements., TRUSSVILLE
night, Nov. 9, Mr. Randall Ster- en of Brewton.
Henry Winston, jr., E. St. Louis,
The funeral of Mr. George
E. Chicago, Ind., worshipped with Mrs. Mary F. Atkins.
40 days here with his parents and
Mrs. Ludie M. Knight has reIll., Willie Winston, Huntsville,
By L. R. MEYERS
ling, coach.
Moore was held Monday at Adelthe Pdeasant Gift Baptist Church
•,
relatives
before
leaving
for
Japan.
Mr. Bud llarvey of Mobile visitAla., Mrs. Clara Moore and Mrs.
phus Chapel. Rev. 0. L. RichSunday. Rev. Roby Harris is pas- turned home from Park View
,
The
Rev.
Mr.
C.
George
W.
Wash
Booker
spoke
(Dick)
and
chilhospital in Dyersburg where she
Leona Pearson of this city. Funered his cousin. Mr. Clyde Harvey VIDALIA
mond gave the eulogy. Britten.
tor.
has been a patient.
al arrangements are incomplete dren spent last week end here umand son had charge of funeral'Sunday morning at the New Bethel on St. Joseph St.
I Rev. Franklin came here to of.
:Baptist
church.
The
with
pastor,
Rev.
his
parents
Mr.
Susie
and
Johnson
is
reported
Sirs.
.
.
of
pending the arrival kif some
Mr. and Mrs. Lifus Johnson
arrangements.
c a e in the last rites or.
M L Rob.
p
Robert
oi
Pearson.
Dick
well
is
now
after
a
recent
doing
illness.1
livthe children.
motored to Kentucky and atRev. E. D. Walls passed Sun-,members
motored to Birmingham ,
Mrs. Norah Crockett recently 1 Scott Clark, jr., who pased away
Mr. Matthew Dockins, jr, of St. ing at Pascagoula.
tended the football game. While
day at Collins Chapel hospital. in the afternoon u
,in E. Chicago. Body was shipped
here he preached'
entertained
her friends and reAmong
two
those
for
home
confined
was
Mo.,
to
Louis,
th e
there he visited his son, Lifus, jr.,
Mrs. Bennie Freeman's mother's the final sermon at the
here foi interment.
ives
a
a
party.
a
weeks visiting his parents, Mr. local hospital last week when Old house was blown away Thurs. sary
service of the Rev. Lane at at Kentucky State. He is a footLast rites were said for Mr. WARREN
Sleepy made his round were Sirs. day night. She lives in
first
Service
Sunheld
on
the
and Mrs. Matthew Dockins,
ball star having 360 passes.
Senatabia the Mt Vernon Baptist church
By MATTIE M. BURNETT
ohn Kelly Sunday at Stokes ChaZion
B.
C.
day
T-Sgt. William Ralph Outlaw of Nettie Waters; Laura Sherman;
church
night
at
.Ir.
.lack
Watson ot Pensacola
Rust college raised 65.800 on, Several women representing Mt.
pel. Rev. P. F. Parker officiated. This coiumn salutes the people
Rev.
Japan is home on furlough after J. L. Bullock; Alfred Mitchell; its homecoming events.
was
Jenkvery
enjoyale.
is
visiting
his
mother.
Mrs.
MinJoy, New- Bethel and Mt. ('an•
People's Funeral Home was in of Little Rock. More than 50 per
being away four years. He is the Cappie Baker; Lonnel Harrell;
ins of Ferriday, La., and other Icharge.
See the agent each week for naan Baptist churches motored to nie UmbIler of East St.
cent registered voters said Yes
son of Mrs. Mary Spruell Outlaw Francis Thompas, Clifford Jeffer- your Defender.
Mississippi
visitors
and
Loufrom
Mrs.
Charles
Johnson
and
sisCenter Point where they appeared
r Prof. and Sirs. L. A. Prichard • to the good government commit• ••
and the brother of Mr. Yancy son. Katie Mae Sartin, Lessie
Jenkins
were
there.
ley.
isiana
ter,
Mrs.
Clause
Hardy
attended
on the annual Women's Day pro-1
tee. You can depend on Mr. and
Outlaw, jr., and Mrs. Lucious Mae Burnett; Ruth Nichols and
r" W ,and their two lovely children of
gram held at the Ilagood Chapel! the funeral of Mrs. Gussie Jones spokeh "Lord'sS
'Handsboro were week end guests Mrs. John Q. Public to come
CANTON
Uncle Charlie Jones.
Outlaw.
all enjoyed the service. Among
!Baptist Church. Rev. S. . Green, in Boykin.
through with the right deeisiodi
of Mrs. R. V. Prichard,
•• e
Funeral service was held last
On the sick list are, Mrs. Elu- the church going people who at'pastor.
By B R VAR.'
Mr. Nook Williams and Mr. Joe and that is what was needed fir
week at Pleasant Valley Baptist
JackTilmon
were
Brother
tended
ria
Culliver.
Mrs.
Mary
Cook,
Sirs.
1
!Mesdames
Rosie
Lee
Jackson
PICAYUNE
Little Rock during the integration
church for Mr. Mannie Walker, The many friends and acquain• and Alma Hunter, religous work. Nora Mallard
and Mrs. Lizzie son and others, Visiting Deacon Earl Prichard are on the sick list.'
67. Mr. Walker who has been con- tances of Rev. H. C. Clay. pastor era held a meeting at the
John Turner was in charge. More so yours truly who has been on crisis.
By SLEEPY PAIGE
home PhillipsMrs. Ida Young passed away
fined to his home and the VA of Asbury Si, E. Church sympa•'of Mrs. Jessie Pickens Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Powell are than $100 was reported for the the sick list for three weeks.
recently at the home of her daugh.
Mrs. Ott Fortenberry spent last hospital for several months pass thize with him in the loss of his night,
the first in the city to drive a month.
ter and son-in-law after a lengthy
week in Hattisburg tihere she ed at his home on Jarrell street wife, Mrs. Clara Washington Clay Mrs. essie
Posey sister of Mrs new 1958 Pontiac.
Albuquerque. N. M.—An esti- 'Illness. She was born in Mt. Ver1 Sister Marshall Johnson's fuvisited her aufit, Mrs. Iren Allen Nov. 11. He leaves to mourn his uho departed this life Nov. 6. Pickens, is
Mr. Rufus Power is having a, neral was held recently. Surviv- mated one-half of the nation's In- non. Ark. Her
improving from her
husband preceded
and cousins, Mrs. Cora McCray, passing three brothers and four Funeral services Friday at Asbury. ,illness that has
kept her down lovable time with his bride. Mrs.'ors include her husband, two chil- dian population is presently con- her in death. Mrs.
Young came
and Mrs. Myree.
sisrs. Baylous Funeral Home Rev, F. D. Leonard delivered the and inactive for more than six Lula Powell Bradly.
three
sisthe
four
one
states
grand-child,
in
1
dren,
eentrated
of
to
Warren
at
an
early age with
Peter Travis, George Chatman W s in charge of all arrange.:eulogy. She leaves to mourn her 'months
Funeral service was held for ters, two brothers, her mother New Mexico, Arizona and Okla- bier children and
joined the Bethpassing her devoted husband and
and Sam McKnight visited Mr.' m nts.
Miss Frankie Mac Lake honored Mrs. Lula D. Murphy, a long time and other relatives.
,homa.
el AME church where she Was a
children,t
one sister and a host
(!ladle Scott who is a patientin
Sirs. Minnie Lee Bender and:of
member
for
a
friends.
number
Some of the out of
of years.
the VA hospital at New Orleans. Mr. Aaron
Trotter both died at town friends
She Was very devoted to her chilwho attended the fu•
Wilmer and George Abram of the
close of this news. Funeral; neral
1 dren, church and community
were Rev. and Mrs. L. E.
Detroit. Mich , returned here last
arrangements are incomplete.
until she was disabled by ill
Johnson, Jackson; Rev. and Mrs.
week after spending three weeks
Mr. Lob o Acker was also mourn- • Allen Johnson, Yazoo City; Mrs.
health. She departed this life
here visiting his parents, Mrs.
ed
by
two
sisters.
Mrs. Bertha Elnora Singleton: Mrs. MacKie
Oct. 14. at the ripe old age of
and Mrs. Bob Mayfield.
Jones and Mrs. Bulah Stacks, bAh King, Mrs. Gladys Magee, Sirs.
97. Survivors include eight chilFuneral service for Mr. Lolo of this
city •-md one brother, An- Lillian Lockett. and Mrs. Arcine
dren, Mrs. Annie Stamps, Mrs.
Acker about 75 years old of Cate-, drew Acker
of Alexandra. La Morgan all of Gulf Port.
Sheltie
Ridgell, Mrs. Josie Rally
houla was held last in Little Prov
Bishop Williams is a patient in Last rites were said
and Mr. Oscar Young all of
Monday.
Waridence Baptist church. Lobo who i the local
hospital and has been Nov Il for Rev. Huey Porter who
ren:
Sirs,
Lennie Green of Cambecame ill on Wednesday at his. for over
was among the oldest ministers
a week.
den,
Ark.,
and Mr. Tons Young
home van rushed here to the local,
of Madison county.
•••
of Portland, Ore.; Mr.
hospital where he was treated for
Luther
Last rites were also conducted
Young
of
St.
Louis and Mr. Baig
stomach trouble. He was thenr GOODMAN
Monday for Mrs. Patty Allen, moto Young of Arkansas.
Last rit
rushed to a New Orleans hosther of Ben Allen, a city cab ownwere conducted at the Mt
pital where he passed before he By Mrs. Pearleane Billingslea er of long
Vernon
standing.
AME
church
in
Mt.
was ever examined. Lobo leaves Mr.
Vernon. Ark.
Will McWillle is a patient The Lucy C. Jefferson Federated
Citizens
Funeral
Home of
to mourn his passing, his wife, at
the University Hospital in Jack- Club met with Mrs. Leora Odour
ern. Ark.. was in charge MaluMrs. Leola, five daughters, Nan- son, Miss. Ile
of arhas been ill several •Thursday afternoon.
rangements.
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Mary
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The Emma B. Miller Federated
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Harris
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Gulfand
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Club met Thursday evening with
port. Fannie Brooks of Benton Mr. and Mrs. Clemon Baker of Mrs. Eugene Moore. Seventeen
Harbor, Mich., Bertena Sault; of Jackson. Miss spent last week members were present.
Chicago, six sons. Freddie R. C.,: end with Mr. and'Mrs. Sharkey Liberty M. B. Church held its
Redd. Sirs. Baker attended church
CLAT •
S. L. of this city, Matthews of'
annual "Women's Day" program
Mr. Frank Thomas and Mrs.
New Orleans, Herbert of New service at the Goodman M. B. Sunday. Nov. 10. Miss F. 0. Ales
church,
Ida Cop are still on the sick list.
York and Loran of Florida and
ander was principal speaker. Rev.
Mr. Eugene Scott visited his
a host of other relatives and The Shady Grove M. B. Church W. L. Jones. minister.
family and friends over the
friends, Rev. Newkirk was the of- Missionary Society ,met at the
week end. Mr. Scott lives in Inficiating minister with Cooks Fu- home of Mrs. Henrine Washington
the second Sunday, with eleven
dianapolis. Ind,
neral home in charge of
4.
members present Missionary was
Mrs. Lynn Mason, Mrs. J u ne
arngeis
•
the topic discussed which proved
• •
Crbal, Mrs. Nell Starks and Mrs.
Mr E. H Mixon who has been very interesting
MELLWOOD
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4%0, ; 44*4
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a patient in tbe local hospital for Rev. M. C.
Billingslea preached
Ky., Sunday evening.
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Saturday, the Sixth District of the
BATON ROUGE
Louisiana Education Associatioa
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD
The program given by the Par- meets in Bogalusa, La.
ent Teacher Association of the
This week, the Religious meetPerkins Street School Monday ev- ing of the Baptist church meets
ening was as interesting as it was in our city. The Louisiana PTA
unusual. Theme was: Parents and meets at sanie time the Louisi'Teachers as Partners in the Edu- ana Education Association, Nov.
cative' l'rocess. Their Specific Fo- 24 through 27, in Monroe, La., and
cus: Dads Are Parents THoo the Louisiana Retired Teachers'
In Tho Educative Process. The Association meets Nov. 5 in the
program included reports from same city. Monroe. La.
committees, report of standing
Letters from Ne wOrleans, La., •
committees, etc. Then musical as tell of the improved condition in
lections followed by introduction Mrs. Helen A. Nelson, former
ot Mrs. N. J. Harrison, speaker teacher in our city who has been
brought a very helpful message hospitalized in New Orleans us
that included himself as a fath. is now with relatives there while
er, and how he felt as to the she recuperates.
training of his son. Group singAgain wedding bells are be
ing made all feel the spirit of the ginning to ring in our city. On
programme. Then awarding of pet
Saturday the 23rd, Miss Bettie
zes to winning pupils who had Jean LeDuff is to become the
Dads.
their
about
written
essays
bride of Mr. Burner John Gautier,
And then, Awarding of prizes to in St. Francis Xavier Catholie
Dads who have co-operated with church, with reception afterward'
their children in school and home in Buchanan School dining room.
activities. This was a very inter- Miss Lend( is a loyal Delta Sigesting program.
ma Theta member.
The Annual Membersrip MeetWe received a welcomed greets
ing of the Maggie Nance Ringing from Mr. Huel D. Perkins,
gold YWCA WAS one of the most
working on his doe.
interesting and helpful held this who is now
North Western
year. Discussions hinged around torate degree in
university- in Illinois. We with his
the role of the YWCA as a local,
Huel but
national and world organization. maw other friends miss
prevent our at.
Climaxing the evening's pro- timed rain will
strides he has
gram was the address by Mrs. are proud of the
knee T, Day, coach both of
advanced
Isabel M. lierson who gave the made in the field of
the A&T team. Woolfolk. was
role of the YWCA as being car- Education.
high scorer for the Floridians
The Advisory Board of The
ried out by our unit. She fitted
and Luther Morris high for
this role of YWCA in A Changing Blunclon's Orphanage is meeting
A&T, both turning In identical
World, ttiroughout her address. today, but we fear that the core
scores.
- — She stressed the opportunity of tending since we are not well, and
with
up
The dead child was laid
our Y to help, encourage. and for- also, our physician will be at.
a car in front of the home. The ward the Christian work of the tending the meeting and will know
Sept 12 when lie was stuck by YWCA. Mrs, Herson's address how his orders are bens broken
a car in front of the home. The WU followed y discussions on if we do feel able to attend.
other residences destroyed by th the YWCA in A Changing World. The Lew Betrel church is being
flames were occupied by Mrs. as to common concerns of Y. W. visited and viewed by not only
Baton Rougeans but many from
Lillie Mae Wade and Will L. C. A. members.
Johnson.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority other places have visited and adA. It Johnson Junior High held its monthly meeting Monday mired the beautiful, modern build'
school lost its homecoming foot- evening and from the length of ing with its many department
ball game to McDuffie County time spent, they must have ac- rooms, etc. In fact, that square
Training school of Thomson. Ga., complished much in the form of now houses several new, modern
Friday night, 27-6.
planning and working toward bet- buildings. The Purple Circle club,
Bethel Parsonage, the large
The visitors scored once In ter developnient of projects etc., The
modern brick church, and the
the second quarter, twice in the already begun.
Delta Sigma Theta's Commit, brick building housing the Capital
third and one in the final gams
These buildings,
tee on Community Development Funeral Home.
to down Johnson.
president, hrck, in modern, late style designs
The local team's lone score met in the home of our
make South Boulevard and South
came in the third period, when Miss Vertle T. Jones and planned
14th Street area very beautiful
Charles Evans connected with for entertaining our Auxiliary.
and attractive.
Jim Dent on a 20-yard touchdown The Friends of Delta. We beiPe
Invitations are still being le
to make happy this group of mothpass.
relatives of Delta, with calved. This one today is for the
Miss Andrenna McCoy, "Miss ers or
balnquet and a suitable pro- wedding reception of Mr. and Mrs.
Homecoming", and Miss Mary a
Reginald Jerome Morrison on NoCarter. "Miss A R. Johnson" gram.
month seems to be a earner 16 in Perkins Elemepte
This
homecoming
reigned over the
at.
month of organization-meetings. ary school cafe on South 16th
festivities.

MONTGOMERY, Ma. — Scien-i in Auburn, Ala., March 25, 1992,
tilt George Washington Carver is educated at Talladega college, Co.
the most popular Negro in Ala: lumbia university and Cornell'
barns history, according to the Nei- university. He is president of Ala-,
ere high school students of that barns A&M college and an outstate. In second place, theyrank- standing educator.
ed singer Nat "King" Cole
PEYTON FINLEY member of:
Hank Aaron of the world cham• the State Board of Education, 1871-I
pion Milwaukee Braves came 73, was an ardent advocate of
third, topping the Tuskegee sage, higher education for Neyroes in
Booker T. Washington who wasl Alabama.
fourth,
WILLIAM CHRISTOPHER
Another baseball star, Willie HANDY wav born in Florence,
Mays was rated fifth, while ex , Ala. He is known as -The Faheavyweight champion Joe Louis titer of the Blues." His most fa.
was sixth.
raous creation is the "St. Louis
Dr. Carver, though born in Mis. Blum" also well known is his
uri, spent most of his life at "Memphis Blues." Now blind, Mr.
Tuskegee Institute; Cole was born Handy is a music publisher in
In Montgomery; Aaron in Mobile; New York City.
Dr. Washington, like Carver was
JEER HARALAON was born
born elsewhere, but spent most April 1, 184.3 in Muscogee County
of his life at Tuskegee; Mays was Georyia and was brought to Alabama at an early age. He was
born in Fairfield, Ala.
These were the results of a poll largely self taught. In 1870 he
Of some 185 high schools in Ala- was eletted to Alabama's HOUR" Of
bama that was taken by Prof. W. Representtives nd two years I.
H. Coston, principal of the dem- ter to the stte Senae. He servonstration high school of Alabama ed one erm in the United Staes
Congress, beginning in 1875. He
State college.
This study was conducted in to represent Alabama in the unitconnection with the convention of ed States House of Representathe Association for the Study of tives.
to right; Colbert Woolfolk,
versity, 722-664, In a match
SHARPSHOOTERS — A rifle
Negro Life and History, held in
captain. and Sgt. Charles H.
MAC SCOTT HATHAWAY was
fired at the rifle range at A&T
team representing the Army
.t. Banks, coach, both of the
Montgomery. Nov. 14-16.
born in Lexington, Ky., but has
College last Saturday, NovemROTC at A&T College, GreensMcKinley
team;
Florida
That four out of the top six per spent twenty years Is Tuskegee
ber 8. Team officials inspecborn, N. C., defeated a similar
Thomas, captain and Sgt. Al,
tonalities were present • day sth- Institute and Alabama State Col.
left
from
are
target,
ting
a
unit from Florida A&M Unt
letes and entertainers caused legs where he is Curator of CereProf. Coston to state the main mies. Dr. Hathaway is famous for
conclusions of his investigation, his use of Alabama clay in cerapointed notary public in Florence.
He said that the poll reveals that mic production, for his designs
In 1871 he was appointed CollecNegro high school students of Al- for U. S. coins of Booker T. Wash.
tor of Internal Revenue for the
alsama are not familiar with ington
and George Washington Second District. He represented
Ilirany notable figures in Alabama Carver and for his series of death
Alabama at the Vienhistory and often rate entertain- masks of prominent Negro Anieri- the State of
na Exposition in Austria in 1873.
District officials of the Georgia
era and athletes over inventors, cans.
AUGUSTA
Upon his return to this country
Conference include the Rev. B.
educators, farm owners, busineks
ERSKINE RAMSEY HAWKINS he was elected to Congress.
By ILLANIE LAMPKIN
F. Pearson of Augusta; G. C Jay
rnen and politicians.
Orchestra Leader, was born in
ELLEN TARRY was born in
The nintieth session of the of Atlanta, Elberton-Atlanta, F.
This shows, he continued, that Birmingham. Ala., July 26,
1914. Birmingham. Ala.; is the author Georgia' Annual Conference cli- N. Rushing of Toccoa, Holseywe need more than a once-a-year He started a Jazz band at
Ala- of her autobiography and several maxed here Sunday p. m., after Atlanta; and R. B. Shorts of At.
Negro History Week celebration in , barns State College in 1936,
"The ihildren's books, including
My a five-days session at the Williams tante, Williams-Atlanta, all preorder to give our students the; Barns State
The
Collegians." He be. Dog flinty.
Nenorl
RIev.iRia
siding elders.
broad and deep historical know', came famous with the hit Tuxedo
hurch
ho t p eo:ari
Lark
MaE(
A.CL
HARPER COUNICLI. TEENOther officers are the Rev. L.
edge out of which will come the Junction in 1939.
Tuxedo June- HOLM, was born in Tuscumbia, tor and the Rev. B. F. Pearson.
R. Neal of Elberton, chief secemotivation to personal achieve- lion is a little stop on the out.
Ala., July 16, 1900; educated at host presiding elder.
tar'', the Rev. J. A. Holiman of
anent and good citizenship.
skirts of Birmingham.
Morehouse College and the Uni- The final sermon was deliver. Atlanta, assistant secretay; The
, As a step in this direction of
WARREN HENRY, was born in versity of Chicago. He became ed by the presiding Bishop, D.
Rev. L. W Jay, of Atlanta, stawider information, Prof. Coston
Evergreen. Ala., Feb. tg, 1909; President of Alabama State College A. W Womack of Indianapolis,
tistician, the Rev. S. M. Harris
has circuleted a list of 27 notable
educated at Tuskegee Institute, in 1926; and is known as "Mr. hid, lie used as his subject "At
Negroes of Alabama, with bioof Barnsville, treasurer: Mrs. N.
Atlanta University and has his A.T.A." for his long-time service The Crossroad." The theme of
J. Dennis of Elberton, president
graphical identification. This list
"The
Ph.D. from the University of Chi- as Executive-Secretary of the this year's meeting was
was prepared by the Department
of the Women's Missionary SoAround
Church.''
cago. He is presently doing re- American Teachers Association. Challenge of the
ciety, and B. P. Harper of Elof History of Alabama State colsearch in tab Department of CryTURNER, BENJAMIN STEEL- 2,000 persons attended the ses- berton, president of the Board of
ege
ogenics, radiation laboratory of NER born March 17, 1825 in the shin.
This is a brief list of Negro perLay Activities.
the U. S. Navy, Washington, D. C. state of North Carolina as a slave;
Other ministers delivering durnalities who have made their
During the session dinner were
-PERCY JULIAN was born in brought to Alabama where he was ing the week were- The Rev,
mark in Alabama history. It is
served through the courtesy of
freed by the Emancipation Proc- Paul Fowlkes, Rev. A. G. Becknot at. all a complete list. It is Montgomery, Ala., April 11, 1899.
William Memorial, Miles Menlo.
lamation and the Civil War. In ham, Rev. A. C. Cumbley, jr.,
intended to be suggestive rather He has an M.A. degree from Herrig!, Trinity, Rock of Ages C.M.E
Rev.
than conclusive. It is hoped that yard and a Ph.D. from the Uni- 1868 he was elected to the City Rev. T. C. Lightfoot, jr.,
churches, and Paine College.
it will stimulate interest on the versity of Vienna. Northwestern Council of Selma and served as H H. Davis, and Dr. E. Clayton
A 3-year-old child bedridden by PAHOKEE
Paine
col'
tax
County Calhoun, president of
collector of Dallas
part of students and the public in University has awarded him an
a heavy cast on his broken
By R. C. DURR
be presented in the Administer
an often neglected phase of his- honorary D.Sc. Internationally fa- until 1869. He was elected to the legs
PRAIRIE VIEW
burned to death Monday.
Homecoming at Shilo Baptist
m
for research on say harmone United States Congress in 1870, Other speakers during the sea- leg. was
tion Auditorium at 8 p. m.
tory and achievement. Libraries,ous
nov15 !Puce
swept
11, when a blaze
Nov.
grand
affair
the
the
Church
was
a
Jones.
and
served
L.
C.
one
term.
Ie.
soya bean products. He is
sion were
Wednesday's activities will costs
schools, and colleges have books,
Veteran's Day was observed at
through his home and three ad- second Sunday. Sunuay school was
Rev.
Johnson.
the
E.
hated
in
Rev.
L.
American Men of Science. ELIZABETH VROMAN though
pamphlets, articles, and newspaPrairie View A and M College on list of the Book BARRI' from 11
joining houses.
Morris
and
H.
Rob.
conducted
by
Deacons
Rev.
J.
In
the
1950
John
Cook.
he
was
named
"Chicagoan born in the West Indies Caine to
a. m. to 4 p. m. and • Boot
per clippings that supply biograhl.
The small victim was identified Mosley at 9:45a. m. At 11:00 Choir Monday, Nov. 11.
Choir,
Ical data on the personalities that of the year." He received the live in Alabama at an early age. erts, the Rev. C. Delaney. the as Tommie Lee McKie. who had
James C. Evans, civilian as- Review, Music, A Speech
No. 1 had charge of the music
are merely identified on this list. Spingarn medal for distinguished She attended Alabama State Col- Rev. M. C. Howard, and D. L. been left in the cae of his bothsistant in the office of the Assist- and refreshments in the Admire
under the direction of Mr. Danlegs, taught in the Alabama Pub- Hollowell.
Defense, Wash- istration Auditorium at 7 p.
For additional information write: achievement in 1947.
er. William, 5, while their moth- iels from the East Lake junior ant Secretary of
JOE LOUIS (Joseph Louis Bar- lic schools and became nationally
The Dramatics Club will pre*
Department of History, Alabama
Esther McKie was at high school. Rev. A. L. Jarden ington, D. C., delivered the me
Mrs.
er,
State college, Montgomery, Ala. row) former world's heavyweight known as a writer. Her story "See founder of Tuskegee Institute, con. work.
marlsl address at eleven o'clock sent its production of "The Great
the pastor, preached a powerAlabama claims as sons a n d boxing champion, born in Lexing- How They Run" was made into fident of industrialists, advisor to
a special convocation for Big Doorstep" Thursday night in
The older child said he was ful sermon, both spiritually and during
Presidents and moderate race redaughters those who were born ton, Ala.. May 13. 1914. educated a movie.
students. The activities were the Auditorium Gymnasium at
all
flames
from the house by
intellectually.
WASHINGTON, BOOKER T. iations spokesman. He is in the forced
here or who had their major ca- m the public school of LeFeyette,
sponsored by the Reserve ()Hikers 730 p. in. The English club will
after accidentally setting the
Mrs. Lottie White, Mrs. Roberta
reers in this state. The list in- Ala.; considered by many as one though born in 1858 in West Vi,-- Hall of Fame and his letters and
Training Corp and the New Pro- have a party following the per.
of the greatest fighters of all time, ginia. spent his public life in and papers are in the Library of Con- dwelling Are while trying to re. Johnson, Mrs. Olie Wilson a n d gressive Veteans Club.
formance.
cluded:
WILLIE MAYS was born in out of Alabama. World famous as gress.
Some of the world's greatest
fill a two-burner kerosene stove. Cooper Bill are on the sick list.
HANK AARON was born in MoA brigade review, honoring the
Cooper
seems
to
be
suffering
from
bile, Ala., in 1034. He graduated Fairfield, Ala., in 1931. He is
Pentagon Officials was staged at novels and other pocket • sized
a
mental
disturbance.
from Josephine High school threre generally rated as one of the
ten o'clock by the ROTC on the books will be on sale in the Edttii
Mr. Witch Jackson or Fuzzy,
higher education for Negroes in game's greatest "natural" baseparade grounds. Other activities cation Building from 10 a. m. te
as
most
of
us
know
him,
is
at
Akision. He was a hero of the Mil- ball players. Among hie numerous
entertainment by the Vet- 4 p. m., each day Tuesday thnl
Everglade Memorial hospital and include
1111Faulcee Braves pennant a n d honors at bat and in the field
erans. Club organization,. com- Friday.
is
improving
from
injuries
sufferwere
the
"most valuable player"
The campus obeervance of this
World Series victories of 1957,
posed of 212 students.
ed in a wreck Saturday night,
THOMAS MONROE CAMP- award and the Sporting News
Prairie View A & M college will week is over 20 years old It wait
Nov. 9.
BELL, was born in Bowman, Ga., player of the year." citation,
observe English Emphasis during etatred in the early 1940's under
Mr. Lonnie .1ackeon was t h e
but did his life work in Alabama. both in 1954. He is a New Yorkthe week of November 18-22. The the title of "Better English Week's
victim of an auto wreck Nov. S.
Re tens this wry in his book, San Francisco Giant.
activities of this menusl affair are when Dr. Earl Sasser was head
Miss Sadie Young spent a
ARTHUR W. MITCHELL was
The Movable School Goes to The
sponsored
by the faculty mem- of the English department. It was
month in Portland Conn., where
Negro Farmer. He won the Har- born in Chambers, County Ala„
the English Department continued under Dr. Anne L.
bers
of
she attended her aunt's funeral,
Dec. 22, 1883. When elected to the
Inon Award in 1930.
Club, Dramatics Club and Campbell, present head of the
Mrs. Jule Mifflin, Miss Sadie, who English
GEORGE WASHINGTON CAR- U. S. Congress in 1934 he was the
Club. "Good English. English Department, under that
Journalism
is a bride to be is planning a
VER, was born in Diamond first Negro Democrat to sit in
Link Uniting All Sub- title until 1952 when it was chant.
Powerful
A
rainbow wedding at one of the
Grove, Mo., in 1864. After receiv- that body. He continued to rep-1
jeet Areas" is the theme for this ed to "English Emphasis Week.°
churches
in
the
city.
The
groom's
ing the M.S. degree from Iowa resent the 1st Cong. District of
activities.
name will be announce.] later. Year's
State college In 1896, he came to Illinois in the U. S. House of RepThe purpose of the observance,
ft
The
R.
and
L
Cafe
has
two.
new
Tuskegee and remained there the resentatives until 1943. At that
sie stated by Miss Ann Alford,
personalties, Miss Pearl N. C.
rest of his life. He became world time he retired from public life
directress of the activities.
and Miss Laurel L. Spincer from the
famous for hi, research that re- and now resides on his farm iii
"is to provide stimuli for better
Baltimore,
Md.
sulted in numerous products from Virginia.
habits among the stuMr. John B. from the British language
JESSE OWENS was born in
the peanut and sweet potato. He
dent body through a series of acWest
Indies
has
accented
the
powas buried January 9, 1943 on the Danville, Ala., Sept. 12, 1913: retivities designed to bring about
sition as director of Choir No. 1
By O. P. GIVENS
ceived the Associated Press citaTuskegee campus.
language ronsciousness."
at
St.
James
AME
church.
tion
as
top
all-time individual track
NAT "KING" COLE, was born
Dr. John if. Kultgen, former
Lewis Turner and daugh.
Mr.
Mr. Lee Davis and Mr. Watson
in Montgomery, Ala. He is one and field star for first 50 years of
Professor of philosophy of Ore- ter Sally and Virginia Givens at.
Davis
spent
some
time
in
the
Pa30th
Century.
He
broke numerous
of the nation's most poplar reState college and present as- tended the funeral of Mrs. Emma
hokee Hotel the week end of the gon
cording artists. His records have world records in track. In 1936
sociate pofessor of Philosphy at Bowman in Cleveland Nov. T.
9th,
the
Olympics
at
(with
Hitler
dd millions. He has also appearlookDallas, Tex., will be the keynote
Mr. and Mrs. John Thornton
ing on), he won 100 meters dash,
on TV and in movies.
speaker in a general assembly from Cleveland visited parents
meters
200
dash,
COUNbroad
jump
WILLIAM
and
at
11
a.
m.,
HOOPER
Monday. Nov. 18,
here, Nov. 9.
CILL, though born in North Caro- was anchor man on U. S. team
in the auditorium-gymnasium. An' Mrs.
Margaret
entertained
lina in 11148 came to Alabama that won 400 meters relay.
English seminar, open only to the guests from Mansfield and Toledo,
LEROY PAIGE (Setchell, AlaPORTAGE VILLE
when he was nine years of age.
faculty and English majors and Ohio. The occasion being her
By F. BILLINGSLY
He studied law and was admitted barna born athlete is thought of
minors, will be held at 2 p. m. birthday.
All eight pastors anniversaries The speaker for this occasion
to practice before the Supreme as one of the greatest baseball
Tommy Miller, tr., visited hero
are over • all were a big Will be Mr. John H. Kultgen, of with his parents. He has return.
Court of Alabama in 1883. He pitchers of all time. For some 17
success.
founded Alabama A&M college years he pitched an average of
Waco, father of Dr. Kultgen, world ed to California for discharge.
Bro. James Sikes ha, been ad- traveler and lecturer, and memand served as president for 35 100 games per season. Despite
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Miller'11
mitted to the institute for the ber of President Eisenhower's son was also here on leave Stoat
years. He was a contemporary of his age, he pitched for the Cleveland Indians but his greatest game
feeble minded.
corn mittee on National Economy. Alabama.
Booker T, Washington.
Bro. Robert Payne Is gill in the An English ''Pot Porn" consistWILLIAM L. DAWSON, w a he says, was his feat fort he KanThe flu has quite a few On Mit
Monarchs
hospital.
against ;he
ing of a radio drama, pantemine, sick list.
horn in Anniston, Ala., Sept 23, sas City
Philadelphia
•• •
Mr. Sterlin has returned from eadings and impersonations will
Homestead Grays for
1896. Well - known composer and
the hospital in Memphis.
be held in the Administration Auchoral conductor, for years he was the "Negro World Series" chain.
Bro. William Tisdel has a son ditorum at 8 p. m.
associated with Tuskegee Institu- Pionslup.
in the hospital at Farmington. He
MYLES ANDERSON PAIGE
Tuesday, Nov. 19, Is "English
te; is now retired — writing and
born in Montgomery, Ala., was
Is doing nicely.
Emphasis Day". All instructors
etimposing.
Sis Anna Bel Sills Is still In the are asked to Oren the imporOSCAR DEPRIEST, was horn Assistant Attorney General of New
hospital,
tance of good English—oral and
In Florence, Ala., March 9, 1871; York City, 191941; a city judge
Go to your church • Pay your written in their respective areas
was tat Negro member of City there. 1036-40; after that, Judge
dues - don't let the year end owe- of concentration A Book Bazaar
Council of Chicago, 1918-17; was of the Court of Special Sessions.
Lewis is the daughter of Mr.
lag your church.
JAMES T. RAPIER was barn
tly Negro member of United
will be held from 10 a. m. to 4
Carolyn C. Lewis, newly
DR, SAMUEL D. PROCTOR,
and Mrs. Wilbur T. Lewis Sr.,
A reminder: The flu is raging. p. m. in the lobby of the Educacrowned "Miss Virginia
tea House of Representatives of free parents in Florence, Ala., president of Virginia Union
who lives at 1409 Jackson st.,
and educated for the bar in schools university. Richmond, Va.,
You may be next on the list. So tion Building. A quit show enUnion." At right is Miss Jean
Lynchburg, Va.
Carter, first attendant. Miss
be careful.
makes presentation to Miss
JOSEPH F. DRAKE was bora of Canada. In 1866 he was aptitled "Are You A Genius?" Will
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Stork Stops
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Musicians
THE0DORE C. STONE

Ex-Memphian
Here For Confab

Arriving in the Southland troin
Roland Hayes, the veteran con- Southern California, for a pee•
cert artist and tenor extra-ordin. winter vacation and the 50th Anare sings a concert in New York's nual Holy convocation, is Mrs.
Town Hall, Sunday, Nov. 24, at 3 Willie Polk, a former klemphian.
p.m., and will offer a program' :Ors. Polk, is back again to see
her many friends and relatives.
which
includes
who are here in the Southland
what he prefers
area. She is the mother of James
to call them
E. Polk, formerly of Booker T.
"Airs - AmeriWashington High School and Lecan"
songs
Moyne college.
"Spirituals," and
Mrs. Polk resides with her son
art songs.
It is not amazing to me that
Hayes is still
able to sing nor Roland Hayes
halve the desire
to communicate his artistic inclinations to an ever grateful musicianly public. He's a great man,
and more he is a great scholar
and musical artist.
Attending the 17th Annual ConJAMES E. POLK
vention of the Illinois State Music
Teachers Association last week at
In Los Angeles, who is literature
Navy Pier, at the University of
consultant for the Waste Kin g
Illinois' branch in Chicago, were
Corporation, and who will also
Dr. Ruth Allen Fouchee, Miss Jobe in the South in early January,
sephine C. Inniss, junior director
to promote the new Imperial
of the National Association of NeHush Pulverator, which is curgro Musicians, Inc.; and Leroy
rently being released.
Gentry, concert pianist, and teachWhile in Memphss Mrs. Polk
er at the Sherwood School of
Will be the house guest of Miss
Music. Out of 'the more than 500
Evelyn Knox, of 1583 Ash st., and
members of the music teachers as.
Mrs. Sylvester Willis of 575 El.
WILLIE POLK
sociation, the three Chicagoans,
change
at,
who are nationally known were

.62Ustil.

e,
a

.4
lii

Gages Hospital
and Mrs. Arthur Gray of 125 Mott A daughter. Janice Marie Neal,
Sew M
NOVEMBER 7
der.
to Mr and Mrs. Charles Neal of
A son, Lawrence Weatherspoon, NOVEMBER 14
3413 Wardord.
10 Mr. and Mrs • Wheatley Welt. A son, Carl Rentz, to Mr and NOV. 15
therspoon of 970 LeMoyne Dr.
Mrs. Levi Hentz of 836 Heiskell. A daughter, Crystal' Angenetta
A son.; Aaron Smith. to Mr. and A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Duffie Rankin, to Mr. and Mrs. Isadore
Mrs. Willie Smith of 2247 Clarks- Martin of 887 Stafford.
Rankin of 324 Tillman.
dale.
A daughter. Sharon Kay Hopkins, A daughter, Jeanette Delois TayA son, Joseph Dempsey Wash- to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hop. lor, to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Vial.,!Won. to Mr. and Mrs. J o e kins of 679 McKinley.
ter Taylor of 1435 Stonewall.
Washington of 2372 Saratoga,
A daughter, Mary Yvonne Tall. A daughter, Cathey Ann Leake,
I A daughter. Darlene Williams, to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Tall of to Mr. and Mrs. James Leake of
be Mr. and Mrs, Charles Wiliiams 2953 Hale.
844 Shamrock Alley.
11 974 Poplar
A daughter, Terry Tensa Green. A daughter. Pamela De nise
NOVEMBER 10
to Mr and Mrs. Tommie L. Jackson to Mr. and Mrs. Thom.I A son, Emmitt Jones, jr., to Mr. Green of 1210i2 Texas.
as Jackson of 1535 Pillow.
er the brief lull which follows
*ad Mrs. Emmitt Jones of R. 2 A son, Roriald Wayne King, to A daughter, Debra Ann Cathey, TO PLAY AT Adl — Tennessee State university homecom•
the homecoming game, the
hoe 27 Germantown.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie King of 236 to Mr. and Mrs. Moses Cathey of
ers will dance to the music of
"Little Brown Jug Classic"
A son, Reginald Malcolm MaL Pauline Cir. E.
3206 Salter.
with the rivals, Kentucky
holm Tipton, to Mr. and M r s. A son, Charles Edward Scullark. A son. Wayne Maurice Brown, Woody Herman's Third Herd,
the "band that brought back
State.
, 1annes Tipton of 695 Lyman. to Mr. and Mrs. Odis Scullark of to Mr. and Mrs. Moses Brown of
dancing,"
Thanksgiving,
aft•
A son, Randy Lee Walton. to 3028 Broad.
4393 Crump,
Sir. and Mrs. Herman Walton of A son. Tony Maurice Anderson, A son, Michael Lee Wilson, to
- 930 Fields.
to Mr. and Mrs. Percy Anderson Mr. and. Mrs. James Wilson of 304
A daughter, BtalChe Denise of 233 W Colorado.
Hernando.
ails, to Mr and Mrs. Albert A son, Arthur Vernon Washing- A son, Lawrence Delany Armour.
Walls of 343 Abel.
ton, to Ntr and Mrs. Arthur Wash-s to Mr. and Mrs James Armour of
A son. Kenneth Earl Mister, to inglon of 1221 N. Manassas.
2690 Spottswood.
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Mister of A daughter. Judy 1,3ndell Evans, A son, Carvin Lee Burns, to Mr.
able representatives there.
3970 Kansas.
to Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt E'.‘ans and Mrs. D. C. Burns of 1275 CapGEORGE WILLIAMS, organist.
A daughter, Sandra Denise of 1232 Argyle.
ital.
will appear in a recital at the
Herd. to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence I A daughter, Anita Wolfe, to 5ir.1 A soo, Donald Leon Wilson, to
First Methodist church, at Evan
Beard of 2036 Swift.
and Mrs. Nathaniel Wolfe of 1548 . 51r. and Mrs. James T. Wilson of
glom Sunday, Nov. 24, at 4:30 pin
Twin sons. Perry and Terry Tile- Doris.
433 Concord.
His appearance there is under
ker, to Mr. and Mrs. Shelby TucA daughter, Sandra Yvette Hunt. A daughter, Dorothy Ann Newthe auspices of the American
CARLOTTA
STSWART—
Ii
to ,Maz.•••esodesMrs. Tommie Hunt of berry, to Mr. and Mrs Herman
ker of 678 Farris
I Guild of Organists, and the MinLONGVIEW, Tex. — INS The) entered their pleas in the
NOVEMBER h
687 Wright.
Neberry of 1401 Woodbine.
!c
isitwry
rchof music of the particular Four Longview NAACP leaders
adjustments
with
our
Corporation court of Judge Henry
'children
so'
STEWART
CARLOTTA
' A daughter, Shelly Jean MorBy
were released on bonds of $200i Atkinson who granted their rethat we can live together with
rison, to Mr and Mrs. David
Musing: New psychology of rear- greater enjoyment. (Continuedl Williams, is the organist direc- each after pleading not guilty tol quest for time to hire council and
Morrison of 1452 Donn.
tor of music at the Sixth United charges of failure to
comply with'
tog children. Accepting Children next week.
. A son, Al'in Ttinsta IT to Mr.
Presbyterian church in Chicago. a new municipal law requiring prepare a defense before being
brought to trial.
and Mrs. Robert Tunstall of 663
As Children. Before a child can Dear Carlotta: Our son. is en- I Ile playedd at the Music Convenregistration
of
their
organizaSfarchelneil.
The defendants, who were argrow into a mature adult he mutt gaged and will be .married the lion held at the University of II. tion's membership list.
A daughter, Cher!. I Elaine Hill,
rested on a misdemeanor warrant
first be allowed to be a normal last of December. This is the first linois last summer.
We want to be correct
to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred 11111 of 1411
last night, are the Rev. S. Y. Nix.
child. We must expect him to be- wedding.
,
HANDEL's Messiah, will be pre
5:30 p.m., when he sings a bene- son, president of the Longview.
Riney.
have, during childhood, quite dif., and we are not sure what the seated Sunday, Dec. I, at 5 p m.,
fit
groom or his bride's family pay at Grace
performance for the Maude E. NAACP unit; I. S. White, its vice
' A son. Jessie James Motet'. to
ferently from grownups. •
Presbyterian church, by
for. Please help , . Wondering the
Smith Nursery school. at Dunbar president; E. C. Hawkins, its secMr. and Mrs. Charlie Moten of 206
Chicago Music Association,
Truthfulness, consideration f o r parents.
High
school. Also to be heard on retary, and Rance James, treasTurley.
with Calvin B. Williams, conductothers, self-reliance, unselfishness, Dear Parents:
the program will be songs by Bach, urer of the organization.
- -- I A son. Arian Emil Boyland. to
or
in
charge.
fairness. generosity and other
Pergolesi, Five Brahms' eider, The law, adopted by the city reThe bridegroom pays for the
Mr. and Mrs Theodore R. BoySoloists for the annual presents• Spanish
traits we associate with a mature
songs by de Falla, the cently, provides that various orland of 616 Arrington.
the
and
bouquet
bride's
flowers
lion
will
be
Zolla
individual — all these develop!
McCullough, so' A son. Charles Earl Dodson, jr..
to he worn by both mothers. He;prano; Roburts Bowers, contralto: Credo from "Othello" by Verdi, ganizations, including the NAACP
slowly, sometimes painfully.
some songs by Rachinanioft. and and the Longview Citizens CounSe Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. DodNew Psychology intimates that selects a wedding gift for his Albert. Logan, Basso; and Joseph Spirituals
arranged by Margaret cil — an anti-integration group —
lon of 1324 Tunica.
the business of being a parent bride. The bridegroom pays foil Cole, tenor. Organist will be Flor- Bonds, and John W.
NOVEMBER 12
Work. Donald' must register their membership
the wedding ring. He chooses his, ence Stith, and the pianist will
calls for putting up with a cert
ainaccompani
Miller.
st, lists.
A son, Derrick Engleberg. to
amount of irritating or exasperat best man and ushers and gives be Eleanor Paschal,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence K. Engle.
New Orleans' B. Sharp Music
City manager Harry Mosley said
ing behavior on the thorny pal. them gifts. He pays for bouton- This is an annual presentation
berg of 764 Hunter.
presic ;the Longview Citizens Council
to growing up. We should be nieres for himself, best man, ush- by the music club, and the chair- Club, Lillian Dunn Perry,
! A daughter. Michelle Robinson.
more willing than were our grand- ers, and fathers. He pays the h. man is Ruth S. Greene. and her co. dent is preparing for the annuall had complied with the measure.
Mr and Mrs. Martin Robinparents to make compromises and cense fee and the minister's fee. chairman is 0. H. Taylor, Rev, Christmas program "Living Mad • of 1213 Texas.
He takes care of all expenses con- A. E. Bennett,- is pastor of Grace onnas" to be presented Sunday. "'
Fisk
A daughter, Martha Kay CrockDec. 8.
nected with a honeymoon trip — church.
reU, to Mr. and Mrs, John E.
if there is one.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — (CNS)
Another recital of interest will The Board of Directors of t h e
Creehrell of 964 Athens.
be the appearance of Theresa National Association of Negro Mu- —Five past graduates of Fisk uni•
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
Joiner, soprano who sings at Lin- sicians, Inc., Dr. Roscoe R. Polin, versity. Nashville, Tenn., w er•
William Walker of 1888 Person.
co/n Center, Sunday, Nov. 24, at National President, will hold the awarded citations of merit her.
A daughter. Georgia Marie WalMid-Winter meeting in Philadel- at the National Housing Center in
7:30 p.m.
NEW YORK CITY — (ANN—A
ton, to Mr. and Mrs. Osie L. WalMiss Joiner, a choir director and phia, Pa., Dec. 27-28.
toniunction with the Eastern Refifty dollar donation and S.3.5o
ton of 1740 Brooking
soloist for some time here will be Mrs. Lessie Spurlock, Vice Pres- gional Conference of the Fisk Alapplication for membership have
A son, N'ergil Lee Bravarcl. to
accompanied by John Marti', who ident and General Chairman of the umni Association which began
Mr. and Mrs. Virgin L. Brevard of
been returned to Benjamin Davis
will also be heard in a group of 1958 Convention will be hostess their two-day conference at
the
1186 Tunica
state chairman of the Communist
for the 'meeting.
piano solos.
Shoreham Hotel.
' A daughter, Margaret A n n
Party. Russell Crawford, presi
Her program will include among
Johnson. to Mr. and Mrs. Morgan •
dent of the NAACP's New York WASHINGTON, D. C. — ANN her
selections Oh, Had I A Jubranch announced here this week -First reports from Red Cross , bars
"Pal Joey," playgirl
Johnson of MS Wilson Rd.
Lyre, from "Joshua" by Han.
STARTS SUNDAY!
by
Frank
In a letter to Davis. the NAACP
Sinatra, gets trapped between a
' A daguhter. Glenda Louise Hardel:
Songs by Wintter Watts, FloNOV. 24
official stated that the organiza- chapters in Texas and Louisiana
ris. to Mr and Mrs. Otha Harris. "klamy mouse with may" (Rita
rence
B.
Hayworth) and a,
Price and the Ballatella,
1 "nifty chick
tion had repeatedly expressed its indicated that at least 700 famil- front
of 1065 Indiana.
4
BIG
DAYS - 4
with no experience" (Kim Novak)
I
Pagliacci by Leoncovallo.
A daughter. Glenda Anti Wilkins' in Columbia
antipathy to communism and has ies were affected by the tornaPictures' Technicolor production
TWO BIG HITS
directed all units to reject- appli• does that struck in these two
DS Mr and Mrs Henry Within.
IN MEMORY of Jan Sibelius,
of the Rodgers-Nart stage
cations for membership made by states during the night.
of 2226 Stovall.
hit.
baritone, Theodore Charles Stone,
Communist Party members.
A daughter. Earths Loverson. to
Red Cross national headquart- will include "Black Roses- on his
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Loverson
ers said that Red Cross disaster projelam ar Sunday. No‘. 24. at
of
S. Fourth.
staff and nurses were already in
A daughter. Janice Theresa Ma
the stricken communities. Anoth•
•
this, to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel T
er staff is standing by for assignMathis of 692 1oka.
ment where needed.
-NOVEMBER 13
In Lousiana, the Red Cross
A son. to Mr. and Mrs Lonntt•
said some 500 families were atEisen of 1459 Decatur.
•
fected. Hardest hit seemed to be
The suix i‘ors of NI SL,t clvde
A daughter. Debra Ann W i I South
.the town of Alexandria, where a T. Arnold.
who died while
barns. to Mr and Mrs Tot N
tornado damaged two residential ed in
Tachikawa. Japan recently.
Williams of 1654 Getwell.
sections and an industrial area.' are
awaiting the arrival of his
A daughter Dorothy Jean 'it iii
Red Cross shelters are operating remains
ellebrook. to Mr. and Mrs. flilliert
ATI.A\TA —
— Itie Nat- civil righis law.- he said "we are non-partisan na,is, with its purpose 'thereThey are: his wife, Mrs. Janie
Middlebrook of 552 concor,i
ienal Association for Advancement , competent that this goal can be being increased enrollment — halAl Ville Platte, La.. six homes Arnold; seven
children, Janice.
A son. Dwight Earl Rtisseti 'o ol Colored People announced for reached."
toting would he done "as they see were damaged and another strickCharlotte, Richard. Charles. and
flusseil mania) 01 Jfi implementation" The formation of the comnuttee, best."
Mr. and Mrs. .James K
en community was Boyce, where David Arnold. of
Memphis; Clyde
committee Stintlio to -vastly- ex- it was pointed out, will be the,
of 413 E. Vance.
The new campaign. Wilkins said the local Red Cross chapter is, Theodore Arnold,
SIR
°'
lifT CWLIN • BM SARK • 101111
jr., and Miss
A son. to Mr. and Mrs .1;,mes pand the number of registered Ne• first effort by the NAACP in con•! would
not
caring
slow
aims,
NAACP
for
down
some
40
persons
in
a.
Consuelo Arnold of Washington:
gro voter% in the South.
Thomas of 521 Concord
junction with the recent civil rights at school de-segregation. It would, shelter.
UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
A
, a stepson, Andrew William Stone:
National secretary Roy Wilkins It'gislation.
A son. Ivery Leon TOT I. Mr.
he explained, hasten the object.; Worst hit spot in Texas seems' father, Thomas
STARTS THANKSGIVING DAY! 3 - BIG DAYS - 3
Arnold of Knox.
and Mrs. M. L. Tyler of 21511 coo- • told a news conference in Atlanta
The national. secretary, who had it e,
to
be
Grove,
where
100
families
Randolph Scott in
that only 25 per cent of the potent- iii-t convened a regional NAACP
ville and aunt. Mrs. Classic Ar
yell
, were affected and a shelter now is
"SHOOT OUT AT MEDICINE BEND"
nold of Knoxville.
A son. Calvin Williams. to Mr ial Negro %me was regi%tered in assembly, said the committee Wilkins said in some Georgia
me family resides at 1230 Can.
vs compared would meet within the next month areas, he has heard that Negroes in iperation to care for the homeand "DEEP ADVENTURE"
and Mrs. Sammie G. William- of I 0•11 ,,,,,t11,1
are "diplomatically discouraged ; less.
I', a GO pc!' cent bloc by while ell is, to establish the necessary tndon.
2433 Saratoga.
At
from
Orange,
voting."
Texas,
while
in
other
the
chapter
areas,1
inery and provide the needed bud•
A daughter. klfreda Cooper '0
11
•aai the com mittee's get for implementation of a pro., "Negroes are apathetic just like reported one confirmed dead, 22
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. cooper ot
' "
injured and an estimated 75 lamf'i't
ea1,1 tie to equal the grain which will reach every NeSP St. Paul.
flies affected by a tornado. A
iiging registration in pro- gro household in 11 southern stales. However, he declared:
A daur.thter. F.% cii n •
oSi r
port ion Iii that of the whites. Ile 7-MAN P %NEL
-If it was just' apathy, both 1 shelter also is operating in that
city.
The seven-member panel will ad v ould have the same (voting.
ii!' asal l• Ii,
‘ise -t.va?s and meami on a Mate proportion
.21.0 I
t,tr:ition op to 1;0 per and local level." Wilkins said. Wilkins said eventually, "our Chicago—About
200 persons are
it -noteni ial --or utiolil -Rearing in mind the different nat. efforts to protect our democracy killed
and more than 1,000 are seriTOASTERS
'AMPS
tlitee million I oter. hi' 1915,.ilre of the requirementS of vot- may prove to be a significant ously injured every year by
fires
5',ith the .ricentive of the 1957 ing."
HEATERS
weapon for meeting the challenge'caused by carless handling of inHe emphasized that the registra- ot the Soviet satellite".
VACUUM CLEANERS
flammable cleaning fluids
tion campaign would operate on a
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cft'he de luxe way to give
Luxury Kentucky Bourbon
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There is a r
why people like
to do business with us You, too,
like our courteous treatment
and desire to help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 1100 P.M.
Closed All Day Saturday."

A-200 KILLS
IMMEDIATELY_

..41

Yes—A-1001rillsL4ce,Craos,
and their eggs in one treatment. A400 work' fast and
sure—but won't irritate your
skin, won't stain your
clothes. A-t00 smells good—
and it washes right out, like
a shampoo.
Go to your drug store today for A-f190!

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
Home OporaNd - Homo Owned
Phone JA 5-7611

A-2041 NETTER...by Me111111111111
a
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Give Bourbon de fuxe
Give and serve Bourbon de Luce. the Luxury
xury Borbon—trills
u
American whiAkey—straight from Kentucky ... iiisuriOusks gilt
packaged for gracious giving at no extra cost to y ou.
KIIINTILOOKY'S SIS1—VIST COSTS NO 9109111

1141114(11

61

Int
BOURBON
KY DISTRIBUff0 BY NATIONAI
DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO., KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKLY-44
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Probe Fatal
7-Hr. Battle
In Alabama

Sat., Nov. 23, 1957

Mr. and Mrs. Etta Johnson of hams
and Mr and Mrs. C. t.
St. Louis, Mo., were the week Moody,
sr., for several weeks M\ ION. Ala -- INS' -Po
end guests of Miss Lil',.,Northcross tore
returning to her home.
lice Sunday were investigating a
and father Alonza No..."-incross.
• *
spectacular seven - hour gunfight
.• .
I The Junior Missionary Society
Clanton. Ala., in which a NeThe American Legion and the held a
spaghetti social at the Sc, in
Auxiliary of the American Legion James
gro was cut down by more than
Baptist church.
with their president, Mrs. Drucits The Usher
Board of St. James 35 gun wounds and killed, and a
la Tuggle. held a banquet at the, Baptist church
had a program re. white deputy and a Negro womStigall High school, Nov. 11. Mrs.' cently which WAS
very interest. an were eounded.
Jennie Vance delivered the ad- ing.
di CS&
Authorities suspect the shootMrs. Annie NicHanney has been
• • •
confined several days in bed with ing scrape involved illegal moonMrs. Martha Hall and sister, the flu.
shine activities rather than an
Mrs. Bertha Lou Campbell of
Mrs. Ethel Hall after visiting outbreak of racial violence.
Louis, Mo., were called to the in
Trenton, Ky., has returned
bedside of their sick sister, Mrs. home.
The dead man was identified
Eva Chandler.
Mrs. W, S. Vance. Mrs. Doris as Willie Dunnigan, 46. His pregMrs. Mozella Woods died Nov. Bryson
and Mrs. C. C. Moody, nant wife, Louise, 41, was wound.
1i. tier funeral will be Thursday. jr.,
attended a two day Interrac- ed in the stomach. Sheriff Deputy
•.
sal Pre-school Conference in NashFloyd L. Porter was wounded by
The St. James Baptist church ville,
Tenn.
observed Pastor's Appreciation
Prof. I. H. Ledford wan called shotgun blasts in the hand which
recently, Rev. W. G. Terry Of to Clarksville,
Tenn., to the fu- necessitates amputation.
Jackson, choir, ushers and mem- neral of his sister.
Officers said the gunfight startbers worshipped with them in the
• • •
afternoon. Rev. W. G. Terry John V. Ellison has been ap- ed Saturday night when Porter
preached a soul stirring sermon. pointed to solicit subscriptions for stopped a car containing four
The music was wonderful.
the Tri-State Defender for the teenage white boys for a routine
•• •
Morning Star church. Please en- license check. Porter said someIN LIMELIGHT
WAS Barone started firing a shotgun at
The sorial committee of the ter your subscription with
him.
bara Griffin, 1957 WDIA Talthem for no apparent reason front
Gloxina Garden Art Club with Phone SU 4-9642, 211 Vine at.
ent Search Winner in the
a hill in a field across from the
chairman, Mrs. Ora Lee Gentery, Sorors of the Sigma
Gamma
Pops Division, and a senior
held a call meeting in the homt Rho sorority
immediately mok off
residing in H u 01- road. He
at
Booker T. Washington High
guns
firing
of Miss Lila Northcross.
the
the
persons
after
boldt, attending the Founder's
school, is shown as she was
The funeral of Mrs. Bessie Bond Day program last
but was shot in his hand. The
Sunday at
featured guest vocalist at the
was held Sunday at the church of Lane college were
Sorors Velma boys in the car called for help Club Delisa in Chicago with
God in Christ. Those out of town Pulliam, Olga Baskerville, Mar- from among the townspeople and
music by the Red Saunders
attending the funeral were daugh- tha Lacy, Elizabeth Ballard, and Porter called for law enforcement
Club Dense band. During her
ter, Mrs. Willie Lee Williams of Enid Sims.
•
stay in the alindy ('ity she
Chicago, Ill.; nieces, Mrs. Juanita j Soror Baskerville is the
Bait. The house was surrounded and
was guest on Sam Evans RaMoodyand little daughter, Shirley leus of the Nu Sigma
gunfight
errupted
a
when
DunniChapter
dio show, along with Sam
Bertha Jean Montague, Detroit, of Jackson, Tenn.
gan fired a blast out of the winCooke, Miss Griffin also apBlanch Grant. Joliet, Ill.; Mrs.
•••
dow. Tear gas was shot into the
peared on the Al Benson
Mich.; Mrs. Elizabeth Ferrell, De- The men of
Morning S t ar house and when Dunnigan came
troit, Mich.; and Herman W i t- church are
making plans for a out with his gun still in his hands
urns, Ohio.
successful men's day program on he was "torn apart" by gun,
Mrs. Jaunita Moody and daugh- Nov. 24.
The new pastor, Rev. blasts from outside.
ter of Killen, Tex., will visit her W.
A. Owen, will be here for the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Wit-, occasion.
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Nab Pugh
After Fight iopr
0
s WEST
In His Home9 MEMPFII
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peered on the Al benson
show with former champ, Joe
Louis. Other places of interest
visited McKee's Disc Jockey
lounge, the Regal Theatre
where she appeared with Priscilla Bowman and other stars.
Miss Bowman will appear in
alomphis at the WDIA Goodwill Revue as guest artist on
Dee. 6. Miss Griffin was accompanied by WDIA's Martha
Jean Steinberg who has her
own show over WDIA.

L. A. NAACP Launches
Boycott On Beer Firm

Earl Howard Pugh vi ho reeds
ed $51,000 in 1955 after spendine
17 years in Statesville prison for
a crime he did not commit is in
trouble again.
Miss Earnestine Gammon. re.I visit
Pugh is currently charged with
relatives and friends, in,Chisimple assault and resisting ar. turned to her home in Malvern, , cago, and St. Louis, has
retailed
Ark.,
after
visiting
in
the
home,
rest by officers of Hyde Park
home reporting a pleasant and de.
police station, 5233 Lake Park of Mr. and Mrs Berry Gammon,1 lightful
trip.
Mrs.
Hill
has
been on
of 1580 S. Belles ue, Memphis,/
GYP.
the sick list, but is up now doTenn.
Pugh, who has resided at 1221
ing fine. She is a member. 0111
••
Ilyde Park blvd. since his reMrs. Mole aleGoss an, beautician Bethel AME church. of N. 8th at.
lease from Joliet in 1953, was reof the lnola Beauty Shop, of S. Rev. Franklin• is pastor
leased by Hyde Park police on a
••
8th St.. Mrs Mahalia and Mrs.!
cash bond of $50, at 11 a. in.,
Miss Harriet Williams, of Si,
Saturday. Although arrested for Martha Gordon, of 407 Linden,i
fighting and disturbance of the Memphis. motored to Helena, Ark., N. 13th at,, has returned from her
peace, he declined to name his last Monday: sisiting relatives and !vacation where she was the guest
friends.
opponent.
of her sister and hrother-in-tam,
Pugh was arrested :.t 3:15 p.
The New Homemakers of Amer- Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Harris Sr.,
m., Friday. by JtEeers Alvin ica,
of Wonder Iligh met last of Chicago, Ill. Miss Williams faid
Roberts and James Crowell, of
1Vednesday in the home econom- that she had a wonderful time.
•• •
lisle Park station, who were
ics room. Wonder High NIIA will
sun.moned to stop a disturbance
attend the district meeting in For- Several Crittenden County Teachat Fugh's hon.'
ers left last Wednesday to attend
rest City, ArkNov.
N
M
E
last) was originally convicted
P. Shannon is the adviser for Dis- the Arkansas Teachers Associati Ito killina of Wilt • am Haag.
tion's 59th annual meeting which
trict No. 2.
was held at liot Springs, Ark.
Miss Lena Bell Shelton of 218
Headquarters for the meeting WAS
S. 12th at., an eight grade stu•
the National Baptist Hotel-Bath.
dent at Wonder High is ill at her
House. Theme: "Reappraising
honiss Miss Shelton is the daughEducational Purposes for Respore
ter of Mr, and Mrs. Joe Shelton
sible Living."
sr.
• ••
• ••
Crittenden County 411 olu h
Miss LeTonia (Honey) Lee Wil- winners in the State Awards conson, of 423 S. 9th st., had her fa. test are Lorine E. Thornton, first
ther Henry Lee, from St. Louis, place, clothing; Ida Marie GamMo., as her enjoyable guest a few mon, third place, achievement;
days ago. Mr. I.ee, was called to Penry L. Davis, first place,'tracthe bmIside of his sick daughter, tor driving and Reber, owens,
Miss.. Lee Wilson who is very ill second place, health. All first pls..°
at her honie. She is also the daugh- winners attended the 4-H club Conter of Mrs Katie Wilson who re- gress which was held Nov. 14 A nd
sides at the same address.
15 at Philander Smith college, LitEARL PUGH
•.•
tle Rock, Ark. They were honored
Mrs. Anna Hill, of S. 8th st., with a banquet and preseitted
who was found stabbed to death who left several weeks ago to a w a rd s
on Sept. 5, 1953. and Pugh was
accused of the murder with the
days than the August report.
motive claimed as robbery,
Previous monthly GI loan staAccusations against Pugh were
tistics were gathered to the 25th
proven foundless — 17 years later
of each month as the terminal
—when his legal consultants provon a calendar month basis, Beer
ed that the murdered man did
GI loan activity in Illinois dur- said.
not regain consciousness or idenThe Chicago VA regional office
tify his killers before his death. ing Septtember Was down sharply
in all categories compared to Au- received 1,023 home loan applicaChicago—It is generally claimed gust. Robert D. Beers .VA's re- tions in September, down front
that rummy is the best-known card gional office manager in Chicago, August's 1,131: actually off 24,per.
cent when adjusted to a "pet
game in the United States. Soli- has announced.
work day" average.
taire, contract, poker, auction
The September report encomcanasta, pinochle, hearts and five passed the period Aug. 26 through
hundred follow in that order.
Sept. 30, or four more working
In the latter part of Octobers
Fr.,..., ,...t.. -,,..7•1**-1•21•".*;.'
the U. S. Public Ilealth sei4Ace
estimated that 2,500,000 Atari.
,I
cans had contracted Asian flu.
The situation was improving,in the
South, and worsening in the North.

in preparing for the entertainment of the West Tennessee Association Executive board, which
will assemble at the Morning Star
LOS ANGELES, Calif. — Rev. products off their shelves and
Baptist church on the 14th and
Maurice A. Dawkins, president of have stopped selling it over their
15th of this month. Rev. J. R.
NEW YORK — Jackie Robin- the Los Angeles NAACP, an- bars, and have refused to place
Halliburton, pastor.
•••
son and Dr. Joseph H. Douglass, nounced recently that the labor ' any more orders with salesmen
until the company hires Negroes
Mrs. Anna Taylor who spent program coordination officer, US and industry committee of the as truck drivers and employees
four days in E. H. Crump hospital Department of Health, Education organization along with Negro tav- in the plant.
has returned to the home of her and Welfare, Washington, D. C., ern and liquor store owners have
Rev. Dawkins made it plain
daughter, Mrs. Willie Kate San- were both elected to the board launched a protest movement
that more than 350,000 Negroes in
ders on Barbee Avenue, Ripley. of directors of the American So- against Budweiser beer, charging the
Los Angeles area will be urgcial Hygiene Association, it was them with racial discrimination
She is much better.
ed to stop drinking Badweiser
announced last week by Philip in hiring.
••a
has been
Representing accounts of more beer until the NAACP
The Stork paid a visit to Mr. R. Mather, Association president.
Mather stated the Association than 2,000 cases of Budweiser satisfid that there is no racial
and Mrs. Roosevelt Bullocks and
discrimination in the Anheueser
/ Rev. Saul Huddleston's home
graced them with a baby girl, was honored and delighted to have beer per month, these' business Busch hiring policy, and that Neburned Monday morning. Friends
Linda Kate. Mother and baby are as a new member Jackie Robin- men have taken Anhaueser Busch groes are on the job — delivering
should remember them during
son because of his broad humanidoing fine.
the products as well as working
this mishap.
tarian interests. "We feel he can
• ••
on the production line and in the
make great contributions to our
offices of the company.
work in strengthenng and preservRev. W. L. Reed of Memphis,
Fruitless efforts by the Urban
ing the family.
Tenn., preached a soul stirring
League to secure cooperation from
Of Dr. Douglass he said, the Assermon recently at the Morning
the beer industry over a number
sociation is particularly fortunate
Star Baptist church. He chose for
of years of conferences and nein obtaining a person with Dr.
his subject, "Slow Down and Wait
Douglass' educational background
gotiations led to the organization
on God," text was found in the
NEW YORK Civil responsi- of the protest movement by the
and experience in areas of internutmeg. Chill.
book of Ezekiel 40th chapter, 20th
bility as the / key to overcoming NAACP.
Kentuckey Chill.
est to the Association.
verse.
Sen. Paul Douglas (D) Ill , has
injustice was emphasized
3 dozen eggs
' Rev. Reed also preached at the urged President Eisenhower to use The American Social Hygiene racial
of the 1957 Yellowstone Park—Old Faithful
1 gallon thick cream to be
Henning Grove Baptist church the the full prestige of his office to Association, 1790 Broadway, New here by the recipients
Awards for Inter- geyser in Yellowstone national
whipped
following Sunday afternoon. Rev. break down discrimination, includ- York City, was founded In 1912 by James J. Hoey
112 lbs. sugar
park throws 250,000 gallons of
Terrell was guest at the Henning ing quota systems, in American a group of distinguished educa- racial Justice.
erupts,
confer1 pint rum
The silver medals were
steaming water each time it
tors including President Charles
Grove Baptist church.
colleges and universities.
1 pint gin
W. Eliot. of Harvard, and Presi- red on George Meany of Wash- on its schedule of about once durHe gave some encouraging re- Douglas said such
Dairy products give that special top.
discrimination dent David Starr Jordan, of Stan- ington, D. C., president of the ing every hour.
1
pint brandy
marks about how we should fol- was deeply rooted and has held
flavor and richness to drinks for
Whip whites and polks Of ego!'
AFL-CIO, and James W. Dorsey
VIRGINIA EGGNOG
low leadership. Rev, and Mrs. J. down the number and quality of ford university.
the Holiday season. Here are a
separately until very light. Divide
Goal of the Association is "to of Milwaukee, chairman of the
Halliburton and Rev. W. L. American scientists.
few recipes, anyone of which is 6 eggs, separated
the sugar, putting some in the
1 1-4 cups sugar
promote those conditions of living, advisory committee, Fair EmployReed were guests in the home of
a specialty. Of course, if you don't
His words came in a massage environment and personal conduct ment Division of the Wisconsin
yolks. Beat until very light and
cream
-2
quarts
of
,Mr. and Mrs. Eggleston. Mrs. Eggcare for alcoholic beverages, there
setrit to the Jewish Labor council which best protect the family as Industrial Commission.
then combine, heating thoroughly,
pint
of
whiskey
rs
leston served a delicious dinner. meeting in Chicago.
is the good fresh milk eggnog
then add the whiskey to cook the
They became the 16th pair of
• • •
a social institution.
at your favorite grocery or Dairy Dash of rum
The 700 delegates at the confer
eggs. Whip the cream, add it
white and Negro Catholic laymen
Archie McKinzie passed Sunday ence also received a message from
Beat yolk with one cup sugar. gradually
Plant,
to above mixture, addreceive the medals given by
,night, Nov. 9. He was the father AFL-C10 president George Meetly, Buenos Aires — Argentina's two to
Add cream and whiskey alternate- ing
DAIRY DRINKS
at intervals the rum, gin altd
oldest cities, San Juan and Men- the Catholic Interracial Council of
'of C. McKinie.
YORK — Miss Lois Re)
ly
and
NEW
the
rum.
Season
with
ALEXANDER
who asserted that organized labor
COCKTAIL
brandy. When finished, if too
• • *
doza, eere founded in 1561 and, New York for outstanding con- gina Baldwin has joined the staff
ground nutmeg. Beat the whites thick, thin to
is not satisfied with the civil rights
1 part cream
desired consistent?
tributions to the cause of interra•
of the eggs stiff, add 1-4 cup of with rich
NAACP as a field secre- I part gin
The people of Ripley and bill passed during the last sessicta 1562 by the colonists who camel
of
the
milk, Sweeten to taste.
cial justice.
!Lauderdale County, for the last of Congress and will continue its in from Chile.
sugar. Drop this on top of the Beating makes
tary working with youth and 1 part Creme De Cocoa
it smooth, velvety.
,few days have spared no pains fight for a better one.
adults, Roy Wilkins, NAACP exeShake well with ice and strain mixture in bowl. Dust top with and prevents separating.
cutive secretary, announced here. '
EGG MILK PUNCH
Miss Baldwin will have as her 1 egg
headquarters the NAACP nationteaspons sugar
al office in New York, Wilkins 2 cup shaved ice
said, adding that she later, may 2 tablespoons ruin
be transferred to a regional of- 3 cup milk
flee.
1-4 cup brandy
Mix in order given, cover tight
Miss Baldwin previously was a
Two persons were graduate instructor in social sci- ly, shake well and strain into tal
BROOKSVILLE, Miss. — (INS)
killed Sunday when a tornado struck their farm home west ence at Howard university in glass. Top with nutmeg grating.
Washington, D. C. She received
HOT BUTTERED RUM
of Brooksville.
Item mastius, degree in political 1 cube of sugar
The victims were identified as Tom Dugan, 85, and science from that institution and Pinch of cloves, allspice
studied also at Sarah Lawrence 1 to 2 tablespoons rum
his 75-year-old wife.
1 pat of butter (1-2 oz.)
college in Bronzville, N. Y.
Mississippi state patrolmen rePlace sugar in a tall glass. Disported that the tornado dropped approaching tornado in a car. The
100 or 80 PROOF DISTILLED TROMI00%GRAIN NEUTRAL
in a little hot water. Add
solve
Calgary—There are 43 peaks in
SPIRITS • PRODUCT OF U S A • CLEAR SPRING
first about six miles west of Ma• twister severely damaged their
DISTILLING CO , thnvon of JAMES 13. KAM DISTILLING
the Canadian Rockies 11,000 or spices and rum. Fill gess with
con. Miss., where it wiped out a home and a store they operate
CO., CLERMONT, KENTUCAY.
hot
the
more
water
feet
and
in
float
height.
butter
on
home, but apparently inflicted no nearby.
injur y.
Not far from the Crabtree home,'
State Rep. R. T. Crabtree, who five Negro children were playing
lives about a mile and a half in a barn when the hvister hit
(English Lady)
from the Dugan home, said he The barn was completely de
and his brother fled from, the molished around the terrified
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
youngsters, but only one suffered
A GYPSY
minor injury.
Th14 Is her new office at the Mississippi
The first point where the tor•
State Line, MADAM BELL is back after a
BOURBON DELUXE
OLD TAYLOR
nado dipped down was Macon,
long time of being away and at lug she Is
•
CABIN STILL
ANCIENT AGE
where a house and a church were
back to stay In her new home.
I... Low
•
FOUR ROSES
YELLOWSTONE
inand
damage was
demolished,
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage' Have
•
houses,
flicted
trees
on
other
and
JAMES E. PEPPER
CHARTER OAK
Waft
IDS left faith I. your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yen
communication facilities, Brooks•
BOURBON SUPREME
CALVERT
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are year
ville was the next struck as the
qedr4S
tornado swept northeastward.
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
10-Yee,
eraresfee
will read life to yes just as she would read an open book.
From Brooksville, the swirling
winds plunged into Cliftorwille,
Tell you why yowr job or business Is not a success. If you have
northeast of Macon and Brooksfailed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
sINC.6
RIND
ville and a few miles from the
Located on Highway 51 South, Just over Mississippi State
040
Alabama state line. Cliftonville
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home Is 2 blocks below
also reported property damage.
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be are
No Money
Down!
te look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
N. GAN
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
'beer
CAN YOU USE
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
Instilled
I. 2 Newell
off at State Line am! walk 2 block, and see MADAM BELL'S
MORE
HAND SIGN,
"One Of Amprice's Fined

RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE-

Hygiene Posts

GI Loan Action
Down Sharply

County

NEWS

Laymen Lauded
For Interracial
Religious Stand

Asks Ike To
Help Eliminate
College Bias

• WAY

Lois Baldwin
Gets New Post
With NAACP

2 Die, 1 Hurt In
Miss. Tornado

Memphis favorite for
8 straight years.

1
130
1
1
%
,,

DARK EYES VODKA

HOLIDAY

SHOPPER STOPPER

MADAM BELL

THIS WEEK

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT,
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

ASK ABOUT

'53 thru '56 MODELS

•

Low Bank Financing • Day or Night

DON'T DELAY!
SEE US TODAY!
BE WISE—ECONOMIZE

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR

rumens

Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA.4-5557

SUPER

MILO'S
LIQUOR STORE

Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week

Drive-hi

CASH?

CITY FINANCE

569 POPLAR AVE.
STOVE HOURS
S A.M. TO 11

TWO NM
PARKINS
,

Lars
r
FAST, COURTEOUS SERVICE

• •

GROUND FLOOR

PLUMSINO COMPANY
RR SHIMS
WI S. Cooper
WIWI. SEM ICS

STERICIL BUILDING
WHIRt 50155 IMF YOU
Cal PRWRINIIAI
SfRVICe

We Finance These Ourselves

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY II TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m, to 5 p.m.
Roadlaga Daily, Open on Sundays
I don't make any home eons or answer any letters. Be ewe
to look for the right sign and the right name.

ALSO

As Low As $50 Down
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

1

Porter School
Sponsors Dual
'Celebration'
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Forrest City & Madison Briefs

2 Commentators Join
EducatorsOn NewShow

Porter School elementary puanpils and library assistants were to News
Frank 'focuses on the relationship of
conunentators
various all
provide the entertainment for a Blair and Bill Henry and author- cient mythology to
special reference
"Dual Celebration" at the Porter critic Clifton Fadiman will join foens, with
By CHARLENE L. WARREN ship record was entered In the
origiGreek art. Each program
and
;
educators
leading
with
state competition for 4-H leaders
forces
PTA Meeting Thursday, Nov. 21,
Metropolitan MuOn Monday morning, Nov. 18 by her home demonstration agent.
on five new half-hour nates from the
scientists
at 7:30 p. m., in the cafeteria.
York City, which
school bells will again be ringing Mrs. S. B. Banks. Mrs. Rispon is
shows presented on WKNO every scum in New
The elementary pupils were to night at 9 o'clock, Monday through has the largest collection of art
for the boys and girls of St. Fran- also known all over the state for
cis County. The same bells will her activity with the Order of Easin the Western hemisphere.
render a Thanksgiving program Friday, beginning November.
SURVIVAL
also be tolling for all faculty tern Star and the Arkansas Assoof Mrs. J. D. Sponsored by the National Broad- MATTER OF
direction
the
under
members who have been enjoy- elation of Colored Women.
On Thursdays at 9:00 the subcasting company and the National
assistants'
library
Jarrell.
The
World Reing the scenic beauty of other
Mr. Edward Sykes and M r s.
Educational Television and Radio ject is "Survival —
Civilizations." Geoplaylet will be in observance of
cities as well as for those of us Emma Morris of the Stanley
and
sources
the
Mich.,
Center in An o Arbor,
who stayed home and enjoyed the Grove Community also attended
hook Week. Mrs. L. Flagg is li- programs will be seen on channel grapher-economist Albert Burke,
eminent guests will
automnal beauty in our own sur- the 4-H Congress as outstanding
brarian.
10 for a 10-week period, bringing host, with his
his resources
rounding communities.
club members in leadership.
Reports of the West Tennessee Memphians coverage on a wide trace man's uses of
tremendous
Among Forrest Citians attending
Mrs. J. W. West, local school
District meeting of the Tennessee range of topics — from upper and show how the
resources
the ATA Convention which con- 'marm,' is having quite a yam
of Parents and Teach- atmosphere to the bottoms of rate at which natural
Congress
affect fuvened in Hot Springs, Ark., on
--- lion visiting her sister. Miss Viowere to be given by the pres- oceans, and from Greek art and are being used up will
ers
first prolast week were; Mrs. A. P. Suggs, let M. Ankrum, in Washington,
ident, Mrs. Lula Deaner and sec- mythology to United States gov- ture generations. The
Mr. and Mrs. Overtis Wilson, Mrs. D.C. Enroute home, Mrs. West will
Mrs. Sadie Edwards, who ernment, to mathematics. Titles of gram (Nov. 141 answers such
retary,
S. B. Banks. Mrs. Margaret Stew- visit relatives and friends northwere delegates to the meeting in the five series are "International questions as: What are Resourcreart, Mr. C. T, Cobb, Mrs. Laura east of the Mason-Dixon line.
Tenn., Nov. 14.
Jackson,
Geophysical Year — A Small es? What are the resource
Jones, Mrs. E. P. Shannon, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Porter were
Itself." quirements for an individual
at
Look
a
Takes
Planet
annual
the
on
reports
Progress
Wilma Delaney. Mrs. F. M. jef. recent visitors in Pine Bluff,
American? What attitudes have
membership drive will be given. "Mathematics." "The Arts and
of resources?
fers, Mr. Charles Latimer, Mrs.I Ark., where they visited th ei r
"Survival — World conditioned our use
Gods;"
The
mainto
striving
is
PTA
Porter
Iola
Mrs.
Veni Bond and
All programs in this series origiHunter.1 daughter, Willa Patricia, who is
Civilizations and Resources." and
in
membership
largest
the
tain
Mrs.
and
Scott
• Mrs. Rosetta
tour. Shown welcoming ChapThe Methodist Commission on
VA
HOSPITAL
VISITS
nate from Washington, D. C.
a student at Ark. AMAN college.
"Camera on Washington."
the state.
Annie M. Jefferson are visiting
lain Bowling (left to right) are
NBC in New York City and th
chaplains is a group establishThe Christ Church Parochial Chaplian Herley C. Bowling,
"Internathe
host
will
Blair
M. N. Conley is principal and
relatives and friends in Chicago, I school and the combination Fill- associate secretary. Methodist
Dr. Maiden, director of ProEducational Television and Rae
ed by the Methodist church
seen
Year"
Geophysical
tional
Mrs. 0. S. Shannon is assistant
111.
Ann Arbor, Mich.,
fessional Services; Mr. Van
Commission on chaplains, was
for the purpose of ecclesiasticI ing Station and Grocery Store,
Mondays at 9, and showing what dio Center in
principal.
' Miss Marilyn Williams has re-, owned and operated by Mr. Robmanager,
Meter, assistant
al endorsement of Methodist
a recent visitor to Kennedy
share equally the costs of proout
find
to
trying
are
scientists
turned to the city front an ex-! ert Brown were recently destroyed VA hospital. He served with
series of proChaplain Bowling and Chapchaplains in the Armed Forcin this year's world-wide scientific ducing these five
tended vacation in Compton. Calif. by fire.
lain L. A. Thigpen. The visitthe Navy during World War
es and the Veterans Admin.
grams which WKNO, Memphis
the
is
"Sputnik"
which
of
,.
y
d
u
t
s
where she visited with her sister
ing chaplain indicated KenneII and in the Korean War
istration. Annually a repreThe Lincoln High school Tigers
Russian contribution to the I.G.Y. community television station, has
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
dy VA was the most outstandsentative of the commission
scheduled for local viewers bewill play host to the Washington prior to his assignment as asJames Deal.
sociate secretary of the Methoing visited on his tour.
visits each chaplain at his
ginning this week.
school Eskimos of Jonesboro
High
MATHEMATICS
home
! Iris and Gloria Clark are
dist Commission on chaplains.
an
station
on
inspection
here on Saturday night, Nov. 16.
program series on
Tuesdays
weeks
several
'again after spending
This game is a must in order
"Mathematics" brings Clifton Fadin Little Rock, Ark.
iman, seen on television as the
for the Tigers to stay in th e
the,
of
Circle
Burke
' The T. W.
•
•
championship race with front-win
emcee of "This Is Show Business,"
i
a
presented
church
Baptist
First
and heard on radio as emcee of
fling s u g .
•
Manless Wedding on Friday eve-I
A "Conversation," and editor of the
—
The Tigers edged West Memphis
I DETROIT, Michigan
ning. Nov. R.
Miss. —
COLUMBUS.
book
new
"Fantasia
Mathernatdehas
official
Linthriller.
Motors
a
in
! General
I The Eureka Civic and Social p last week 13-12
of a
remaining home
nied a statement which appeared ics", in a presentation of the great Funeral rites in the chapel
club sponsored a Masquerade coin has two
come and help to
in the Wall Street Journa l's discoveries in mathematics. This local church for a 400-pound wornParty on Halloween Night. Prizes games. You all
another vicSouthwest edition stating that the series covers such subjects as an had to be transferred to the
were awarded to those persons steer the Tigers on to
company agreed to conform to the "The Search for X;" "The Space vestibule, after attendants found
whose identity was withheld until torious season.
Rosalind
Flagg,
Mrs.
Lucy
in
The
Mrs.
librarians
are:
each
the
other
librarians
of
The
city
of
enemy
grim
a
South's policy of discriminating Pilot;" "That's The Way to Bet." that the coffin of the deceased
ts
Tuberculosis
Gwentime for the awards. Mrs
. city schools are sponsoring a story Mrs. Helen Waterford, Mrs. Fran- Hayes, Miss Delthenia Williams
was too wide to pass through the
of
out
one
causes
against Negroes before moving an and "A Net Around Infinity."
it
but
races
all
the
president
of
dolyn Starlard is
hour for all children in grades ces Duvall, Mrs. Vivian White, and Miss Harriett Walker.
Scourby, I church door.
Alexander
Atlanta, Ga. Actor
Nenear
plant
among
assembly
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Millions who douche
with "Lysol"
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BEVERLY TRUITT
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Layman Gets
High Catholic
Church Award

wouldn't dream of
going back to vinegar!
Women can actually tell the difference between "Lysol" and
vinegar in the douche.

They can actually sense the
TULSA. Okla. — The Pro Facie- difference in freshness, in just
presla et Pontifice Medal was
plain cleanliness!
sented to L. A. Gibbs. 79. a NeThey
know vinegar can't do
MonSt.
gro. at special services in
the job the way "Lysol" can.
ica's church here Sunday.
He was cited for his outstanding "Lysol" stops odor, kills germs
devotion to the church and for his ... the very' germs that cause
untiring efforts toward the a- odor!
chievement of better race rela- "Lysol" brand disinfectant is
tions.
mild, gentle. Try it
l
Gibbs, now retired, served is a
and see.
headwaiter at the Tulsa Club here
since its founding. He became a
For tree booklet
convert to the Catholic church
on how to douche,
In 1929, and attributes his conververde to: "Lysol."
Mon to the deep piety of his son,
Dept. N 372, Lip.
Lee, who died while studying for,
coln, Illinois.
the priesthood.
The decoration was first established in 1888 by Pope Leo XIII
an is aware to those eminent
In their devotion
toward the
church. The medal consists of a
gold cross hanging from a red,
•FAND DISINFECTANT
white, and yellow ribbon. A comet
L.1410.PINK .410DUCI
and four lilies embellishing the
Stress recall the family coat-of arms M Pope Leo.

The

Catholic Church

How did Governor Orval Faubus, of
Arkansas, become a world-wide figure by
his decision to order out the Arkansas
National Guard? How 'did he force the
Eisenhower administration to deal with
the race problem in terms of force? How
did he precipitate a constitutional crisis
by attempting to block integration? Read
"What Faubus Did For The Negro.,' by
Carl Rowan, in the December issue of
EBONY, now on you? newsstand.

and the Aro
The Catholic Church welcomes 10,000
new Negro Catholics each year, so now
there are more than 550,000 Catholic
American Negroes. How does this compare with the Protestant Negro population? How many Negroes consider themselves Christians but do not belong to any
Church? How many Negro Bishops are
there in the Catholic Church? Read "The
Catholic Church And The Negro" in the
December issue of EBONY magazine.
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